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Abstract: 
 
In a world where degradation of climate and environment poses an increasingly serious threat, 
the social construction of viable strategies for addressing these challenges is crucial. Who can act 
and how? Little research focusses on this process of construction as it takes place through the 
daily news media, despite extensive research highlighting the importance of the news as agenda 
setters (McCombs, 2004:1) and influencer of public and political interest and action (Lester, 
2010:164). This study investigates how possibilities for agency in regards to combating climate 
change and environmental degradation are constructed through the Danish DR1 News broadcast 
(public service). A comprehensive investigation is undertaken of news stories related to climate 
and/or environment during a 2 month investigation period. 23 stories are analyzed using a slight 
modification of Fields’ Systematic Approach to Qualitative News Analysis. This investigation 
yields results on the context within which climate and environment are constructed in the news, 
the angling and perspectives commonly engaged, the way the issues themselves are constructed, 
who are constructed as credible and powerful actors, and which paths for action are constructed 
as viable. Main results relate to an anthropocentric construction of the issue, with a construction 
of agency within and upholding the current political and economic systems.   
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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION 
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1.0 Introduction 
 
“[Ecological images and symbols, ed.] are by no means scientifically confirmed and intrinsically 
certain knowledge. They are culturally perceived, constructed and mediatized; they are part of 
the social knowledge 'fabric', with all its contradictions and conflicts. The catastrophic 
consequences of climate change must, as we have seen, be made visible, that is they must be 
effectively staged in order to generate pressure for action.” (Beck, 2009:86) 
 
“Telling stories of social life, news is a social resource. A source of knowledge, a source of 
power, news is a window on the world.” (Robertson, 1978, quoted in Lester, 2010:64) 
 
The two quotes above illustrate quite clearly the theoretical cross section in which we aim to 
place ourselves with this research project. From a starting point of climate change and 
environmental degradation staring us in the face, we were pulled towards investigating how we, 
as social beings, are dis- and encouraging different paths for action to mediate and address the 
harmful impact we, as a species, have on this planet and its ecosystems. 
 
Initially exploring several different social aspects influencing our perception of how we can and 
cannot act towards climate change and environmental degradation, we eventually landed on the 
mass media as our catalyst of interest. Given our personal observation that a large group of the 
population watches the evening news on a regular basis, we found this to be a broad and relevant 
research focus (as will be elaborated on in later chapters). In the creation news coverage many 
choices are made; choices of what to cover, how and who to give speaking time, and you end up 
with a socially constructed representation of the current events and interests. This representation 
of reality we argue as not unbiased or straightforward, but rather as imbued with social cues, 
bias, and distortion through the very composition of the coverage. In this approach we agree with 
Lester (2010) when seeing the news as a window to the world in the sense that when viewing the 
world through a window, the frame, glass, placement, and other aspects of the window are also in 
your field of vision and influencing what and how you see the view through it. 
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Climate and environmental issues are far from the only thing constructed partially through media 
news coverage, though the coverage of other topics also contributes to the construction of the 
viable paths for action for different societal actors. In planning this investigation, choices had to 
be made, in regards to delimitation, for us to be able to carry out our research thoroughly and 
comprehensively within the given time and resource restraints. In this delimitation we find 
ourselves cutting out and putting aside several important facets of social construction and action, 
placing them on the peripheral of our research vision to still be acknowledged and related too, 
but too out of scope to be within the specific topic of investigation. We hope and aim to do this 
research project in a non-reductionist manner, while being able to carry out focused research of 
value to the debate on climate and environmental action. 
 
It must be said that we entered into this investigation with the perspective that climate change 
and environmental degradation are very serious issues, which are currently not adequately being 
acted on. Not wishing to excuse this point of view, we do want to make clear that during the 
investigation we attempted to place as little value judgment as possible on the news coverage 
collected and analyzed. We wished to gain a comprehensive insight into the tools and 
perspectives used in the news coverage, and thus attempted to place our personal beliefs and 
opinions outside the analyses parts of this project. However, we do also aim to place our findings 
within a broader perspective towards having an impact on the development on the environment 
and climate action discourse. We believe that to avoid climate and environmental chaos we must 
be able to think in new ways and be critical of our current systems and practices. What is 
attempted through this research is the creation of an empirically stable and well-founded basis 
for societal self-reflection on our construction of viable paths of action for different actors in 
combatting climate change and environmental degradation. 
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CHAPTER 2: 
PROBLEM AREA 
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2.0 Problem Area 
Environmental degradation and climate change are arguably some of the most severe issues 
facing humanity. We have moved beyond the years of widespread skepticism, and the majority 
of the scientific community agrees on the evidence for the anthropogenic (human caused) nature 
of climate degradation (Anderegg et al., 2009:1). This, as well as evidence of the extreme 
severity of the issue (European Commission, 2012), puts us in a time and place to actively 
address and pursue solutions. However, facing an entirely unique problematic requires unique, 
and not least at this point unknown, solutions. Several paths can be followed in attempting to 
combat climate change, be they technological, regulatory, political, consumer-based, civil 
engagement, and/or paradigmatic – and arguably several if not all of these paths must be 
addressed in a comprehensive approach to avoiding climate disaster at this point in time. 
 
Our notion of what climate change is, it's severity, and our own opportunities to turn the tide, are 
all important foundations for which paths, if any, we chose to pursue. This research report takes 
a social constructionist standpoint in arguing that this knowledge is constructed through our 
social interactions and structures (see chapter 3.1 for extended discussion of the ontological and 
epistemological approach taken in this report). How the problem is seen, created and framed in 
popular discourses thus contributes to framing the ways in which individuals will respond to 
further information and possible actions. It is further related to which opportunities we see for 
solutions – and from where they can come. Is it up to the scientists to solve global warming? 
Politicians? God? Civil society? The market? The consumer? 
 
One important factor in constructing hegemony in the discourse on both the nature of and 
solutions to climate change is the mass media. Especially with such wide-arching and global an 
issue, media, and news in particular, has a place as a primary source of information beyond 
personal experience (Lester, 2010:55). In connection to this, the ability of news journalists and 
editors to focus our attention, as well as shape what the public consider to be the most important 
events of the day (also known as the agenda-setting role of the media (McCombs, 2004:1)), 
strengthens the importance of the news media in regards to climate and environmental discourse 
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and action. This is cemented by the empirical research findings that the attention given to a topic 
on the news often translates into attention from the public and politicians (Lester, 2010:164).  
 
From the point of view of the viewer the media discourse on climate change can factor into their 
perception of what is to be done – and what they can do. In this way the media helps shape our 
future possibilities for action by socially constructing the issues and what's viewed as viable 
paths. 
 
We wish to investigate this construction of possible action and agency through news media 
discourse. In carrying this out we find it relevant to look into the coverage of climate and 
environmental issues from the Danish media-corporation Danmarks Radio (DR). DR, as it's 
capacity of being nationally owned, ought to result in less of the classically studied 
owner/sponsor bias stemming from the capital interests of the owners and sponsors. The interests 
served should therefore be those of public service (and in this particular case, avoiding climate 
disaster can be said to be in the population's best interest)1. In addition to this, the DR television 
channels, and in particular the news broadcasts, are watched extensively by the Danish 
population (TNS Gallup TV-Meter, 2013).  
   
The following research will be done in an attempt to answer the problem formulation stated 
below: 
 
2.1 Problem formulation 
How are possibilities for agency in regards to combating climate change and environmental 
degradation constructed through the DR1 News broadcast? 
                                                
1 The public service obligations of DR, as outlined in their public service contract, will be elaborated on in chapter 
4.1.2. 
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2.2 Research Questions 
In order to comprehensively answer the problem formulation, we break it down into smaller 
topics for analysis: 
 
a. What news stories related to the climate and environment are aired, and how are they 
angled? 
• The topical selection of stories is important to consider, as it frames the scope of 
coverage within each news story, and decides which events are given play to influence 
the discourse on climate and environment. Within the topical scope, we also need to 
consider how the news stories are angled and from which perspectives are they 
constructed. 
b. How are the climate and environment constructed in the DR1 News broadcasts? 
• In order to frame types of agency and actions as viable the the issue itself, as it is 
constructed in the news coverage, must first be established, as it outlines the overall 
possibilities and challenges. Furthermore, this relates to the construction of interest in 
and affect for an issue for the viewers, an important pre-step to actual agency and action 
(Lester, 2010:165) 
c. Who/what are constructed as actors on the climate and environment issues, and what 
relations of power and credibility are attributed to these actors? 
• We aim to illuminate which people, organizations, or other actors are constructed as 
capable of acting on the climate and environment. Beyond identifying  who can act, it is 
also crucial to investigate to which extent each of these actors are construed as powerful 
(and thus able to carry our agency effectively) and credible (carrying well-founded 
opinions and paths for action).  
d. What actions are constructed as viable in regards to the climate and environment? 
• In this breaking down of agency we must also investigate what actions actors are seen as 
capable of carrying out and which actions are seen as effective. 
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3.0 Methods 
This chapter concerns the overall methodology of this investigation, and consists of sub-chapters 
on the ontological and epistemological approach of this project, our research design, and finally 
the data collection.  
 
3.1 Ontological and Epistemological Considerations 
This investigation takes a point of departure within the constructionist approach, more 
specifically the ontological understanding derived from the tradition Sociology of Knowledge 
Approach to Discourse (SKAD), relying on the writings of Keller (2013). In this chapter the 
main outline of SKAD will be summarized along with a discussion of the practical applicability 
of the approach to this investigation. Furthermore, an elaboration of the ontological and 
epistemological character of our use of the concept agency will be undertaken, drawing primarily 
on the work of Giddens (1984). 
 
3.1.1 A Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse (SKAD) 
SKAD finds its origin in the Sociology of Knowledge theory of Berger and Luckmann to which 
a range of discourse theories are joined, drawing primarily on the theories of Foucault (Keller, 
2013:61). This integration of different traditions is not done in an attempt to erase all differences 
between them or force them into a similar outlook, rather it is done by a more pragmatic 
appropriation of different aspects of the theories. Furthermore, the combination of different 
traditions in SKAD, and particularly the critical social perspective from Foucault, aims at 
providing an outlook from which both individual and larger social constructs are seen as 
interrelated and which can include a critical view on power relations (Keller, 2013:62). Also, it 
constitutes an approach based on an ontological notion of social construction as heavily 
discourse based. This furthermore means that the mesh between the interpretative or 
constructionist paradigm and discourse theory makes the concepts actors and agency more easily 
applicable within discourse analysis (Keller, 2013:62), making it ideal for the particular research 
objective of this project. 
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SKAD theorists purposely do not define what is meant in regards to the term discourse, in order 
to leave room for individual modification of the concept dependent on the specific topic under 
investigation. This means discourse does not necessarily have to be understood in terms of any 
one of the heterogenous, specific discourse theories such as those of Foucault, or Mouffe and 
Laclau (Keller, 2013:66-67). This aspect of SKAD provides a very pragmatically useful entry for 
this investigation, particularly as what we undertake is not a comprehensive discourse analysis, 
but rather document analysis (a case study if you will) of a specific sender (DR1 News) within 
the discourse on climate and environmental agency. To place this investigation within a 
discourse perspective, we then aim not to place ourselves strictly within one discourse theoretical 
tradition. Rather, we generally acknowledge the important role of discourses in regards to the 
ongoing social construction of modern society, and adhere to the definition of discourse as being 
all statements made on a specific topic. 
 
In regards to the ontological notion of the existence of truth, the SKAD approach does not 
support the idea there is a ‘truly’ objective truth independent of the social construct. As Keller 
(2013) stresses, our knowledge cannot be traced back to ”…an innate cognitive system of 
categories but to socially created symbolic systems that are produced in and through 
discourses.” (Keller, 2013:61). This ontology is further supported by the work of Berger and 
Luckmann, specifically the theory on the objectification of ‘truth’ through processes of 
institutionalization. This process of institutionalization is a key element in Berger and 
Luckmann’s writings, and describes how certain terms and discourses become objectified in the 
eyes of society through an ongoing legitimization, meaning how something relative and 
constructed in nature become seen as truth  (Berger and Luckmann, 1966:58). Therefore, if we in 
this report refer to truths it is to be understood as statements, which have become socially and 
hegemonically constructed as (objectively) true when looked upon through the eyes of the 
individual and society. This element of objective truth is very relevant in this paper, as it allows 
for an understanding of how certain terms and statements about topics such as the environment 
have come to be perceived as true, hegemonic, and thus shape and frame possibilities for agency. 
 
In regards to epistemology, SKAD focuses on the effects of discourses and the ‘preconditions’ of 
new discourses (Keller, 2013:61). Upon establishing these, the SKAD approach emphasizes 
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”…reconstructing processes of social construction, objectivization, communication and 
legitimization of meaning structures (...) at the level of institutions and organizations of social 
(collective) actors, and with analysing the social effects of such processes.” (Keller, 2013:61-
62). In other words, and as stressed by Keller (2013), SKAD focuses on the production and 
circulation of knowledge, centered on the level of institutional fields (Keller, 2013:63). In 
regards to the research focus in this project, the DR1 evening news serves as the institutional 
field and the climate and environment as the topic for production and circulation of knowledge. 
 
3.1.2 Agency, Structure and Power 
As this paper is concerned with agency, a definition and discussion of our use of term is needed. 
We also wish to reflect on the relation between agency and structure, and the role of power. 
 
In choosing Giddens as the primary philosophical foundation for our view on agency, we 
acknowledge, in concurrence with the SKAD approach, the simultaneous and interconnected 
influences of actors and structure upon each other, and discount of a deterministic, reductionist 
or causal view either bottom-up or top-down. Giddens’ concept of duality of structure (1984) 
connects to the SKAD view of how individual discursive actions influences and are influenced 
by the wider discourse, specifically by drawing on the theories of actualization (Keller, 2013:64). 
This means that actors and actions both create and are created by social structure. Practically for 
this project, adherence to structuration theory connects to our view that the DR1 News influences 
the institutionalization of hegemonic truths on the topic at hand on a social systems level. This 
influences the context within which actors form and act. Importantly, we follow the theory of 
Giddens in that this systematic influence can be seen both as constraint and opportunity, between 
which distinction is not available in a social analysis, and are only some of the structural 
properties of social systems (Giddens, 1984:282). 
 
Though we are highly interested in the effect of social structures on the institutional level, we 
also recognize that all human actors are knowledgeable agents with the capacity for reason and 
purposeful action (Giddens, 1984:281). The interesting intersection for this project lies in the 
construction of the knowledge base and social restrictions for this reasoning and action. Drawing 
on the strength of the integration between sociology of knowledge and discourse theory within 
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SKAD, agency can also be seen as the process of “…actors formulat[ing ed.] the communicated 
components out of which discourses unfold; [and ed.] in this they orientate themselves in their 
(discursive) practices according to the available resources and the rules of the particular fields 
of discourse.” (Keller, 2013:62) 
 
This is also true for the actions taken unconsciously and by routine, as these are not directly 
reasoned and motivated each time (Giddens, 1984:282). As Giddens writes: “Most daily 
practices are not directly motivated. Routinized practices are the prime expression of the duality 
of structure in respect to the continuity of social life. In the enactment of routines agents sustain 
a sense of ontological security.” (Giddens, 1984:282). This is further related to the research at 
hand in this report in it’s focus on the “every day”. It is common within many discourse theories 
to conduct research in connection to large, monumental, events, where the discourse is dislocated 
and many things are up in the air and more easily picked out for analysis (Hansen, 2005:184). 
However, the choice in this project to collect data from a random period in time connects to the 
social science philosophical view of the importance of daily life in “the reproduction of 
institutionalized practices” (Giddens, 1984:281). 
 
Of further interest to agency in regards to the climate and environment is the influence of social 
identities on “...normative rights, obligations and sanctions which, within specific collectivities, 
form roles.” (Giddens, 1984:282). This is the philosophy of social science foundation for our 
investigation into which actors are identified and constructed through the news broadcast, as they 
influence on a system level these social identities, which are tied up to agency. 
 
Lastly, we must turn to the role of power in our research approach and social philosophical 
backbone. We agree with Giddens in seeing power as highly connected to the relations of actors, 
action and structure (Giddens, 1984:283). It relates to the ability to get things done, to carry out 
one’s intentions. This becomes social especially when actors have opposing intentions and their 
power positions come into play in the outcome of this antagonism (seen as ‘control’ by Giddens, 
(1984:283)). Of special interest in this report is how power and relations of power between actors 
are also socially and discursively constructed. Actors construed of as powerful within an 
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influential news broadcast will thus be perceived as powerful2, and the knowledge of their power 
might influence the social identity of the viewers as they place themselves unconsciously within 
this social relation of power. Also, the powerfulness of actors will influence how likely viewers 
will see the possibility of their intended agency being carried out. 
 
                                                
2 Even though we argue here within our specific focus, it is also important to keep in mind that other non-news 
related social factors also play a role in the (discursive) hegemonic perception of actors and power relations. 
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3.2 Research Design 
The following section outlines our plan for practically going about conducting our research and 
describes our use of theory as well as the steps taken in regards to the collection and analysis of 
empirical data. 
 
3.2.1 Data Collection 
Wishing to investigate the every-day coverage of climate and environmental topics, we set out a 
research period from February 18th to April 15th 2013. The document of analysis is primarily 
the daily DR1 News broadcast at 21.30h. However, as this programme does not air on Saturdays 
and Sundays, the program 21Søndag (a longer, more in-depth news program) aired at 21.00h on 
Sundays is also included in the data collection. Upon being aired, the programs are available as 
web-based podcasts for a limited time period and can be accessed on DR’s website. All 
broadcasts within the investigatory period are downloaded for analysis and enclosed with this 
report, on a DVD. 
 
For data collection, all broadcasts within the investigatory period are first viewed in their 
entirety. Throughout this process, stories relating to the climate and environment are identified 
and their placement within the broadcast as well as their duration are noted down. This procedure 
is undertaken by all researchers simultaneously, as the process of identification can be tainted by 
individual interpretation. This is therefore done in an attempt to diminish the possibility of bias 
as much as possible, and ensure that all possible stories are taken into consideration. In regards to 
criteria for story selection, we aim to identify all stories with mention of the climate and 
environment, or in which a climate or environmentally angle seems obvious. We recognize the 
possibility for bias in this selection, but still consider it the best viable option, considering the 
time and resource restrictions of this project. Following the identification of stories, a structural 
data analysis, as outlined in the next sub-section of this chapter, is then performed on the selected 
stories. 
 
It is worth noting that this mode of data collection (focusing exclusively on the media broadcasts, 
not the viewer recipients) encourages a solely media content analysis and excludes the possibility 
for media effects analysis. This is done by conscious choice, wishing to be able to analyze in-
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depth the possibilities for agency as constructed by DR1 News. Here a focus exclusively on the 
message sent, not the way it is received, is a major delimitation and allows for much more 
thorough analysis into the media content analysis. In addition to this, our choice of data 
collection was made intentionally due to it's fitness within our ontological and epistemological 
approach, as the discourse is seen as separate from the subject sender, as well as containing a 
possible institutionalizing potential in it's social capacity, thus further removed from a 
phenomenological individual effects analysis. This being said, we do acknowledge the relevance 
of doing a media effects analysis in regards to further investigations, as elaborated on in chapter 
8.0. 
 
3.2.2 Data Analysis: A Systematic Approach to Qualitative TV News Analysis 
In line with our ontological and epistemological starting point, the following chosen research 
design allows for openness in regards to the construction of analysis categorization and 
theorization, following a primarily inductive approach. Specifically, this entails a qualitative 
analysis of the DR1 news broadcasts on climate and environment, undertaken in a systematic 
manner, ensuring analysis of multiple facets of the news broadcast document. In undertaking this 
we lean on the approach developed by Fields (1988), a Systematic Approach to Qualitative TV 
News Analysis, in which the research process is broken down into and conducted through the 
following steps. It should be noted that these steps are not necessarily followed linearly, but 
rather taken as guidelines and revisited when relevant throughout the analysis. 
 
3.2.2.a Step 1: Unitizing the content 
In order to conduct a more detailed analysis and consistently constructed overview, the stories 
are broken down into smaller units. Fields defines units as being “…a portion of content 
conveying a structurally unified meaning within a larger message.” (Fields, 1988:184). A verbal 
unit can for example be the time one distinguishable speaker is allowed to speak in one go, 
whereas a visual unit can be exemplified in the time the camera is panned at one specific view 
(Fields, 1988:184). 
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3.2.2.b: Step 2: Transcription 
Transcription allows for a closer and more systematic analysis of the news broadcasts than 
achievable when simply watching. Focusing on the multiple facets (verbal, visual, expressions 
etc.) also furthers analysis, by placing these overtly side by side to reveal possible 
(in)consistencies and recurring messages. Transcription is undertaken of the following aspects: 
a. Visual/scene, i.e. where speakers are placed and what is in the background 
b. Verbal transcription, i.e. what is said 
c. Speaker ID, i.e. by whom is it said 
d. Speakers' vocal inflection and tone, i.e. how is it said 
e. Facial expressions/ body language, i.e. how does the speakers use themselves in what is said 
f. Other relevant aspects found through inductive viewing. (Fields, 1988:194-187) 
Our findings from this point are collected in data matrices and can be found in the appendix. 
 
3.2.2.c Step 3: Categorization 
This refers to the naming of specific categories or topics addressed in each unit. Fields notes that 
categories can often be developed at an early stage when initial viewing allows for an open and 
straightforward perception of the issues in play (1988:187). This categorization is done as it 
allows for an easy overview of the flow of the news segment. 
 
3.2.2.d Step 4: Verbal Analysis 
This contains an analysis of some of the aspects presented in the transcription such as verbal 
transcription and speaker ID (Fields, 1988:187-188). We pay special attention to specific words 
used in connection to climate- and environmental aspects, as well as who the main speakers are 
in regards to climate- and environmental issues. In regards to the former, special attention is paid 
to recurring words or phrases, especially as used by journalists to frame and construct the topic. 
Furthermore, the flow of speakers is worth looking into, e.g. interruptions, control of the floor 
and if so, by whom. 
 
3.2.2.e Step 5: Vocal and expressive analysis 
This point contains the vocal inflection and tone as well as the facial expressions and body 
language noted in the transcriptions (Fields, 1988:188-189). In the transcription it is pointed out 
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where different words have been emphasized either by stressing the word or dragging out 
specific words or part of sentences, and this is leaned in on the analysis of this step. 
 
3.2.2.f Step 6: Scene composition 
Visual cues often frame the message as extensively as the verbal aspects, and are analyzed and 
noted, also taking into account recurring images framing a story over time (in different stories). 
Where interviewees and reporters are placed within a studio or scene and what imagery is shown, 
indicates what the situation is. Furthermore, camera angles and distances carry meaning in 
themselves related to the speaker or the subject. (Fields, 1988:189-191). 
 
3.2.2.g Step 7: Interplay of Components 
By now, the results of the transcription will have been plotted onto a data “matrix” and the 
smaller fragmented segments analyzed independently. The task is then to look for recurring 
themes and devices, taking into account the whole picture. Fields recommends revisiting the 
taped broadcasts without the data matrix to watch for anything that might have been missed 
(Fields, 1988:191). 
 
3.2.2.h Step 8: Explanation 
At this point all the levels of meaning will have been analyzed and a holistic explanation will be 
possible (Fields, 1988:191). In this study, this final step is undertaken after completion of the 
other steps for all stories selected within the investigation period. Furthermore, we consider it 
important to include in this explanation, other relevant research and theories (for more reflections 
on our use of theory, see section 3.2.4 in this chapter). The “explanation” will thus be an answer 
to the problem formulation. The explanation is in this project presented through the data analysis 
chapter and as the conclusion for our project. 
 
3.2.3 A note on quantitative and qualitative analysis 
The qualitative aspect to this analysis lies mainly in the inductive approach to categorization and 
content. However, once created these markers can be seen to contain quantitative value. This 
refers to the fact that coding is to some extent used to e.g. mark camera distance and vocal 
inflections. This allows for some examination of frequency, which is useful in catching recurring 
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themes and messages, as this study attempts an analysis of several broadcasts over a period of 
time. Counting of frequency of terms used is undertaken to a limited extent, see data collection 
chapter for elaboration. 
 
3.2.4 Use of Theory 
In this investigation, we strive towards a relatively grounded approach to the inclusion of theory, 
maintaining an open analytical perspective throughout the empirical data collection and analysis. 
This means that we draw on established theories mainly as a way to discuss our own findings 
against those of others, and to establish ourselves within the academic debate. Practically, theory 
is introduced and explored as they become relevant in the presentation of our findings and 
analysis. 
 
It is important to acknowledge that this approach is somewhat vulnerable to bias in the theory 
selection, as it might give some difficulty in addressing the blind spots in our investigation. In 
attempting to limit this effect we conducted extensive literary review concurrent to the empirical 
data collection process of this project. This meant reading theory from different fields and 
traditions, such as sociolinguistics, discourse theories, power theories, and different approaches 
to media analysis. Thus we aim at establishing a comprehensive, differentiated and broad 
theoretical knowledge base to draw on in the analysis of our empirical findings. Far from all the 
theories explored during the literature review process are included in this report, nor represented 
in the bibliography, but looking into them was needed in order to select the most useful theories 
for this project. 
 
Though this does not completely eliminate the possibility of bias, we find that the combination of 
a broad theoretical knowledge foundation and an open-minded approach to the analysis of our 
findings creates a strong investigatory approach. 
 
However, despite our intentions on the inclusion of theory, we also found the research tradition 
specific to our field of investigation to be somewhat thin. We argue that this investigation breaks 
new ground in both the fields of agency and climate and environment, as it explores specific 
areas such as agency towards the climate and the news media construction of agency, on which 
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we find there to be little existing theory and research. This leads to a need for extended 
dependence on our own findings on basic areas, such as the hegemony of decoupling in news 
broadcasts (see chapter 4.2.4.b), where in more thoroughly explored fields this could be founded 
more on the back of previous research and theory. Given the thin research tradition relevant to 
this specific topic, we find it increasingly important to undertake the outlined grounded approach 
to theory, allowing for interpretations and theorizations on the basis of our empirical data.  
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3.3 Data Collection 
In this section of the chapter we briefly introduce and summarize the data collected. Firstly we 
will give an example of the way the technical analysis was conducted, to clarify the foundation 
for our analysis (be aware that full versions of the technical transcription of all stories selected 
are enclosed in the appendices.) Then we will move on to give a brief overview of all the stories 
analyzed during this investigation. Lastly, the raw quantitative data collected from the technical 
analysis and used in the data analysis will also be presented. 
 
3.3.1 Exemplification and Explanation of Technical Transcription/Analysis 
On the following page you will notice a picture exemplifying the data matrix created as a product 
of the technical analysis. Each story was watched several times, focusing during each viewing on 
one or a few of the transcription categories (visual/scene composition, verbal transcription, 
speaker identification, facial expressions/body language, and vocal inflection/tone). The text 
categories were then identified and filled in. The far right hand column was for any notes or 
comments for analysis not contained within the other transcription parameters. This was used to 
some degree, but given the personal and informal character of the notes this was deleted from the 
versions included in the appendix. 
 
The data matrix, as shown in the example on the following page, illustrates analysis steps 1 
through 3 as described in chapter 3.2. Steps 4 through 6 were then carried out and written down 
in separate documents, analyzing the transcriptional aspects in a fragmented fashion. Here we 
move slowly from the data collection to the data analysis, but due to the fragmented nature of the 
analysis at this point we still include it in this chapter rather than the upcoming Data Analysis 
chapter. During step 7, interplay of components, each story was analyzed in itself, taking into 
consideration the data collected during all the previous steps. Step 7 is also where we explicitly 
begin focusing on the construction of climate, environment and paths for action towards it, 
having already collected the broader empirical data overview. 
 
What you will see in the following chapter, data analysis, is primarily the final step of our 
research design: explanation. Here all the stories collected will be analyzed holistically, with 
reference to relevant theories and literature. 
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3.3.2.a Example of technical analysis data matrix 
Frame within the broadcast: 
The story is presented at the end of the broadcast (13 minutes and 43 seconds in) and lasts 42 
seconds. The story is a part of the section “Danmark i dag” (Denmark today) and is not 
prioritised highly. 
 
Table 3.1: Example of technical analysis transcription matrix. News story: SKAT loses case for 
billions, March 22nd 2013 
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3.3.3 Overview of Stories 
Below you will see a chronological overview of the stories we chose to analyse, including the 
date, duration, title and a brief summary of each story. The titles chosen here correspond to the 
first banner text shown at the beginning of each story, translated freely. This table should help 
create an overview of the stories mentioned in the upcoming data analysis chapter. For full 
technical transcription, see appendices. 
 
Table 3.2: Overview of news stories 
Date Duration Title Brief summary of topic 
February 
20th 2013 
4 minutes 
and 55 
seconds 
“Trucks avoid 
taxation” 
Danish government cancels planned 
environmental tax on trucks to increase 
competitiveness. 
February 
26th 2013 
2 minutes 
and 5 
seconds 
“[Oil companies ed.] 
avoid new taxes” 
As part of a new “growth packages” the 
Danish government will not additionally tax 
oil companies in Nordsøen, despite previous 
statements that they would. 
February 
27th 2013 
33 seconds “EU - Done throwing 
fish overboard” 
EU has enacted a new fishing policy to make 
sure that fish stocks will be there in the future. 
February 
27th 2013 
2 minutes 
and 50 
seconds 
“Dong is going on the 
stock market” 
The Danish government decided that the 
Danish energy company Dong will be put on 
the stock market. Elaboration on Dong as a 
company and their new “green” strategy. 
February 
28th 2013 
1 minutes 
and 42 
seconds 
“Failed energy 
policy” 
The Danish “wise men” heavily publishes 
heavy criticism of government energy policies. 
March 1st 
2013 
8 minutes 
and 30 
seconds 
“Train operations – 
billion plan from the 
government” 
The Danish government launches a new plan 
for national train operations, which will make 
them more efficient and “greener”. 
March 3rd 
2013 
7 minutes 
and 7 
seconds 
“Growth plan - The 
government's 
turbulent week” 
The week in politics is discussed by various 
journalists and experts. The government have 
presented the new Growth plan and a couple of 
days after presented the improvement of the 
train traffic. The SF party leader is interviewed 
by the anchor to answer questions about their 
involvement in the new plans. 
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March 5th 
2013 
3 minutes 
and 38 
seconds 
“China - Peoples 
congress started” 
The Chinese government have to start reacting 
to what the people are concerned with. Two of 
the big issues are corruption and pollution in 
the big cities. 
March 7th 
2013 
2 minutes 
and 46 
seconds 
“Recycling - New 
system for bottles” 
A new deposit system makes it easier and less 
messy to recycle bottles. 
March 
10th 2013 
1 minute 
and 35 
seconds 
“Japan - No to 
nuclear power” 
On the anniversary for the earthquake and 
tsunami in Japan, people have been 
demonstrating against nuclear power. 
March 
10th 2013 
11 minutes 
and 51 
seconds 
“Greenland - Mining 
adventure affects the 
election” 
The Greenlandic election is near and one of the 
big issues is the raw material and minerals in 
the underground and if they are going to allow 
companies with Chinese workers to lead the 
mining. The story continues with a story about 
mining in Canada, where the correspondent 
visits workers and their families and hear what 
they think of the Chinese companies and the 
development on mining in the area. 
March 
11th 2013 
5 minutes 
and 9 
seconds 
“Greenland - City 
ready for companies 
from the outside” 
It’s the day before the election in Greenland 
and issues regarding oil and mining. There are 
different views on whether the mining 
adventure will be good or bad for the 
Greenlandic society. One of the problems 
related to mining is the mountains are filled 
with the radioactive uranium which could have 
an impact on the health in the cities nearby. 
March 
11th 2013 
2 minutes 
and 25 
seconds 
“Will it ever be 
Spring?” 
March has been very cold and that interferes 
on construction sites and in private gardens but 
the meteorologists say that it isn’t unusual. 
March 
11th 2013 
1 minute 
and 52 
seconds 
“Danish export 2012 - 
success outside of 
Europe” 
Danish export has increased its markets 
outside of Europe, especially in China and the 
US and Danish products now travel 2800km in 
average before they reach their destination. 
March 
12th 2013 
29 seconds “Windmill test center 
- Investment for 
billions inaugurated” 
The Prime Minister visits the new windmill 
test center that will create a thousand new jobs. 
March 
12th 2013 
2 minutes 
and 12 
seconds 
“The heating bill 
increases” 
Because of the cold weather, a lot of people 
will experience an increase on their heating 
bill, especially if their houses isn’t energy 
improved. 
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3.3.4 Brief Presentation of Quantitative Findings 
To support our qualitative analysis, we collected some quantitative data for increased validity. 
This is mainly in regards to the use of empty signifiers (for discussion and explanation of this see 
section 4.2.4.b). 
 
a. Times the term “green” is used by different actor categories: 
Politicians:   5 
Journalists:    4 
Experts:    1 
Industry:    1 
Interest Groups:  1 
Unaffiliated citizens:   0 
March 
12th 2013 
6 minutes 
and 8 
seconds 
“Politics - Horror 
election in 
Greenland” 
The people of Greenland are voting at the 
election. An election about the connection to 
Denmark and self-government, the 
Greenlandic identity and nationalism and the 
big scale law about mining. 
March 
13th 2013 
3 minutes 
and 30 
seconds 
“Greenland - Siumut 
wins the election” 
Aleqa Hammond will be the new government 
leader in Greenland. The laws on raw material 
and mining will be tightened economically for 
the multinational mining companies. The CEO 
of a big construction company thinks that the 
mining should begin soon. 
March 
22nd 2013 
42 seconds “SKAT loses case for 
billions” 
SKAT loses case against the oil company Shell 
in a dispute regarding taxes on hydrocarbon 
and miss out on 1,1 billion crowns. This will 
probably benefit other oil companies as well. 
March 
25th 2013 
30 seconds “Diesel Pollutes” DSB’s diesel trains pollutes inside the trains 
which the commuters is unhappy about. The 
Ministry of Transport will replace the old 
trains. 
March 
26th 2013 
1 minute 
and 57 
seconds 
“Greenland - 
Settlement with ban 
on uranium” 
Two weeks after the election in Greenland, a 
government has been presented. It will now be 
settled if the ban on uranium will end. 
April 5th 
2013 
39 seconds “Pigsties - 150 mill. 
gives 2000 new jobs” 
The Ministry on foods are going to invest 150 
mill. on greener pigsties which will create 
more jobs. 
April 12th 
2013 
50 seconds “Fishing - Too fat 
mussels” 
The mussels get big green stomachs in the cold 
water which ruins the industry’s products 
when they are cooked. 
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b. Times sources were given speaking time from each actor category: 
Politicians:   32 
Unaffiliated citizens:  27 
Industry:    18 
Experts:    15 
Interest groups:  2 
 
3.3.5 Note on the Identification and Categorization of Actors 
In the above sub-section and throughout this report we refer to categories of actors such as 
“common folk/regular people”, “politicians”, “industry” etc. We recognize that this identification 
of actors and grouping them into categories connotes some bias and could be somewhat 
problematic in regards to the qualitative approach of this project. However, we find it necessary 
in order to investigate broader trends within the full collection of data from the investigatory 
period. To increase the transparency of the use of this categorization, we will briefly outline how 
and on what grounds actors were grouped. 
 
Firstly, politicians were categorized based on the identification of them as such through the 
banner text in the news broadcasts. The same is the case for the identification of journalists, in 
which group we also placed the anchors and all representatives of the DR news broadcasts, e.g. 
story narrators. Industry actors were identified based on their explicit affiliation with 
corporations or corporate interest groups, through employment at or representation of this 
organization. The “expert” category includes those unaffiliated with industry, corporations or 
political parties who represent information or opinions stemming from extensive engagement in 
the topic at hand. This differs from the category “interest groups” in that those categorized as 
experts do not have an overt purpose of influencing an outcome. “Civil society”, 
“regular/common people”, and “unaffiliated citizens” are identified as those named and shown in 
the broadcast not on account of or in relation to their affiliation with any group, corporation or 
party.
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4.0 Data Analysis 
This chapter concerns the analysis of our collected empirical data. However, before delving 
directly into an analysis of the investigation, we find it relevant, as an introduction, to outline 
some of the major discussions, choices and terminology used. This is meant to give a better 
understanding of the context of our analysis and findings, as well as ease reading flow, and 
explain and justify certain choices made during the latter empirical analysis. 
 
4.1 Introduction to the Analysis  
 
4.1.2 The Hegemony of Climate Action as a Priority 
 
"The academic debate concerning climate change is over, but the political and moral responses 
have reached a new level. … Human beings, as researchers have established with a unanimity 
rare with such multi-faceted issues, bear the primary blame for global warming. … The real 
novelty, perhaps even the historic message of [the IPCC 2007 ed.], is the conclusiveness with 
which all evasions and doubts concerning the human causation of climate change are dispelled." 
(Müller-Jung 2007 in Beck, 2009:1) 
 
This project report presupposes the main observations in the quote above, namely that the cause 
of climate change is to a large degree anthropogenic, and most importantly that this, as well as 
the need for solutions to climate change, is hegemonically accepted. We acknowledge that 
sceptics still raise their voices now and again, more so in some countries than others, but find 
that this is exceedingly more rare and less accepted as a position, especially within the Danish 
context at hand. The axiom that the hegemonic discourse recognizes the need for action to 
protect the climate and environment forms the backbone for this investigation into how the 
media constructs the viable paths for said action. In this case, when we speak of hegemonic 
discourse, we refer both to the political and mass media discourses, the former exemplified for 
example in the explicit commitment of the current Danish government to be green (Regeringen, 
2011:8). 
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Taking this as our starting point opens up for a cutting-edge, contemporary investigation, since 
the development of the climate and environmental crises as a relatively uncontested hegemonic 
priority is rather new. The discourse on the climate and environment has gone through many 
different stages and it has been a hard struggle to get the issues recognized and validated, also 
through the mass media. This development is outlined comprehensively in Lester (2010), which, 
despite focussing mainly on UK, US and Australian mass media discourses, to some extent still 
is valid to the development of the discourse in Denmark. As climate change and environmental 
degradation were initially struggling to find a voice in media discourse, scientists were 
constructed as the “uncontested central actors and exclusive definers” of climate change 
(Anabela Carvalho 2007 in Lester, 2010:67). This was exceedingly done through the domination 
of scientific sources and reliance on scientific publications in the media coverage of the topic. 
However, in the late 1980’s this changed somewhat, as the issues began to be adopted into the 
political discourse as well, this simultaneously becoming apparent in the media coverage. 
Furthermore, this development meant that the issues moved from being constructed as scientific 
problems with scientific solutions, to a more contestable issue, which required multi-faceted 
solution strategies (Lester, 2010:67). 
 
Though many other developments have of course taken place simultaneously and since then (for 
example the construction of the climate and environment as concrete topics, see Lester, 2010), 
this brief outline leads us to an adequate starting point for this report. Through our empirical data 
collection, and on the foundation of other researchers as mentioned in this section, we find it to 
be evident that the question of whether action should be taken to protect the climate and 
environment has become rather uncontested. Having established this, the report can now move 
more deeply into how, to what extent, and by whom this action is constructed in the media. 
 
4.1.2 DR as an Institution and Case for Research 
There are several things making the DR1 News an optimal case for investigation, most 
importantly the tv channel’s commitment to public service and, within that, unbiased coverage. 
In addition to this, the channel is available to 99,4% of the Danish population and is the most 
viewed channel in the country, viewed daily by an average of 46% of the population during a 
randomly selected week within the investigation period (also consistent with the statistics from 
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the remaining weeks of the investigation) (TNS Gallup TV-Meter, 2013). Furthermore, the 
specific news program under investigation (the 21.30 News on DR1) is consistently one of the 
most watched news programs, viewed daily by an average of 14% during the same week as 
described above (TNS Gallup TV-Meter, 2013). The high level of ratings allows for DR1 to 
reach a larger amount of the population, compared to other news broadcasts, thereby 
simultaneously allowing them to influence the construction of viable agency for a greater share 
of the population. This premise makes the DR1 News broadcast especially interesting, as well as 
relevant to study. 
 
As mentioned in the problem area (chapter 2.0), the network is publicly owned and committed to 
public service broadcasting. The implication of this is outlined in its public service contract with 
the ministry of culture, which is updated every four years, the current one signed in 2011 and 
binding until the end of 2014. In this contract, the DR public service is defined in several ways 
relevant to this investigation, which will now be outlined. 
 
Firstly, given their publicly owned status, the DR network is intended to provide broadcasting 
independently of commercials and profit incentive as well as of a strict focus on viewer ratings 
(DRs Public Service-Kontrakt for 2011-2014, 2011:1-2). Furthermore, the network is committed 
to impartial and objective coverage, with a focus on quality rather than quantity (DRs Public 
Service-Kontrakt for 2011-2014, 2011:1). The specific channel broadcasting the news under 
investigation, DR1 is further described as “A full-scale channel with a varied selection of 
programs for everyone” (DRs Public Service-Kontrakt for 2011-2014, 2011:5, free translation). 
 
Of further interest to the selection of DR as the case for analysis, is the network’s explicit 
commitment to strengthening the agency of citizens in a democratic society (DRs Public Service-
Kontrakt for 2011-2014, 2011:5). This is specified as providing viewers with access to unbiased 
information and important debates in society, as well as stimulating participation in public 
debates and other aspects of the democratic process (DRs Public Service-Kontrakt for 2011-
2014, 2011:5). In regards to the specific requirements for the news coverage, the contract 
demands a focus on quality and relevance, as well as a need for international perspectives and 
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stories from all of Denmark to be included in the coverage (DRs Public Service-Kontrakt for 
2011-2014, 2011:5). 
 
The network also seems to somewhat acknowledge one of our basic axioms, namely the 
importance and influence of the network on the viewers and society in general. As is written in 
the contract: “DR is independent of economic, commercial and political interests and make up an 
invaluable part of the democratic debate. DR also fills an important role as creator and 
mediator of danish art and culture...” (DRs Public Service-Kontrakt for 2011-2014, 2011:4, free 
translation). 
 
4.1.3 The Meaning of “Climate and Environment” 
We find it extremely important to mention that we fully acknowledge the diversity and 
complexity of the problems related to climatic and environmental degradation. Throughout this 
report the terms “climate” and “environment” are used in ways which sometimes renders them 
interchangeable and at least groups them into one common issue. This is not done unaware of the 
differences in causes, nature, or solutions of these; and we fully acknowledge that the “climate 
and environmental crisis” is far from one, simple thing, especially from a natural science 
perspective. However, we find it useful to talk about the climate and environment using these 
broad umbrella terms for several reasons, one being connected to how we find the ways they are 
represented in the media discourse to be similar. 
 
In terms of effects and consequences, both the climate and environmental issues are somehow 
connected to non-human facets, more nature than culture. Furthermore, the causes of these 
issues have been firmly established as anthropogenic harm onto natural systems (see above 
section of this chapter). This positions both climatic and environmental issues within similar 
broad actor constructs, namely that of humans versus nature. Therefore we argue that discursive 
constructs related to any one aspect of these issues has an effect on the construction of the other. 
Thus using these broad umbrella terms allows for a holistic analysis in which the 
interconnectedness of the issues as presented in the news media can be addressed. We find that 
using a clearer distinction between these terms would hinder this holistic perspective, and cut out 
important connections between them. 
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4.2 Analysis of Empirical Data  
In this part of the data analysis chapter we dive directly into our empirical data, aiming to 
analyze the main points of the construction of the climate and environment, as well as options for 
agency towards it. This will be conducted by a breaking up of the research focus into smaller 
focus areas and leaning on the research questions for structure, which will each be cohesively 
presented and analyzed. First we turn to the composition of the stories included in the coverage 
as well as the angles/perspectives from which they are presented. Secondly, an analysis of the 
construction of the climate and environment is undertaken. Having analyzed these important 
surrounding factors, we lastly turn directly to the construction of agency towards the climate and 
environment. 
 
It is important to keep in mind that this analysis is not meant as a verdict on the righteousness of 
the way the news constructs these paths for agency, but rather a critical analysis of what and how 
these constructions come to show in our findings. 
 
4.2.1 Topical Coverage 
In analyzing the construction of climate, environment, and agency in that regard, through the 
DR1 News, it is important to consider all aspects making up the news. Therefore, we here first 
turn to the selection of stories covered, as this frames the topical scope of what events are given 
play to further construct agency and values. Naturally our criteria for story selection also play a 
part here, see chapter 3.2.1 for explanation on methods for story selection. 
 
It is important to note that since the empirical foundation of this project does not allow for an 
analysis into the motives behind the choice of coverage, this section is concerned solely with 
analysis of the stories that did make it into the news broadcasts. That is, we do not pretend to 
have complete insight into why stories were chosen or left out, but rather look at the broader 
picture constructed via the actual coverage collected during our research period. However, we do 
incorporate relevant theory on the criteria for newsworthiness based on the empirical research of 
others, and from there relate to our findings. We acknowledge media coverage composition as an 
immensely large area for analysis, and thus chose here to focus on the most relevant of the 
topical coverage as related to our overall research objective. 
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The primary theoretical stepping-stone in this section rests on the work of Galtung and Ruge 
(1965, presented in Lester, 2010). Their starting point for developing values for news selection 
was the question “How do events become news?”. The news values, or conditions for news, are 
criteria for what a story ought to entail to become newsworthy. Their final result consisted of 12 
conceptual factors that they saw as important for the selection of news stories. We find this 
relevant to this day as it is an often cited, comprehensive overview of basic criteria in news 
coverage, and thus a suitable stepping-stone to our own analysis of the data. Another strength of 
using this theoretical foundation as a “sparring partner” is in fact its generality - it is a somewhat 
simplified, generalized, and old view on news production. We will use this to our advantage by 
taking a critical perspective to the findings, arguing for agreement and disagreement from our 
findings from this investigation. Given the infamousy of the Galtung and Ruge concepts this will 
place us easily within the academic debate on the field in regards to these factors for 
newsworthiness. 
 
From our collected data we notice different tendencies of newsworthiness in the topics that DR1 
has chosen to air. Firstly, there is a clear trend of news stories which seem to be focused on ,what 
can be assumed to be, the interest of the audience. For example, the coverage of the unusually 
long winter (“Will it ever be Spring?”, March 11th), with it’s focus on local Danish families, of 
the new bottle return system and how it will affect common shoppers (“Recycling - New system 
for bottles”, March 7th), and of the new government plan to improve train operations where the 
emphasis is on the reduced travel time of the commuters (“Train operations – billion plan from 
the government”, March 1st). We recognize much of this analytical finding in the findings of 
Galtung and Ruge as they talk about personification, particularly as a Scandinavian culture 
specific condition for newsworthiness (Lester, 2010:71-73). They see the concept as “an event 
seen in personal terms and caused by the action of specific individuals…” (Lester, 2010:72). 
This is also an important finding of our analysis, as is an extensive personification of positions, 
interests and angles. 
 
Furthermore, we find a trend of unambiguity in the overall coverage, meaning stories with clear 
interpretations (Galtung and Ruge in Lester 2010:71). Though stories are often not exactly 
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simple, and often chosen with antagonistic relationships, they mostly consist of clear positions 
which can be easily explained and represented (this will be elaborated on in section 4.2.2 of this 
chapter). 
 
Additionally, we find that the stories have different key topics which clearly build consonance 
with the viewers, meaning an inclination for news stories to be more likely to enter the coverage 
if they concern something the audience expects or want to occur. This concept relates to the 
cultural proximity of the story to the audience (Lester, 2010:71). For example, there is a large 
focus on jobs and job creation, which is mentioned multiple times in the data collected. 
Unemployment is a large and contemporary issue in Denmark as the financial crisis continues 
and more and more people are afraid to lose their jobs (Ipsen, 2012). The story “Train operations 
– billion plan from the government” (March 1st), also have meaningfulness to the viewer, as the 
viewers have an interest in what the government’s (in theory, the tax paying viewer’s) money is 
used for. In the Train Operations story, the anchor also questions the use of the money allocated 
by the government on the new trains. The story then “explains”, through use of the critical 
questions, the government's reasons for using the money as they do. 
 
Even stories further away from home seem to fall in line with the concept of meaningfulness to 
the audience, that is a cultural proximity creating a framework for understanding (Lester, 
2010:71). We find this to manifest in several, slightly different ways. For example, in the 
coverage of the election in Greenland extended time is spent on the topic of the union with 
Denmark, something to which the audience attaches meaning due to the proximity to their own 
lives. Another example of meaningfulness in reporting distant events is the story on air pollution 
in China (“China - Peoples congress started”, March 5th), which plays to the familiar tune of 
Chinese government intransparency and authoritarianism, and shows images of the Chinese 
people as a homogenous group or disciplined soldiers. A last example of the creation of 
meaningfulness is seen in the use of intensive reporter/source interaction and access to sources’ 
homes as used in e.g. the story about Chinese mining in Canada (“Greenland - Mining adventure 
affects the election”, March 10th) - here meaning is created to the Danish audience by playing 
extensively on the humanization of sources, as they are shown playing cards with the reporters 
and carrying out other domestic acts. 
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Image 4.1: Journalist playing cards with sources 
 
Moving on, another relevant factor for news presented by Galtung and Ruge (1965) is that of 
continuity. Continuity is about how a news story can set the ground for more stories like it. When 
one story concerning a given topic is aired, more stories, follow-up stories or related stories will 
be more likely to be aired, as the viewer already find it familiar and easy to interpret (Harcup and 
O’Neill, 2010:263). In the collected data there is a clear continuity trend in the stories regarding 
Greenland. At first the topic is presented with an introduction to the Greenlandic election 
(“Greenland - Mining adventure affects the election”, March 10th) and the issues debated with 
regards to the election and especially the discussion regarding future mining in Greenland, which 
is of special interest to Denmark (consonance). The election continued to receive coverage 
(“Greenland - City ready for companies from the outside”, March 11th) two days before the 
election, on Election Day (“Politics - Horror election in Greenland”, March 12th) and then 
rounded off the day after the election (“Greenland - Siumut wins the election”, March 13th). This 
way of covering an election doesn’t seem surprising, but two weeks after the election, DR1 news 
brought a story about the election again (“Greenland - Settlement with ban on uranium”, March 
26th), exemplifying the value of continuity. Continuity is worth considering here in light of how 
it can be used to bar other stories from entering the news coverage if they do not relate 
significantly to other stories aired. 
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4.2.2 Angles and Perspectives 
Besides which stories are included in the news broadcasts, it is relevant to analyze overall trends 
in the angling of the coverage. 
 
Related to the perspective taken on a news event, Galtung and Ruge (1965, in Lester, 2010) 
propose that negative news is generally more newsworthy as it is often unambiguous - “(there 
tends to be more agreement that the event is, indeed, bad)” (Lester, 2010:73). Even though there 
is a fair amount of negative news among the collected data, a significant amount of stories also 
do not seem to be primarily shown from a negative perspective. This observation challenges 
Galtung and Ruge’s condition of negativity. Specifically, when talking about negativity in the 
news, it is needed to discuss when a story is negative and when the story is challenging or critical 
towards parties in a news story. For example, many stories construct two, or more, antagonistic 
positions by challenging the central points of an event or the arguments presented (e.g. “Train 
operations – billion plan from the government”, March 1st). This is not necessarily a negative 
angle, but does lend an air of critical perspective to the coverage. Furthermore, in regards to the 
construction of climate and environment agency, the critical antagonists approach can be seen to 
differ from negativity in that the central topic comes under less scrutiny - that is, the focus is on 
the opposition between the actors, rather than the topic of the event. This could for example be 
seen in the “Train operations – billion plan from the government” story (March 1st) where focus 
is on the political implications of the plan to make the trains more efficient, rather than on e.g. 
how much more environmentally friendly the trains will be, and if it is sufficiently ambitious as a 
part of the governmental climate plans.  
 
Now, relating back to the analytical point from the previous subsection, that much of the news 
coverage have extensive elements of meaningfulness in them, it is interesting to note how, 
furthermore, this meaningfulness is often angled towards a construction of the audience as 
consumers. An example could be the story about pollution in the trains (“Diesel Pollutes”, March 
25th), where the viewers are being informed, as consumers of the trains, about the health issues 
related to taking the train. As an additional example, the coverage of the unusually long winter is 
completely angled towards exploration of the financial, consumeristic impact of this on Danish 
households. Here we must note that the findings of viewers as consumers (and later the 
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construction of consumerism as agency) are based on a rather small empirical foundation, 
primarily the two stories mentioned in this paragraph. However, we still argue the finding as 
significant because this construction through these few stories run unopposed, meaning that there 
are no other stories with different constructions. 
 
Interestingly, we find that the angling and perspective of the majority of stories in our data pool 
leans towards a focus on economic and financial interest - particularly those of the state, 
corporations and/or consumers. For example, in the coverage of the shell tax exemption (“SKAT 
loses case for billions”, March 22nd) the focus is solely on the financial effects on the state, as 
well as on Shell as a company. There is no attempt at an angle focusing on the possible 
environmental or climatic impacts of an expanding gas company - as is also the case in multiple 
other stories where a climate or environment angle does not seem unrealistic, but the DR1 News 
consistently chose the economic perspective. 
 
This also extends into the angling of antagonist opponents, an extensively used tool throughout 
the DR1 news broadcast. The primary positions are seen as politicians, industry and the 
public/consumers3. This we can see in the story “Train operations – billion plan from the 
government” (March 1st), where the industry and the right wing politicians show their 
disagreement with the governments decision. The government is improving public 
transportation, which people are happy about (shown in the interviews with commuters) and on 
the other hand the right wing politicians and the industry, are concerned with the economy 
related to this issue. Outside the antagonist positions the environmental approach to the issue is 
unquestioned on the sidelines, similarly to how it is described in our comments on negativity - 
the focus is on the oppositional positions, not the environmental or climate related topic. 
 
                                                
3 The interests of the environment are also represented, however we see this more as something taken on by other 
actors rather than an actor position in itself. This is elaborated on in section 4.2.4.a  
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4.2.3 Construction on the Climate and Environment 
4.2.3.a Placing the climate and environment in the world 
In order to look into the possibilities for action and agency constructed through the news 
broadcast, we must first explore how the climate and environment is constructed in itself. This is 
important because it sets the framework within which action can occur, and because it helps 
surface some of the underlying assumptions and hegemonic axioms of the view on the 
environmental and climate crisis. It also constructs scales and localizations of the issue, thus 
placing the viewers and other actors within a broader network of rights and responsibilities. 
Other recent research highlights how this takes place both through a connection to cultural and 
historical symbolism, which can resonate with viewers to place them within the world, and 
contribute to a construction of agency (Lester, 2010:168). 
 
Important to this placement of issues and actors within our (social) world, is the extent to which 
it is globalized. Though the climate crisis, in particular, is a global problem, the extent to which 
it is constructed as such is not always a given. A prominent tool which construct a globalized 
view is used extensively in the DR1 news broadcasts, namely the use of a visual before and after 
each segment in which an animated, spinning globe is shown.  
 
Image 4.2: Globe animation shown as introduction to news stories in the DR1 News 
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In this way the localization of what the news covers is symbolically extended to the entire planet 
(not just in a climate perspective, this could also be related to international political relations 
etc.). This finding of ours correlates with the research conducted by Szerszynski (2006) in which 
it is argued that images like these are used to construct a sort of banal globalism. Furthermore, 
this plays an important part in the construction of agency, as it encourages the viewer to see 
themselves as global (environmental) citizens (Szerszynski 2006, in Lester, 2010:168). It is 
important to keep this globalized framework in mind, as it sets the stage for agents to be 
perceived within a broader network of environmental effects, as well as responsibilities and 
solution strategies. We propose that the extensive use of the globe visual to some extent affects 
the overall construction of the climate and environment, and thus agency towards it, beyond or in 
cooperation with the otherwise observed constructions within each separate news story. 
 
On that note, it is interesting to briefly compare the DR1 globe visual to a very similar animation 
used by their primary rival news station, TV2, at the time of investigation. In the TV2 News intro 
the animation pans over the surface of a rounded globe on which major cities are marked along 
with the local time. The animation ends by zooming in on Denmark, particularly Copenhagen. 
This differs from our data from the DR1 News in that it, besides from setting a global 
framework, also specifically places the audience within it through the zooming in. This emphasis 
of the importance of the specific localization is not as apparent in the DR1 visual. In further 
comparison, the DR1 News globe visual also doesn't mark cities or countries, which one can 
argue constructs the world as one planet, rather than reinforcing the international relations focus 
on nation states and urbanized centers of power, as is the case with TV2. 
 
Having thus analyzed the primary ways in which the DR1 News format places itself within a 
global context, we now intend to move towards an analysis of the construction of climate and 
environmental impacts and causes. Specifically we find a general trend of anthropocentric 
construction of impacts and risk, as analyzed earlier, meaning that stories related to 
environmental or climatic issues focus only or primarily on the consequences for humans. This is 
for example illustrated in the March 11th coverage of the unusually long and cold winter (“Will it 
ever be Spring?”), where the emphasis is on the increased price of heating for Danish families. 
There is no note on the effect on nature or the climate. 
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This disconnection between (unusual) weather stories and climate and environmental effects and 
causes is also repeated extensively in other news broadcasts throughout the data collection 
period. For example, neither the coverage of tsunamis, floods, extremely cold weather, not the 
regular weather forecast at the end of each news broadcast, are angled in a way connecting them 
to broader climate or environmental issues - thus not meeting our criteria for story selection (see 
chapter 3.2.1). On the basis of this, we find there to no construction of a connection between 
weather events and climate changes. However, as we have also stated in previous chapters of this 
report, the images and phrases used in the weather coverage likely also influences the viewer’s 
construction of the climate to some degree. Given the delimitation of this investigation however, 
this can not be fully accounted for, see chapter 8.0, Further Investigations, for elaboration. 
 
4.2.3.b. Visual construction of the climate and environment 
Returning now to the use of symbolic visuals, we look beyond the introductory animated visuals 
to the scene compositions used within the news broadcast segments. Again, we find the 
construction of the climate to be of importance to the construction of agency, since, as Lester 
puts it: “Such images [visuals of the environment, ed.] invite viewers to recognize and possibly 
respond to the rise and risks of climate change - whether at local, national and/or global levels.” 
(Lester, 2010:169). 
 
In our findings, stories about the climate and environment are visually represented, if at all, by 
scenes of landscapes and the natural world (for example extensive shots of icy, snowy nature in 
all of the stories related to mining in Greenland). These are mainly panoramas of larger 
landscapes, and relative action-less. However, these landscapes are also sometimes shown with 
humans interacting with them somehow, as for example seen in the coverage of possible mining 
in Greenland (“Greenland - City ready for companies from the outside”, March 11th) where a 
local politician is shown walking in the snow and pointing to the places where the proposed 
mining operations would be located and to where the effects would be most serious. In this 
instance the interaction between human actors and the landscape creates a domestication of the 
issue in a way which invites more empathy from the viewer towards the environment. The story 
is also, as previously mentioned as a general trend, highly anthropocentric as the impacts from 
the mining mentioned all focus on the human population. However, visually, the placement of 
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the local politician within the environment does somehow highlight and construct the 
environment in the natural scene, and connects humans to the physical environment.  
 
Image 4.3: Local political, Kalistat Lund, illustrating his statements by pointing to the landscape. 
 
In several of the DR1 News broadcasts there also appears to be a trend of using windmills to 
represent stories of environmental interest. This is arguable a very Danish symbolism, as the 
prosperity of the windmill industry has a longstanding position as the pride of Danish 
environmental progress (Jensen & Jacobsen, ed., for Energistyrelsen, 2009:4). This visual thus 
seems to have become a discursively constructed symbol. We see this in action as it is used in 
the coverage of the Dong company on February 27th (“Dong is going on the stock market”), and 
“Failed energy policy” on February 28th. This continued construction becomes obvious during 
the story on the prime minister's visit to the Siemens windmill factory (“Windmill test center - 
Investment for billions inaugurated”, March 12th), in which nothing is verbally mentioned about 
the climate or environment, but which nonetheless has green connotations due to the visual (and 
verbal) inclusion of the windmills as symbolism.  
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Images 4.4 and 4.5: Illustration showing the use of windmills to connote “green” – the second image is shown after 
the anchor verbally mentions the Dong company’s green transition. 
 
Besides showing scenes of the landscape and green symbols directly, the news broadcasts also 
often show maps as visual representation. Though this is not the case solely for stories linked to 
the climate and environment, it is also used in that respect. This technique has, in other academic 
research, been used as a way to localize and humanize an issue, as for example when used as a 
backdrop for families threatened by climate change (Lester, 2010:170). However, in our findings 
maps tend to be used more towards a depiction of technical development in areas, for example 
by mining companies. Actors related to the industry are often shown pointing to and explaining 
something using a map. Here, rather than being connected with individuals, mapping 
representations of the environment becomes connected to industry, and rather distanced from the 
natural world. We find that the visual difference between showing something with a map and 
with direct footage of the land is that the technical maps seem to construct the environment and 
climate as separate, concrete actors, secondary to human (industrial and political) activity. This 
secondary position is noticeable in other areas of our findings as well, as will be mentioned later.  
 
Images 4.6 and 4.7: An industry representative illustrating the Greenland mining plans by using maps. 
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Image 4.8:  The use of maps to show the Danish landscape in relation to train operations improvements. 
 
This notion of the climate and environment as secondary to human actors and activity is also 
apparent when observing the visuals presented alongside otherwise rather “green” verbal cues. 
To exemplify, in the coverage on the green tax on trucks (“Trucks avoid taxation”, February 
20th), the journalist and other sources are relatively critical of the environmental effect, and there 
appears to be a hegemonic prioritization of environmental protection (see section 4.1.1. for an 
elaboration on this). The story is constructed with the antagonistic positions of truck industry 
versus environmental protection – taxing truck transportation would help the environment, but 
hurt the industry financially. However, the visual accompaniment is almost entirely footage of 
trucks and a truck driver. Close-ups are shown of the truck driver behind the wheel, making him 
the primary visual human actor in a large section of the story. In contrast, the human 
representation of environmental interests in that story is represented only briefly and not nearly 
as detailed or personalized as that of the truck industry. It does not seem to be that far fetched to 
have a focus on those who are or could be impacted by the pollution from trucks rather than only 
those doing the polluting. 
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Image 4.9: Truck driver interviewing in his truck.   
 
Furthermore, shots of landscapes, or other such usual symbols used to represent the environment, 
are almost completely missing in the story “Trucks avoid taxation” (February 20th) – with a few 
exceptions where the landscape is seen in relation to traffic moving through it, for example  a 
shot of the landscape passing by as seen in the side-view mirror of a driving truck. This visual 
clearly shows the secondary position of the environment to industry, a construction we, as 
mentioned above, argue is repeated throughout our data. In this way the climate and environment 
is interestingly not visually constructed as an actor in itself, but rather as an interest of other 
actors (for more on this, see section 4.2.4.a of this chapter). Noting for instance the advances 
within Actor-Network theory in acknowledging non-human actors in our social world (see e.g. 
Elder-Vass, 2008), this is an important observation in regards to how the DR1 news constructs 
the climate and environment for the viewer.  
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Image 4.10: Showing the environment in the side-view mirror of a truck. 
 
Though this describes the majority of our findings, there are some stories in which the 
environment and climate are extensively visually represented. These are to the highest extent the 
stories covering the possible mining developments in Greenland (e.g. “Greenland - City ready 
for companies from the outside”, March 11th), as also analyzed previously  in this chapter in 
regards to the domestication of the environment through human interaction. In these stories we 
do not see the same pattern as described above to a similar extent, where the environment is 
visually secondary to other actors and interests. Rather, they play a prominent role with multiple 
shots and footage angles. An analytically interesting point here then becomes what differentiates 
these stories, topically, from those analyzed immediately above?  
 
Though we cannot, on the empirical basis of this project, infer the intentions or motives behind 
this choice of news representation, we will now allow some minor speculation and hypothesis. 
News of environmental degradation from far-away places, such as Greenland, being more 
explicit on the impacts than local environmental news, could arguably be related to the popular 
theory of Risk Society by Beck (2009). Beck sees our time as defined by the highly likely risk of 
climatic and environmental degradation to the rue of humanity, as well as the paradox that we 
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are both victims and perpetrators of this (Lester, 2010:54). Furthermore, the global nature of the 
crisis makes action more difficult and can incite a feeling of helplessness towards the risk 
(Lester, 2010:169). However, since the risk is also continuous it becomes a part of our daily lives 
and ceases to incite a feeling of desperation or heightened fear. To connect this to our findings, 
one could hypothesise that news is constructed in a way that follows the notion of consonance 
(that things that are wanted or expected are more easily registered (Lester, 2010:71), and thus 
“bad environmental news” is more likely to be explicitly presented from non-local locations. It 
can thus be seen as a way of toeing the line of “[...] distinction between hysteria and deliberate 
fear-mongering, on the one hand, and appropriate fear and precaution, on the other.” (Beck, 
2009:12, in Lester, 2010:53). On the other hand, as the pattern of showing the landscape a lot is 
seen only in the stories on Greenland, the extensive use of landscape footage could also be 
related to a construction of identity for that country rather than the environment itself. However, 
despite this speculation we find that there is not enough empirical foundation to conclude on why 
the visuals of these stories differ extensively from the others.  
 
We now turn again to the construction of climate and environment as secondary to other human 
interests, particularly industry and business. We argue that, as a general trend, it is not only 
visually constructed as derivative, but revealed discursively to be covertly prioritized lower than 
neo-liberal, capitalist interests. This becomes obvious in the example of the coverage of the 
election in Greenland on March 10th (“Greenland - Mining adventure affects the election”), in 
which a journalist talks about there being no other use for the icy, rocky landscape of Greenland 
than to turn what’s in the ground (oil, gas, minerals etc.) into money. This is a way of seeing the 
value of the environment as measured on capitalist scales, namely that of profit. This finding of 
the covert secondary priority of the climate and environment does not negate our argument for 
the hegemony of prioritization of the climate and environment, as this secondary status seems to 
be upheld through the use of empty signifiers, as we will explore in the next chapter.  
 
4.2.4 Construction of Climate/Environmental Agency 
Turning now to the primary research objective of this investigation, we analyze the specific 
construction of agency towards climate and environment. To enhance the depth and structure of 
the analysis, this is loosely broken down into the construction of agency as actors and the 
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construction of agency as (viable paths for) action. This means firstly exploring what positions 
are seen as powerful, credible, and willing to act on the climate and environmental issues, and 
secondly analyzing what actions they are seen as capable of and willing to engage in. 
 
4.2.4.a Identification and construction of actors 
When considering the news stories related to the climate or environment, we note the  
identification, construction and allocation of power to various actors through tools such as choice 
of sources, allocation of speaking time, visual prioritization and choice of filming methods. 
 
As previously brushed upon, it becomes apparent that DR1 has a tendency to create opponents 
and antagonistic positions in their coverage. This is carried out in various ways dependent partly 
on the angling of the stories, examples thereof ranging from opposing political opinions to the 
opposing sides of industries versus interests of the environment. The notion of opponent sides in 
antagonist relations is strengthened further through the use of empty signifiers related to a 
discourse on the positions “us” and “them” (with actors such as industry vs. environmental 
interests, and economics/climate initiatives vs. government/environment interests) throughout the 
broadcasts. In using the term empty signifier we lean on discourse theory and define them as 
describing terms or concepts becoming devoid of meaning, which can then be used by re-
allocating a meaning to the terms (to take an example, the word “orange” becomes first stripped 
of meaning then accredited other meanings in the discourse on the Orange Revolution in 
Ukraine) (Hansen, 2005:189). In the current example under analysis, the concepts of “us” and 
“them” are argued as being open to appropriation by actors, by creating ideas of who fits in each 
category and using the terms without explanation, as empty signifiers. Especially the opposing 
sides of the interests of the industry vs. the interests of the environment are frequently identified. 
As an example we can take the story “Trucks avoid taxation" (February 20th) where the anchor 
outlines the antagonistic positions when he presents the story, and they are repeated in the 
composition of the coverage throughout, as being industry versus environmental interests. 
 
By detaching the us/them distinction from concrete content, in the construction of the empty 
signifier gains importance in regards to the options for agency constructed for the viewer. Who 
are “we”, and what/whom are we against? The answer to this question is obviously contested as 
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the different sources will attempt to use the signifier from their perspective and to their 
advantage, such as how government politicians attempt to include the government and common 
people as “us”, being antagonistic to f.x. industry, other states, or what else serves their specific 
purpose. What “us/them” relation is then hegemonically constructed in the DR1 News? This 
relates heavily to the allocation of power to different actors and the credibility of their voices. 
 
On this topic of allocation of power and credibility it is worth considering how the two major 
relevant antagonistically constructed positions (industry and environment4) are presented and 
constructed, as they prove to differ significantly. Visually, the industry is very dominant in 
stories in which it is constructed as opposing the environment, as described in section 4.2.3.b. As 
illustrated in the previous subsection, it seems to be a trend that the visual images in these stories 
primarily show pictures of the given industry (oil rigs, chimneys, and workers) and none or very 
few images representing the environment (as analyzed in subsection 4.2.3.b of this chapter). In 
addition to this, industry when constructed as actors also seem to be humanized to a large extent, 
especially through the use of personal cases, when illustrating a given industry’s position. This 
tendency of personification of stories also correlates, as previously mentioned in section 4.2.1, to 
Galtung and Ruge’s conceptualization of tendencies within Scandinavian news production. This 
personification of industries becomes visually clear as stories in which industries serve as an 
actor often include small segments showing “regular” people at work within the field.   
                                                
4 As will be elaborated on later, we find that the environment is not constructed as an actor to the same degree as e.g. 
the industry. The description here of the environment as an antagonistic position is in regards to being or not being 
included in the empty signifier construct “us/them”, and is not to be confused with later analysis on the construction 
of the environment and climate as an independent actor vs. an interest of other powerful actors. 
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Images 4.11 and 4.12: Examples of visual personification of people at work within the industry. 
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This is illustrated in the story, as also mentioned in section 4.2.4.a, concerning the cancellation of 
a tax on trucks (“Trucks avoid taxation”, February 20th). In the story, Henning Lauritzen (a truck 
driver) is shown getting into his truck, in which an interview is conducted. As he drives, he talks 
about the financial difference the tax cancellation will have for him as an individual. This use of 
very close-to-home “regular dane” cases encourages the viewer to connect and sympathize with 
the industry which it represents. 
 
In contrast, the environment is rarely personified to the same extent and is mostly represented as 
an interest of experts or politicians, not serving as an actor on its own. For example, we find a 
major discrepancy in the amount of personification of the environment compared to e.g. industry 
actors - no stories include the same kind of going into people’s homes, showing family photos, 
and other journalist/source interaction with environmental actors as we see repeatedly with 
industry actors (such as in the story “Greenland - Mining adventure affects the election”, March 
10th). Rather, environmental interests are presented in a rather factual and absolutist/undiscussed 
way through expert sources. This reliance on experts as representatives of the climate further 
solidifies the difference in the level of humanization/actor construction, as the experts are often 
shown in formal dress and settings, creating a clear distinction between the domesticated 
industry and the more official “environmental interests”. 
 
This tendency is also observed by Lester, who argues that expert sources are often shown at their 
desks or in the field, as they are too busy engaging and acting on the given topic to be 
interviewed elsewhere (2010:174). In connection to this, it is further argued that the use of 
formal settings, as observed, strengthens the credibility of the expert in the eyes of the viewer, 
signaling a sense of purpose, duty and engagement (Lester, 2010:174). This is especially crucial 
in regards to the climate and environment as “...issues of trust are central to whether or not 
people believe media stories about environmental matters, and to the extent to which they will be 
likely to identify with, or participate in, officially defined environmental initiatives.” 
(Macnaghten and Urry, 1998 in Lester, 2010:174). On this basis, it can thereby be argued that the 
way the viewer perceives agency is influenced by the expert’s opinions and the course of action, 
which they see as being the most appropriate, given that the viewer acknowledges the expert as 
credible. This is further supported by the construction of environmental and climatic interests not 
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as an independent, flexible actor but as the interest of others, primarily experts, which distances 
it from non-expert agency.  
 
Image 4.13: Example of an expert source on climate and environment. 
 
Who these experts representing the climate and environment are thus becomes of increasing 
importance to the construction of agency. Throughout our data it becomes apparent that even 
though politicians are not experts as such, they are often shown in very similar settings, 
examples thereof being offices. Furthermore, politicians in some cases even take on the active 
role of expert sources, as illustrated in the election in Greenland story, where a politician from 
the party Venstre expresses that they feel there is a lack of scientific research into the extraction 
of uranium, even though the given politician is not an expert on the topic (“Greenland - 
Settlement with ban on uranium”, March 26th). This trend is also apparent in Lester’s research 
and on the basis of this, Lester argues that politicians are visually “...afforded a similar capacity 
as scientists to engage in both the problem of climate change and the solution to climate 
change.” (2010: 175). This tendency of politicians taking on the roles of other actors is not 
limited to the role of the environment, as politicians are also frequently observed taking on the 
roles or interests of other actors, including that of industries and the people. 
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Image 4.14: Scene composition of a politician in an office. 
 
Compared to the other actors presented throughout the analyzed stories, politicians are clearly 
the most prominent, often given longer speaking time, and it is rare that a story is presented 
without being associated with one or more political standpoints. Quantitatively, politicians are 
shown during the entire broadcast data collection 32 times total during the 23 stories analyzed, 
compared to 15 for expert sources and 18 for industry sources. This domination by politicians as 
sources in the news coverage also occurs on a qualitative level, for example illustrated in the 
story “Growth plan - The government's turbulent week” (March 3rd), where an exceedingly large 
part of the evening news broadcast is allocated to analyzing the politicians’ actions throughout 
the week. This dominance of politicians over the broadcast time accredits them with extensive 
power as actors. Additionally, and in connection to the importance of the mass media as agenda 
setters, as discussed in the problem area, this focus on the opinions and actions of politicians 
further solidifies their importance in the eyes of the viewer, as continued exposure strengthens 
their position as important and credible sources of action as well as information of use when 
embarking on paths for action. 
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We now turn to the construction of “common people” (/the audience) as actors. When looking at 
our data it becomes apparent that the viewer is not presented as possessing much agency or 
power. This is for example manifested in the low amount of continuous speaking time allocated 
to non-expert sources (though many “common folk” sources are included, they are generally 
granted only brief, non-elaborated comments). We did find that “common folk” actors were 
shown in the broadcast almost as many times as politicians (27 times total compared to 32 for 
politicians). However, the duration of speaking time and scene set-up for these actors differed 
significantly from politicians in a qualitative way, with more credibility being constructed for the 
politicians. Furthermore, when constructing these “normal people” voices, the sources are 
visually often shown in homes rather than the more professional scene setting of expert sources. 
This is of importance in the allocation of credibility of the sources, and thus to the power of their 
agency. Some sources are, however, constructed with more credibility through the close 
interaction with the reporter, by which some of the classical credibility of the journalist is 
transferred to the source by association - that means, we argue, that friendly and extended 
interaction between journalist and source lends some of the classical journalistic credibility to the 
source. 
 
Image 4.15: Example of scene composition of journalist interaction with sources. 
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Interestingly, we find that the agency of citizens and construction of civil society actors are more 
often individualized than collectivized. This relates to the previous discussion of the audience as 
consumers - the agency constructed for viewers also primarily relates to consumer-based courses 
of action (e.g. “The heating bill increases”, March 12th). Some small degree of agency is 
constructed for a collectively organized civil society, but it is limited to the story of nuclear 
power protest in Japan (“Japan - No to nuclear power”, March 10th) - in which protester sources’ 
statements are not even translated, accrediting them very little power and relevance.  
 
4.2.4.b Construction of agency as action 
Continuing along the topic of the construction of agency for civil society and individuals, we 
reiterate that in the one story concerning civil agency (“Japan - No to nuclear power”, March 
10th) the protesters’ statements are not translated, diminishing the importance of what they have 
to say. As this is the only coverage of civil agency towards an environmental or climate subject, 
the construction of civil action is thus clearly rather weak. 
 
Of importance to what action then is encouraged, are our findings of what action towards the 
environment and climate is actually constructed as viable and for whom. Throughout the 
collected data, several actors within the news broadcasts refer to actions as “green” or not 
”green”. There seems to be no or little specification or content associated with the term and it 
appears to be descriptive of multiple different things, examples thereof including “green” 
political and industrial policies. Interestingly, there seems to be no distinction between levels of 
green, making the term an absolute5. The ability of the term to be fitted to different contexts, or 
in other words, its ability to be filled with a given meaning, gives it the characteristics of an 
empty signifier (Hansen, 2005:189). The use of “green” as an empty signifier thus creates an 
unspecified association of being environmentally friendly, regardless of actual content of actions. 
This is used extensively, in our findings, by the government as they attempt to influence the 
hegemony of the signifier to include their actual policy actions, without much debate of the 
content of the empty signifier “green” (-policies, -action, -technology, etc.). We find that 
politicians are the main user of the empty signifier (using it in total, 5 separate times throughout 
                                                
5 the term is, however, also used as an empty signifier and the “absolutism” relates therefore to how it is used, not 
the content of its meaning. 
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the collected data) with journalists a close second (4 times total) and then an interesting jump in 
usage by other actors, such as common people, experts and NGOs, with only 1 or no examples of 
each actor category using green as an empty signifier. 
 
A good example of the battle over “green” as an empty signifier can be seen in the story “Trucks 
avoid Taxation” (February 20th) where the government’s appropriation of the term to describe 
their policies is challenged by a politician from a party outside the government. He says “This 
here  [the cancellation of the tax on trucks, ed.] is definitely not green, it’s a part of making a 
deal where you give more to those who already have the most, industry.” (Frank Aaen in 
“Trucks avoid Taxation”, February 20th, free translation). In this example we see how different 
actors attempt to give different meanings to the term green, using it to describe actions as being 
either green or not green without much discussion of the actual meaning. 
 
The use of the empty signifier “green” to influence hegemony on the environmental profile of 
the government underlines, once again, that the environment is not an actor on its own. We argue 
that environmental and climate interest positions are “taken on”, that is, used as a way to 
appropriate the value “green” and to be seen as having environmentally friendly interests.  We 
find that especially politicians, often refer to being “green” or the concept of “green growth”. As 
the environment is not an actor in itself but taken on as an interest of other actors, mostly 
politicians as explored above, it has to coincide with the additional interests of the actor. 
Therefore the given actor has to go through a process of prioritization when deciding which 
interests should be converted to action. This is clearly observable in our data, as multiple stories 
show the government’s prioritization of the environment in relation to its other interests, 
examples thereof being the story “Trucks avoid taxation” (February 20th) where the government 
cancels a planned tax on trucks which would lower carbon emissions, to instead increase 
competitiveness. In this case economic growth and job security is prioritized higher than the 
environment. Other, non-governmental, actors also enter this hegemonic battle over the empty 
signifier, as can be seen for example in the story “Dong is going on the stock market” (February 
27th), where the term is used heavily when describing Dong’s proposed future plans.  
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Though we find extensive and unproblematized use of green as an empty signifier, it should be 
noted that the use of the empty signifier is questioned two times throughout our collected data, 
one being in the story “Train operations – billion plan from the government” (March 1st) where 
the reporter questions whether the government could invest in something “greener”, and the 
second time being in the above mentioned Dong story where experts question exactly how 
“green” the company is. However, this critical perspective is not given much time and is 
presented more as side notes to the story, not being repeated or answered. 
 
As a further point in the construction of action, we argue that there is a hegemony of belief in 
decoupling within the (especially political) discourse on climate and environmental protection 
action. Decoupling signifies the notion of “green” growth being possible through technical 
advances, so that economic growth can continue and eventually decouple itself from 
environmental degradation (Jackson, 2009:8). This would allow for continued capitalist 
economic expansion while avoiding climate disaster through increasingly efficient technology 
and less material production as the main basis for the economy. An example of how we see 
decoupling as hegemonic is illustrative in the story “Failed energy policy” (February 28th), 
where the governments investments in various biogas plants and windmills are outlined as ways 
of creating both a “greener” world and economic growth. It should be noted that this 
understanding of decoupling as viable is not limited only to politicians, as it can be observed 
through our data in regards to both industry representatives and climate experts. This for 
example being illustrated in the above mentioned story, “Dong is going on the stock market” 
(February 27th) where Dongs future plans are assessed as a way to create “green” growth by the 
industry. In the same story, and as also mentioned in the paragraph directly above, experts are 
seen arguing if Dong’s plan is “green” enough, thereby simultaneously acknowledging the 
possibility of a solution that is “green” enough within the framework of economic growth. In 
connection to what has previously been discussed in this subsection (in regards to the influence 
experts and politicians have on the shaping of the viewers’ sense of action) this hegemony of 
decoupling will influence the possibility of action that the viewer sees fit. In other words, it 
affects the possibilities and scope for viewer agency, as it places their realm of action within a 
context where “green” growth is not only possible, but the hegemonically most viable course of 
action. This construction of viable action as technological advancement goes hand in hand with 
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the construction as politicians as primary actors, as explored in the previous subsection, and thus 
policy as action.  
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CHAPTER 5: 
CONCLUSION 
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5.0 Conclusion 
The following chapter is based on the analysis of the primary data collected and will briefly 
summarize the findings made in a comprehensive way, leading to an overall combined conclusion, 
in an attempt to answer our problem formulation as outlined in chapter 2.0 and restated below: 
”How are possibilities for agency, in regards to combating climate change, constructed 
through the DR1 News broadcast?” 
 
We find that possibilities for agency, as constructed through the DR1 News broadcast, are formed 
firstly through the choice of topical coverage as well as the perspectives and angles used within 
these broadcasts. In regards to this, we find that DR1 News trends towards a news coverage with a 
sense of banal globalization, created by visually placing the news within a global context through 
the use of maps and animations. This being said, it should be noted that the majority of the stories, 
including those concerning global issues, focus on either a nation state, economic, or individual role 
of Danes and the Danish society, and thereby entail some degree of cultural proximity. We find this 
notion of cultural proximity, as also argued by Galtung and Ruge (in Lester, 2010), to be connected 
to and embedded in the concept of meaningfulness, thereby meaning that even though the stories are 
placed within a global framework, they are still, to a certain extent, familiar and therefore 
meaningful to the viewer.   
 
In addition to this, the DR1 News has a tendency to have an anthropocentric focus when outlining 
impacts and consequences in relation to a given story. The anthropocentric perspective is further 
cemented by the way in which caring for the environment is presented through domestication, 
focusing mainly on human interaction with the environment, as well as the fact that the environment 
does not function as an actor on its own, but rather an interest of differing human actors. Moreover, 
we also find this anthropocentric focus to be strengthened by DR1’s tendency of using high levels 
of personification within the news stories, relying heavily on the use of personal stories or segments 
displaying the feeling and reactions of humans, as well as visuals of humans at work, emphasizing 
humans as the objects for empathy. 
  
Furthermore, in regards to the angling of the stories analyzed, we find that the DR1 News broadcast 
tends to focus on either the economic and financial interests of the state, corporations and/or the 
individual/consumer, or on differing political viewpoints, often completely ignoring the connection 
between a given issue and the environment or climate. 
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In regards to the concrete construction of the climate and environment we find it often to be 
presented as something technical and distant through the use of maps and expert sources. This 
formal and distant character of the environment is further reinforced by the continued humanization 
of the industry, a force often placed as the opponent of climate and environmental interests 
throughout the collected data. In addition to this, the substantial use of expert knowledge, when 
brushing upon topics regarding the climate and environment, constructs climate and environmental 
agency as being primarily an expert possibility. 
 
Returning to the way in which the climate is constructed by DR1 News, we find there to be a 
discrepancy between the verbal hegemony of prioritization of the climate and environment and the 
visuals used throughout. As previously discussed in chapter 4.2.3, there seems to be a general 
discursive acknowledgement of the environment as being a priority (as also explored in chapter 
4.1.1), however, visually the climate is continuously constructed as secondary to especially 
corporate and industry interests, getting little representation, if any.  
 
This secondary position of the climate and environment to economic interests also relates to the  
discursive use of “green” as an empty signifier. This notion of being “green” is seemingly 
constructed and used in whatever way fits the interests of the speaker, whether it be that of 
politicians, corporate representatives or reporters. The concept of “green” is especially used by 
politicians, both quantitatively (times mentioning “green”) and qualitatively (speaking time 
duration), and is in this connection often associated to the notion of justifying continued economic 
growth. This relates to our finding of the abundance of the hegemony of decoupling. The empty 
signifier “green” is generally engaged by politicians in a way which is dominated by a decoupling 
solution theory of climate and environmental action. This further illustrates the government 
dependence on corporate industry, since the growth interests of the economy become so closely 
entwined with environmental and climate agency through this use of the empty signifier “green”.  
 
When looking at which actors are constructed as possessing agency, we firstly find there to be a 
general trend of creating antagonist, oppositional actors when presenting news stories. This notion 
of opposing sides is discursively fueled by the use of the empty signifiers of us/them, which is taken 
on by various actors depending on the given story. In addition to this, politicians are clearly 
dominant in regards to the amount of speaking time given and are constructed as exceedingly 
credible actors, often taking on the roles of other actors such as experts and “common folk”, when 
stating their opinions. The politicians’ credibility is further exemplified by the lack of questioning 
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of their frequent use of the above-mentioned empty signifier “green” by newscasters, as this 
absence of questioning signals an acknowledgement of the politicians’ indisputable knowledge and 
authority as actors. This discursive domination and ability to take on the roles of other actors makes 
the politicians the main actors in regards to climate agency. 
 
In regards to the civil society and individuals as actors we see the previously mentioned level of 
personification and often consumer-based presentation of stories as influencing the way the viewers 
perceive the possibilities for agency, creating a discursive hegemony of individualization and 
consumerization of public agency. The public paths for agency, though not presented often, are 
foremost seen as primarily viable in the form of consumer action, for example to sustainably 
renovate their houses or make use of greener consumption choices. We find that the possibility for 
collectively organized public agency receives hardly any coverage, and when presented is 
constructed as holding little power or credibility. Another perspective on the construction of civil 
agency lies in a deduction from our finding of the domination of politicians, namely that civil 
agency can be carried out as voting for and relinquishing power and agency to the representational 
politicians.  
 
Relevant to what paths of agency are then constructed as viable, we find that the use of “green 
action” as an empty signifier plays an important role. Considering the domination of politicians, and 
to some degree experts, on the definition of this empty signifier, as described above, it becomes 
difficult for other opinion and positions to enter the news stream. This hindrance of entrance of 
other opinions is made increasingly difficult when taking into account the notions of consonance, 
continuity and the political as well as expert dominance and power over the definition of “green”. 
Furthermore, the above-mentioned hegemony of decoupling, which we found prevailing throughout 
the news broadcast, implies that viable solutions to climate and environmental problems are to be 
found within the existing capitalist, growth-oriented system.  
 
Overall, we find that the construction of viable paths for agency through the DR1 News allocate 
little power to the civil society, but construct experts and professional politicians as the primary and 
most powerful actors. This construction is further reinforced by the domination of the capitalist 
perspectives, illustrative of how industry and corporate interests heavily influence political agency 
and solutions, as can be seen by the clear presence of a hegemony of decoupling within the news 
construction of agency towards climate and environment. In this way we find that the DR1 News 
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reinforces and helps construct the current political and economic systems and strategies for action 
towards the climate crisis and environment protection.  
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STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 
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6.0 Strengths and Weaknesses 
In the following chapter we reflect on and outline some of the strengths and weaknesses in 
methodology, identified throughout our work. This is done as we find it important to illuminate not 
only the positive qualities of our work, but also the limitations in order to in order to diminish their 
effects and suggest paths further investigations. 
 
Firstly, we wish to reflect on the use of Fields’ Systematic Approach to Qualitative TV News 
Analysis. We found to it be an excellent starting point, and especially useful in placing ourselves 
within an existing research tradition. We did modify the methodology slightly as the research was 
conducted, since certain areas were exposed where the approach was found lacking. These were 
primarily minor changes, such as adding notation of the frame of a segment within a wider 
broadcast since we were concerned with smaller segments of each broadcast, rather than the 
broadcast in its entirety. We found the research tradition on qualitative TV news analysis to be 
rather thin and difficult to draw on, but consider the Fields approach to be a good starting point, 
which with minor modifications worked well for our research objective.  
 
The issue of lacking research tradition within our field also extended beyond the methodological 
approach. We found a generally quite thin research tradition to draw from on the topic agency as a 
news construct, and especially in regards to climate and environmentally focussed agency. This 
somewhat weakened our project, as many of the findings could not be thoroughly discussed or 
related to other research findings or theories on the same topic.  
 
In retrospect we would have liked to include more quantitative results to back up our qualitative 
claims, but were hindered by a lack of time and resources. We find that the combination of 
qualitative and quantitative findings in this project add a layer of reliability to our study. Though we 
have relied most heavily on the qualitative analysis of our data, we feel that our use of quantitative 
representation of some of the trends observed throughout our analysis, helps reinforce the 
credibility of our results and makes it easier for the viewer to get an overview of our data.  
 
Moving on to reflections on the scope of our investigation, we argue that by focusing our research 
on the DR1 News within a specific investigation period we were able go into depth with our data 
and produce some solid and empirically well founded conclusions. We find this solid empirical 
foundation to improve the reliability and validity of our findings. This being said, there are certain 
limitations and weaknesses that should be kept in mind when delimiting a study such as this. 
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Firstly, the specific delimitation of our research does not allow for a full discourse analysis, as only 
one sender is investigated. Furthermore, it could lead to a loss of understanding of the context in 
which the study is performed. We have tried to take this factor into consideration throughout our 
project work and report by firstly exploring the context in which our study is placed. This has been 
done through the considerations of DR as an institution (chapter 4.1.2) and the general discursive 
development of the hegemony of the environment as a priority, as outlined in chapter 4.1.1. 
Furthermore, we also acknowledge throughout the research report that other factors, not accounted 
for in our research, have an influence on the creation of agency.  
 
As mentioned in chapter 3.2.4, a grounded approach leaves the research especially vulnerable to 
bias in regards to the choice of literature, as one can be inclined to use only theory relevant to one's 
findings, neglecting additional or contradictory literature on the given topic. However, we argue this 
can to some extent be avoided through extensive literature review, performed simultaneously with 
the collection of data, as is the case in this project. One important strength of this research approach, 
especially in regards to the project at hand, is the character of openness and ability to be lead by the 
empirical data, rather than trying to fit the data into one's choice of theory. We attempted to enter 
this process without presuppositions of were the findings would lead, and this approach allowed us 
to tailor our research as we got more knowledge on the topic through both our empirical data and 
extensive literature review.   Furthermore, the use of a grounded approach allowed us to start our 
collection of empirical data at an early stage of the project, thereby increasing the timeframe for 
data collection.  
 
Also relevant to the validity and reliability of our results is the meticulous technical analysis which 
our collected data underwent. Our technical analysis approach, as inspired by Fields, allowed us to 
thoroughly go into depth with our data and opened our eyes to the many effects missed during first 
viewings. This very thorough process of analysis thereby provided us with some concrete 
observations on which we could base our conclusions. This being said, and though certain aspects 
of our findings, such as domination of speaking time and visual representation, are incontestable, 
other things such as the effects of body language and emphasis on wording is less tangible and rely 
more heavily on interpretation and is therefore more vulnerable to bias. 
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CHAPTER 7: 
DISCUSSION 
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7.0 Discussion 
Having now completed the analysis and conclusion parts of this investigation, we find it relevant 
to include some musings into the implications of our findings in a broader perspective. So far we 
have attempted to avoid value judgements on the construction of climate and environmental 
agency in the DR1 News, but now find it necessary to take on a more social philosophical and 
critical perspective, in which we can outline what we see as some of the possible implications of 
the discoveries made here. This discussion takes its point of departure within the point of view, 
as mentioned in the introduction, that climate change and environmental degradation are not 
being adequately addressed at the present time, and that other and more extensive strategies must 
be embarked on. This being said, it should be noted that it is not our purpose to suggest these 
strategies, but rather to discuss our findings from that perspective. 
 
Starting at what to many might seem exceedingly basic and incontestable, we wish to make some 
comments on the anthropocentrism present throughout the news coverage. This trend is apparent 
both in regards to the topical coverage as well as the angling of stories, and connects to how the 
climate and environment are portrayed and constructed in a highly technical manner. Actors are 
seen as humans, and empathy is constructed solely for humans. If we take this as a sign of a 
broader anthropocentric hegemony in society, we note that this can be argued as contributing to a 
neglection of the interests and value of non-human life,  inorganic climate and environment. 
When hardship, degradation, pain, and success are measured solely in human terms this becomes 
prioritized above the environmental and climatic impacts - which might turn out to be only of 
short term benefit for humans, as the destruction of climate and environment will have immense 
consequences (European Commission, 2012).  
 
Furthermore, the distribution of the consequences of climate change as well as environmental 
degradation depends on our social structures, which in our currently stratified and hierarchical 
system would mean that people of certain economic status, wealth, ethnic origin, gender and 
other social positions will bear the brunt of climate change and environmental degradation - as 
we are already seeing evidence of at the present time (UN Women Watch, 2009). These power 
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inequalities add to the need for a strengthened link between environmental and climate harm and 
social structure, if we are to address the challenges in a comprehensive and fair way.  
 
In regards to the anthropocentrism of the news coverage, we imagine a retort to our comments 
could go along the lines of news being composed to suit the interests of the audience. Here it 
becomes interesting to note the ways the public (viewers) are constructed through the news 
programs, especially the individualization and consumerization of the public. We find that public 
agency is primarily constructed with a focus on the individual, assigning little power to 
collective and publicly organized groups - a construct which can be argued as troublesome in 
regards to the creation of a comprehensive and broad approach to climate action. For civil 
society to be acknowledged as an important and impactful actor the presentation of those 
movements must also become more powerful in the discourse.  
 
Besides individualization and consumerization creating a restrictive and rather power-lacking 
view on personal agency, this also clearly ties to our finding of the hegemony of decoupling. We 
consider this troubling as the idea of green growth is under intense criticism as a viable path (see 
for example Næss & Høyer, 2009). Going hand in hand with the previous comments on the 
inequality of the current social systems in a global perspective, a climate action strategy focussed 
solely on technological advancement ignores the link between social structure and harm to the 
climate and environment. Furthermore, it strengthens the effect of anthropocentrism by placing 
industry, corporate and national economic interests over those of the climate and environment. 
 
In regards to the above mentioned hegemony of decoupling, we find it important to note the 
domination of politicians over the use of empty signifier “green” and other defining factors on 
entry into the news cycle (see chapter 4.2.4.b). In regards to our findings this domination means 
that those in power currently have more time and credibility in the media to shape the discourse 
and make their strategies for climate action constructed as viable. This puts contesting positions 
and actors outside the current system of power at a serious disadvantage in the debate on what to 
do about climate change and environmental degradation.  
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To this end it is worth looking into how the public service commitments of the DR1 News 
actually plays out in the construction of climate and environmental agency. As we can see in our 
analysis and conclusion, as well as in the critical discussion in this chapter, not all (human or 
non-human) actors are equal in the discourse. The weak construction of public agency is of 
increased interest given the specific goal in the DR public service contract to strengthen the 
agency of citizens in a democratic society (see chapter 4.1.2). In evaluating this it is perhaps 
crucial to be critical towards the last part of this sentence: in a democratic society. As obvious in 
this phrase, as well as credible in that the public service contract is made with the government, 
this refers to the current representational democratic system of Denmark. Considering that DR 
being “publically owned” also means that it is owned and controlled by a government ministry, 
this naturally places the “public service” commitments within a framework where the channel’s 
obligations are to the viewers as citizens in the current political system. This notion of a focus on 
the democratic society is also further reinforced by our findings that civil agency is constructed 
by DR1 as being carried through voting on a representative political party (deducted from the 
findings of the dominance of politicians and the individualization and consumerization of civil 
agency). The democratic society DR is explicitly committed to encourage participation in means 
to uphold and not challenge the status quo political system. Taking this kind of uncritical 
approach to the political system does not equate being uncritical towards the government or their 
policies, and is in accordance with our findings that politicians are relatively uncritically 
accredited with the most power and agency. If we acknowledge that the current political system 
is not adequately handling the environmental and climate crisis, this becomes a major obstacle in 
the creation of new strategies and power accreditation to other or new actors or organizations of 
actors. The premises of the DR1 News coverage are already set out within a status quo upholding 
system, thus limiting their possibilities for constructing climate and environmental action in 
many ways, in accordance with our findings.  
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CHAPTER 8: 
FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS 
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8.0 Further Investigations 
Upon completing our investigation, we find it relevant to reflect on some possibilities for further 
investigations which could broaden or strengthen the findings of this investigation.  
 
Given the focus of this investigation on the media content, we would find it relevant to conduct a 
media effects analysis, in order to uncover how the news is, in fact, received by the viewer. Such 
a study would be interesting as it can give an insight into the degree to which viewers are 
influenced by what they see in news broadcasts, this thereby having an effect on how big of an 
impact the possibilities for agency created within the news actually has in regards to its viewers, 
when seen in context with other influences.  
 
As outlined in the problem area, our research takes its point of departure within the 
understanding that the news indeed has a significant effect on what contemporary issues the 
viewers perceive as being of importance, as well as the notion that the media to some degree 
influence what are seen as viable paths in regards to possible solutions. However, as this 
understanding is based on research focused at the media’s effects in general, it could be 
interesting to undertake an investigation which focus is primarily on the effects of the media in 
regards to issues relating specifically to the climate and environment, in order to more accurately 
access the media’s impact in regards to these specific topics. Such a study could also further 
strengthen the relevance of the findings made in our research, should it reveal that the viewers 
opinions both of the climate and environment issues in general, as well as the solutions to these 
issues, are to a large extent influenced by the media’s representation of them.  
 
On another note, and as mentioned in the analysis chapter, we found the disconnect between the 
unusual weather stories (as represented both by natural disasters and the abnormally long winter 
experienced in Denmark, climate and environmental effects, as well as the possible causes of 
these weather conditions) very interesting, as the connection between weather and climate in 
many cases seemed obvious. The delimitation of our investigation however, meant that the 
implications of this was not fully accounted for. A further investigation of this (dis)connection, 
could make for an interesting study, especially given our observation that apparent connections 
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between the changing weather patterns and the issues currently faced in regards to the climate 
and environment were more or less completely ignored. Therefore, a possible investigation could 
be undertaken in order to examine in greater detail the reasons behind this disconnect and more 
importantly, in regards to our research, the effect this has on the construction of the climate and 
environment and thereby also the possibility for action in regards to the climate and environment 
in general.  
 
Furthermore it could also have been interesting to take a closer look at how the climate and 
environment are portrayed exclusively within the weather forecast, especially in the light of the 
abnormally long winter which we have been experiencing during the period of investigation.  
 
As mentioned throughout our report, the aim of this investigation was not to take a stance the 
intentions of DR, but exactly this could make for an insightful and relevant study, especially 
taking into consideration DR’s public service contract, in which they outline some intentions in 
regards to objectivity and public engagement. Moreover, it could be relevant to our findings, to 
look into how the news is constructed, this including how stories, visuals and journalist’s are 
selected. By undertaking such a study, one could get a better understanding of the actors and 
structures making up DR1’s position, and possibly investigate the reasoning behind some of the 
trends observed in this study, for example the minimal visual presentation of the environment 
and climate.  
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A: Technical Transcription of News Stories 
 
LEGEND OF ABBREVIATIONS USED FOR CAMERA DISTANCES  
ID: Intimate distance  
CPD: Close personal distance  
FPD: Far personal distance  
CSD: Close social distance  
FSD: Far social distance 
PD: Public distance  
 
 
February 20th 2013 
“Trucks avoid taxation” 
 
Brief summary: 
Danish government cancels planned environmental tax on trucks to increase competitiveness 
 
Framed within broadcast: 
The story is introduced in the beginning of the broadcast (3 minutes and 11 seconds in) and lasts 19 seconds. The story is continued about one third in to the 
broadcast (7 minutes and 38 seconds in) and lasts 4 minutes and 36 seconds. In total the story lasts 4 minutes and 55 seconds. Story seems to be one of the 
larger ones on the programme for the night and seem to be prioritized highly, as it is introduced in the beginning. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal inflection/ tone Facial expression/ 
body language 
Truck driving down road at night. 
Camera is filming the trucks 
perspective as it is driving. 
Introduction 
to story which 
is coming 
later. 
"En planlagt miljø afgift på  
 
 
lastbiler bliver sløjfet af regeringen, 
 
konkurrenceevne frem for miljø -  
The anchor: 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Rehearsed. Speaks in a 
very official tone of 
voice. Not necessarily 
monotone, but doesn't 
show emotion.  
Stress: "uanstændigt" 
  
Inside truck showing truckdriver 
driving in profile. 
Closeup on drivers hand on the 
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steering wheel.  
uanstændigt siger nogen." Showing the road from inside the 
trucks cabin driving. Another truck 
passes going in opposite direction. 
Showing Aaen shoulders and up, 
standing in the right side of the 
screen. 
 
"Man skulle begrænse forureningen fra 
lastbiler og samtidig gøre noget for den 
kollektive trafik,  
 
også kommer man bare her og 
meddeler os en aften at det er i øvrigt 
ophævet." 
Unidentified 
here (later 
identified as 
Frank Aaen) 
Tone of voice signals 
annoyance. 
Aaen looks annoyed. 
  
Shows truck backing into parking 
spot. 
"Men hvad svarer regeringen?" Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
  
The story is continued later in the broadcast after other stories have been aired. 
Lassen is standing by the studio 
desk, filmed waist up standing to the 
right. On the screen behind him, you 
see a truck driving on the road. On 
the banner in the bottom of the 
screen it reads "regeringen dropper 
afgift". An animated truck is shown 
backing into the image and loading 
off its load. The load is the word 
"afgift" which is written in capitol 
red letters. 
Introduction "Godt nyt til transportbranchen. TV 
avisen kan her til aften løfte sløret for 
en del af den store konkurrence pakke 
som regeringen netop er ved at 
udarbejde. Det hele handler om at lette 
vilkårene for erhvervslivet og på trods 
af de grønne intentioner regeringen 
ellers har argumenteret for, så sløjfer 
man nu, overraskende, en ellers 
planlagt miljø afgift på lastbilskørsel." 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Rehearsed and 
confident. Again a 
official tone of voice. 
Stress: "en del", 
"skrotter", 
"overraskende". 
Eyebrows are raised, 
and Lassen uses 
frequent hand 
movements, especially 
when starting a new 
sentence. Makes 
headmovement when 
saying "overraskende". 
Looks down into the 
left corner as to signal 
that a filmed segment 
is to start. 
The door to a truck cabin is opened 
and you see Lauritzen getting into 
the truck.  Close up of the ignition 
which is turned and the engine 
starts. 
Outline of the 
tax and its 
financial 
consequences 
"For vognmand, Henning T. Lauritzen 
skal det betyde penge i kassen hver 
gang, nøglen drejes.  
 
 
Men fra 2015 var det meningen at 
lastbiler som hans,  
 
Speaker More upbeat tone, but 
has an element of 
official tone. Talks 
very rythmically. 
Stress: "hver gang", 
"nøglen". His speech 
seems to be very 
rehearsed as it leaves 
Lauritzen seems 
relaxed, and is focused 
on driving. 
Shows Lauritzen driving truck from 
the passanger side, filming Lauritzen 
in profile. 
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Close up of the trucks dash board.  
Closeup on Lauritzens hand as he 
changes gear. 
skulle betale en afgift på halvanden 
krone, hver gang kilometertælleren 
tikkede." 
pauses for other sound 
effects like the closing 
of the truck door. 
Stress: "hver gang" 
again. Colloquial 
language 
Filming from the passanger side of 
the truck showing Lauritzen in 
profile. 
"For vores forretning alene så er det en 
omkostning på omkring 2,4 millioner." 
Vognmand, 
Aalestrup: 
Henning T. 
Lauritzen 
Much less official in 
the tone of voice. More 
conversational in 
character. 
Lauritzen seems 
relaxed, and is focused 
on driving. His one 
hand is placed loosely 
around the gearshift. Shows the landscape moving in the 
side mirror of the truck. 
"I dag blev den omtalte lastbilsafgift så 
droppet,  
og dermed går staten glip af indtægter  
for 750 millioner kr om året." 
Speaker Same upbeat rehearsed 
tone as before. 
Back to Lauritzen in profile. 
Close up on dashboard. 
Shows Holger K. Nielsen chest up, 
standing in the right side of screen. 
Outlining the 
political 
motives 
behind 
decision 
"Det vi er optaget af, øh, det er at der 
skal skabes, øh, job i den private 
sektor, øh, og i den sammenhæng der 
har vi så også besluttet at vi aflyser den 
lastbilsafgift som Lars Løkke i sin tid 
besluttede at der skulle indføres." 
Skatte-
minister, SF: 
Holger K. 
Nielsen 
Not rehearsed, uses 
many "øh"s.  
Stress: "så også", "Lars 
Lykke" 
Moves head 
thorughout, turning it 
slightly from the left, 
middle and right. 
Doesn't show much 
emotion. Raises 
eyebrows when saying 
"Lars Løkke". 
Shows close up on hand on steering 
wheel. 
Outlining 
financial 
benefits for 
businesses. 
"En nyhed der skaber glæde i 
førerhuset." 
Speaker Same upbeat rehearsed 
tone as before. 
  
Lauritzen shown in truck cabin, 
filmed in profile. 
"Jamen, det betyder jo at, øh, 
konkurrenceevnen den bliver bibeholdt, 
øh, i Danmark og det kan vi jo så, så 
gøre at, øh, vi også har noget at lave." 
Henning T. 
Lauritzen 
Much less official in 
the tone of voice. More 
conversational in 
character. 
Lauritzen seems 
relaxed, and is focused 
on driving. His one 
hand is placed loosely 
around the gearshift. 
Only glancing at the 
camera occationally. 
Close up on Lauritzens face, filmed 
shoulders up in profile. 
Introduction 
to the 
environmental 
"Men lastbiler som Henning T 
Lauritzens  
forurener og det var en af 
Speaker Same upbeat rehearsed 
tone as before. Stress: 
"forurener", "indføre" 
Lauritzen seems 
relaxed, and is focused 
on driving. Looking back at the truck, showing 
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the empty load, as its driving. aspect begrundelserne, 
for i første omgang, at indføre 
afgiften." 
  
  Showing the road from inside the 
trucks cabin driving. Another truck 
passes going in opposite direction. 
Showing Christian Ege, shoulders 
up, middle towards rigth side. 
"Det betyder man spiller sig af et 
redskab af hænde som man kunne have 
brugt til at, øh, sænke forureningen fra 
lastbiler, både i forhold til vores 
klimaproblem og i forhold til den, øh, 
luftforurening som skaber vores 
sundhed." 
Formand, 
Det 
Økologiske 
Råd: 
Christian 
Ege 
Not rehearsed. Tone 
signals annoyance. 
Eges eyebrows are 
drawn together. 
Lauritzen shown in truck cabin, 
filmed in profile. 
Introduction 
to "issue" as 
being a 
"løftebrud", 
and opposing 
political 
opinion. 
"Og skrotningen af lastbilsafgiften, er 
direkte  
brud på en politisk aftale lyder det fra 
enhedslisten." 
Speaker Same upbeat rehearsed 
tone as before.  
Stress: "brud. 
Lauritzen seems 
relaxed, and is focused 
on driving. 
  
Truck driving towards camera 
Showing Aaen shoulders and up, 
standing in the right side of the 
screen. 
"Det er i hvert fald ikke grønt der her, 
det er jo et led i at lave en aftale, hvor 
man forgylder dem som i forvejen har 
allermest; erhvervslivet." 
Skatte-
ordfører, EL: 
Frank Aaen 
Not rehearsed. Tone 
signals annoyance. 
Speaks more fastpaced 
than the other speakers 
in the story. 
Aaen looks annoyed. 
Shows truck backing into parking 
spot. 
 
Giving 
finishing facts 
of story 
"Lige nu, vil regeringen ikke fortælle 
hvor de 750 millioner skal hentes,  
 
men afviser ikke at der kan komme 
andre former for kørselsafgifter, 
på et senere tidspunkt." 
Speaker Same upbeat rehearsed 
tone as before.  
Stress: "ikke fortælle", 
"skal hentes", "senere 
tidspunkt" 
  
Close up of front wheel of truck. 
 
Shows lit headlight turning off 
Nielsen and Lassen is showed 
standing at table in studio, filmed in 
profile. 
Introduction 
of Holger K. 
Nielsen 
"Skatteminister Holger K. Nielsen, 
velkommen.  
 
 
 
 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Rehearsed and 
confident. Again a 
official tone of voice. 
Lassen lifts hands, 
palms flat, pointing 
towards Nielsen as he 
welcoms him. Makes 
hand gesture when 
asking question. 
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Showing close up of Nielsen, you 
can see the back of Lassens head. 
Er det her en erkendelse af at I, i 
regeringen mener at vi ikke har råd til 
at prioritere miljøet?" 
Nielsen seems to be 
listening attentively, 
his one ear turned 
slightly towards Lassen 
Showing close up of Nielsen, you 
can see the back of Lassens head. 
Political 
motives 
behind the 
cancellation 
of tax 
"Nej det er det overhovedet ikke. 
Denne her regering er en af de 
grønneste regeringer, øh øh, vi ser i 
øjeblikket.  
 
 
 
 
 
Det her det handler om at, øh, det er en 
meget meget dyr måde at, 
 
 
 
 
 
øh, gøre noget i forhold til miljøet på. 
Øøh, det koster meget at gennemføre 
denne her afgift og det provenu man får 
ud af det står ikke mål med de udgifter 
der er i forhold til afgiften, og når det 
så samtidig gir’ en belastning  
på erhvervslivet, især i de tyndt 
befolkede områder,  
 
så har vi vurderet at det mest, øh, 
hensigtsmæssige vil være at, øh, at, øh, 
fjerne den her. Vi risikere at vi får en 
milliard investering som bliver en 
farlig investering som ikke, øh øh, 
Holger K. 
Nielsen 
Stress: "nej" and 
"overhovedet ikke".  
Tone seems slightly 
upset by the question. 
Not rehearsed and that 
makes the tone come 
off as more 
conversational, and 
there are alot of "øh". 
Stress: "grønneste", 
"dyr", "står ikke", 
"belastning", 
"vuderet", "risikere”, 
"farlig" 
Seems startled and 
almost appalled by the 
question. Raising his 
eyebrows as he 
answers "nej det.." 
Raises eyebrown when 
saying "grønneste. 
Head moving slightly 
throughout. 
Nielsen and Lassen is showed 
standing at table in studio, filmed in 
profile. 
Lassen lifts hands 
signaling that he wish 
to interrupt. Nielsen 
doesnt let him. Nielsen 
rocks head as he 
speaks. Keeps on 
troughout. 
Showing close up of Nielsen, you 
can see the back of Lassens head. 
 
 
 
Nielsen rocks head as 
he speaks, especially 
when putting emphasis 
on certain words 
troughout. 
Nielsen and Lassen is showed 
standing at table in studio, filmed in 
profile. 
Showing close up of Nielsen, you 
can see the back of Lassens head. 
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betyder at vi opnår det mål vi skal 
opnå." 
Nielsen and Lassen is showed 
standing at table in studio, filmed in 
profile. Lassen points towards the 
left corner to signal towards a screen 
Introduction 
to the 
following 
video segment 
"Men prøv lige at høre her, øh, Holger 
K. Nielsen, jeg vil gerne lige spille 
hvad Jonas Dahl, din egen, eller 
trafikordføreren,  
 
transportordføreren, fra SF han sagde 
for lidt mere end en måned siden.  
 
Prøv lige at se her." 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Less rehearsed than 
before but still 
confident in tone.  
Stress: "din EGEN" 
Lassen uses frequent 
hand gestures. 
  
Close up of Lassen, filmed shoulders 
up. You can see the back of Nielsens 
head. 
Nielsen and Lassen is showed 
standing at table in studio, filmed in 
profile. 
Lassen signals toward 
a screen (not visible to 
the viewer) in the left 
corner of the screen. 
Nielsen turns to see 
screen. 
Jonas Dahl is standing outside, its 
dark. He is filmed from the chest up 
and is placed in the middle of the 
screen towards the right. 
Introduction 
to the 
differing 
statements 
made about 
the tax 
previously 
"Men det der er det helt afgørende, det 
er at lastbiler i dag forurener også mere 
end de rent faktisk bidrager til vores 
samfund, og derfor er det også rimeligt 
at vi hæver, øh, afgiften for lastbiler." 
Transport-
ordfører, SF: 
Jonas Dahl 
Speaks fast paced and 
theres is little tone 
changes throughout 
Seems to have a stone 
face showing no 
emotion. 
Nielsen and Lassen is showed 
standing at table in studio, filmed in 
profile. 
Tog han fuldkommen fejl, eller har i 
bare, sådan, en masse forskellige, øh, 
modeller at trække frem? 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Seems slightly hostile Lassen raises one hand 
and shakes his head 
almost in disbelief as 
he asks question. 
Moves hands out and 
in when saying "masse 
forskellige.." 
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Showing close up of Nielsen, you 
can see the back of Lassens head. 
Continued 
argumentation 
for political 
motives 
"Nej, men øh, det er da rigtigt at der 
sker en forurening fra, øh, lastbiler, 
men, øh, vi har regnet meget på det i 
skatteministeriet, øh, og det man så 
vurdere på, hvad opnår man ved denne 
her afgift i forhold til hvad det giver af 
udgifter?" 
Holger K. 
Nielsen 
Stress: "I 
skatteministeriet", 
"HVAD opnår man" 
Tone signals 
frustration. 
Nielsen rocks head as 
he speaks, especially 
when putting emphasis 
on certain words.  
Seems annoyed 
"Men, men, øh, men.. der er jeg næsten 
nødt til at.." 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Studders as he is trying 
to interrupt 
Nielsen and Lassen is showed 
standing at table in studio, filmed in 
profile. 
"Nej men, der er man da nødt til at lave 
de der økonomiske udregninger på, 
hvis man nu for de samme penge ku’ få 
mere miljø, så er det da en fordel. Jeg 
synes det er en tosset måde at, øh, at 
ligesom, opkræve en afgift, hvor man 
kun får en brøkdel ind i netto provenu, 
af det man brutto får ind, fordi det er 
dyrt at etablere.. " 
Holger K. 
Nielsen 
Tone signals 
annoyance and 
Nielsens speech is sped 
up. Stress: "mere 
miljø", "tosset". 
Returning to 
differing 
statements 
”.. Så Jonas Dahl, Jona-Jonas Dahl, han 
tog bare fuldkommen fejl?" 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Again, tone seems 
slightly hostile 
Lassen uses hand 
handgestures pointing 
towards Nielsen as he 
ask the question. Seem 
hostile 
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Showing close up of Nielsen, you 
can see the back of Lassens head. 
Explanation 
for differing 
statements 
"Nej, overhovedet ikke. Men det er 
bare den måde man skal løse det her 
problem på, og der er jo erfaringer i 
andre lande, fra forskellige lastbils-
afgifter, som vi skal undersøge på. Det 
vil sige de teknologiske muligheder er 
der ikke rigtigt i øjeblikket, og derfor 
vil vi godt lige se tiden an, og se på de 
erfaringer der er i andre lande, se på 
om det her det kan sammenkædes med 
en mere generel roadpricing system, 
som man også diskuterer i andre lande.  
Det vil sige tiden den er ikke til det lige 
nu, vi siger, lad os afvente og se, hvad 
er der af muligheder på et senere 
tidspunkt og jeg tror bestemt der er 
massere af fremtid i det." 
Holger K. 
Nielsen 
Stress: "nej 
OVERHOVEDET 
ikke" Is clearly 
frustrated now. Stress: 
"løse", "er der ikke 
RIGTIG", 
"sammenkædes" and 
"generel", "også 
diskuterer", "lige NU" 
Nielsen rocks head as 
he speaks, especially 
when putting emphasis 
on certain words.  
Seems annoyed 
Nielsen and Lassen is showed 
standing at table in studio, filmed in 
profile. 
Nielsen is now also 
using handgestures, as 
well as Lassen who 
again tries to interrupt. 
Closing 
remarks 
".. Det vender vi tilbage til Holger K. 
Nielsen og tak fordi du kom i dag". 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Returns to a more 
friendly tone and 
laughs. 
Lassen finally 
interrupts and points a 
finger towards Nielsen 
as he says "det vender 
vi.." and then his body 
language loosens up 
and he begins to smile 
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February 26th 2013 
“[Oil companies ed.] avoid new taxes” 
 
Brief summary: 
As part of a new “growth packages” the Danish government will not additionally tax oil companies in Nordsøen, despite previous statements that they would. 
 
Framed within broadcast: 
The story is introduced  one third in to the broadcast (7 minutes and 23 seconds in) and lasts 18 seconds. The story is continued a few minutes after (12 minutes 
and 30 seconds in) and lasts 1 minute and 50 seconds. In total the story lasts 2 minutes and 8 seconds. The story is rather long and placed in the middle of the 
show. Furthermore it is introduced and returned to, signalling that it is thought of as important. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal inflection/ 
tone 
Facial expression/ 
body language 
You see shots taken onboard a 
oilrig. 
Introduction 
to story 
”Regeringen har gennem længere tid lagt op 
til at Mærsk og de andre olieselskaber, der 
opererer i danske farvande skal betale mere 
til staten. Meen, i dag lyder det anderledes.” 
The anchor: 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Rehearsed, 
confident and 
official in tone. 
 
Close up of Aaen, filmed chest up 
sitting in the middle of the screen 
towards the right side 
”Jamen det er.. meget dumt.  
 
 
Mærsk og de andre slipper alt for billigt.” 
Unidentified 
here (later 
identified as 
Frank Aaen) 
Sounds 
dissapointed. 
Stress: "alt" 
Aaen's bodylanguage signals 
annoyance, and he shakes his 
head and shugs his shoulders 
as he say "..meget dumt." A man is controlling the drill 
onboard a oilrig 
The story is continued later in the broadcast after other stories have been aired. 
Lassen is seen in the studio with 
the screen behind him showing 
images of oilrigs. He is filmed 
from a distance so you can see his 
entire body as he walks towards 
the camera until he reaches a 
point where he is filmed from the 
waist up standing to the right. In 
the bottom of the screen it reads 
"regeringen freder mærsk" 
Facts and 
outlining of 
the story 
”De store olieselskaber, Mærsk, Shell 
og Chevron, der opererer i Nordsøen 
kan ånde lettet op. Regeringen har nu, 
som en del af den fremlagte 
vækstpakke, droppet at indkræve 
yderlige penge som betaling for den 
olie, der hives op af den danske 
undergrund. Regeringen havde ellers 
lagt op til at Mærsk og de andre 
selskaber skulle betale lidt mere.” 
Kim 
Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Rehearsed, confident 
and official in tone.  
Stress: "som end del". 
Changes tempo of 
speech throughout. 
Especially when 
reaching the end of a 
sentence. Stress: 
"regeringen havde 
ellers..", "lidt mere" 
Lassen uses frequent hand 
gestures as he walks towards 
the camera in a slow pace. 
He takes a deep breath and 
looks down on his cards 
before he says "..Regeringen 
havde ellers".  
Nods his head slightly as he 
says "lidt mere" 
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Switching images of the oilrig in 
Esbjerg harbor, and the men at 
work on it is shown. 
Positive 
respond to 
change. 
”På havnen i Esbjerg er reparationen 
af olieriggen, Atlantic, i fuld gang. 
Her vækker det glæde at regeringen i 
dag har droppet at øge skatten på 
olieselskaberne i dansk undergrunds 
konsortium, Mærsk, Shell og 
Chevron.” 
Speaker Rehearsed, confident 
and official in tone. 
 
Ingrisch is filmed from the 
shoulders up, standing on the left 
side of the screen. He is filmed 
outside and behind him you can 
see parts of the oilrig. 
”Jeg synes det er en god nyhed, altså, 
det at industrien har nogle, øh, faste 
rammevilkår mange år i fremtiden.” 
Havne-
direktør, 
Esbjerg 
Havn: Ole 
Ingrisch 
Speech isn't monotone 
but doesn't show any 
emotion either. 
Ingrisch is squinting his eyes 
but it seems to be due to the 
sun. His face doesn't show 
much expression. He moves 
his head slightly throughout. 
Martin Lindegaard is seen being 
interviewed by unidentified 
female journalist. They are 
standing in the studio, by a table. 
Filmed from the waist up in 
profile. Images of oilrigs are 
played in the background. 
Background 
facts and 
reasons to 
increase the 
tax. 
”I november 2011, besluttede klima 
og energi minister, Martin Lidegaard, 
ellers at kigge Nordsøaftalen efter i 
sømmene.” 
Speaker Rehearsed, confident 
and official in tone. 
Stress: "ellers..", "i 
sømmene" 
Unidentified female 
journalist is seen tilting her 
head and making hand 
gestures towards Lidegaard 
as she ask an unknown 
question. 
Close up of Lidegaard, shoulders 
up standing to the left. 
Unidentified females head is 
visible from the back but blurred. 
”Siden 2003, der er oliepriserne 
firedoblet. Vi har lavet en masse 
skatteændringer og derfor synes vi det 
giver god mening at sige, har vi 
egentlig fået det ud af aftalen vi 
forventede?” 
Klima- og 
Energi-
minister, 
RV: Martin 
Lidegaard 
There is more rythm and 
tone change in his voice 
compared to the others. 
Stress: "firedoblet.”, 
"GOD mening.." 
Changes pitch of tone 
and tempo when asking 
the rethorical question. 
Lidegaard raises his 
eyebrows as he talks about 
the oilprices. He moves his 
head throughout, especially 
when putting emphasis to 
certain words. 
Shows the wisemen sitting at 
table. 
”Og regeringen fik endda opbakning 
fra vismændene  
til at man godt kunne hente ekstra 
milliarder ved at stramme skatten på 
Mærsk.” 
Speaker Rehearsed, confident 
and official in tone. 
 
Images are shown from 
drillingrig. 
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Whitta-Jacobsen is filmed 
shoulders up standing in the left 
side of the screen. 
”Vi siger at der er nogle økonomiske, 
øh, grundbetragtninger der tilsiger at 
staten sku ha’ mere ud af det.” 
Overvis-
mand: 
Hans 
Jørgen 
Whitta- 
Jacobsen 
Stress: "grundbetragt-
ninger. 
Whitta-Jacobsen moves his 
head throughout, especially 
when putting emphasis to 
certain words. 
Lidegaard is seen sitting in an 
office talking in the phone. 
Political 
reasons for 
not changing 
the tax. 
Alligevel har Lidegaard og den øvrige 
regering nu besluttet at frede Mærsk.  
 
Til gengæld, har Mærsk lovet ikke at 
gøre krav på regeringens nye lettelser 
i selvskabsskatten. 
Speaker Rehearsed, confident 
and official in tone. 
Pitch goes higher when 
saying "nu besluttet". 
Stress: "lovet","nye", 
"selskabsskatten". 
Lidegaards is sitting, holding 
a phone up to the one ear and 
his other index finger is 
placed over his mouth as 
when hushing. 
Images are shown from 
drillingrig. 
Lidegaard is filmed chest up on 
the left side of the image. Office 
is seen in the back. 
Konklusionen er altså at staten har 
faktisk fået rigtig, rigtig, meget ud  af 
at indgå i den Nordsø aftale og derfor 
ser vi ikke nogen grund til at ændre i 
den. 
Martin 
Lidegaard 
Again, has more pitch 
changes than the others.  
Stress: "rigtig, rigtig, 
MEGET". 
Lidegaard raises his 
eyebrows as he talks about 
the "konklusion.." Moves his 
head in the same rythm as 
his speech. Especially when 
putting emphasis on certain 
things. 
Frank Aaen is seen standing in 
office with unidentified male. 
Filmed from a distance so full 
body is visible. 
Negative 
response to 
decision. 
På Christiansborg, undrer man sig. Speaker  Aaen is standing with his 
arms crossed, listening to the 
unidentified male. 
Close up of Aaen, filmed chest up 
sitting in the middle of the screen 
towards the right side. 
Jamen det er.. meget dumt, fordi, øh, 
Mærsk og de andre slipper alt for 
billigt. Det er jo vores olie som de har 
fået lov til at pumpe op og de tjener 
simpelthen ufatteligt mange penge på 
det. 
Finans-
ordfører, 
EL: Frank 
Aaen 
Aaen sounds 
dissappointed. Stress: 
"VORES olie" and 
"ufatteligt" 
Aaen's bodylanguage signals 
annoyance, and he shakes his 
head and shugs his shoulders 
as he say "..meget dumt." He 
moves his head throughout, 
especially when putting 
emphasis on certain words. 
The oilrig in Esbjerg harbor, and 
the men at work on it is shown. 
Back to the 
positive 
Tilbage i Esbjerg ser man frem til 
flere arbejdspladser. 
Speaker   
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Ingrisch is filmed from the 
shoulders up, standing on the left 
side of the screen. He is filmed 
outside and behind him you can 
see parts of the oilrig. 
response to 
decision. 
Jeg tror det kommer øget 
investeringer i Nordsøen. 
Ole 
Ingrisch 
 Ingrisch is squinting his eyes 
but it seems to be due to the 
sun. His face doesn't show 
much expression. He moves 
his head slightly throughout. 
Lassen is filmed in studio, chest 
up standing in the middle towards 
the right side of the screen. 
Final 
remarks 
Og skatteminister, Holger K. Nielsen, 
præsentere det samlede Nordsø 
eftersyn og det gør han på torsdag. 
Kim 
Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Rehearsed, confident 
and official in tone.  
Stress: "præsentere", 
"torsdag". 
Lassen doesn't show much 
emotion, but nods his head 
as he says "torsdag". 
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February 27th 2013 
“EU - Done throwing fish overboard” 
 
Brief summary: 
EU has enacted a new fishing policy to make sure that fishstocks will be there in the future. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story begins in the end of the broadcast, about two thirds in (18 minutes and 27 seconds in) and lasts 34 seconds. The story is a part of the section “Verden i 
dag” (World today) and seems like a serious story that is aired before the more softer stories to end the broadcast. 
 
 
Visuals/ scene Text categories Verbal transcript Speaker 
ID 
Vocal inflection/ tone Facial expression/ 
body language 
Fishing boat at sea, surrounded 
by seagulls 
Intro to the story ”Mågerne her er glade, 
 
meeen nu skal det være slut med at 
smide uønskede fisk overbord.  
 
EU blev i nat enige om et forbud.” 
Speaker Confident, rehearsed 
(no buts and ums), 
draws out the "men". 
 
Switch to fishermen on boat 
opening net full of fish 
 
Switch to the EU fishing 
committee representatives 
sitting down for press meeting 
Close up on Damanaki as she 
speaks at press conference 
following the meeting 
Illustrate the political 
opinion on the topic/ 
motivation behind 
legislation 
"I hope that we’re going to have a 
new, really new fishery  
 
policy in order to  
 
be sure that at the end of the day our 
fishermen and our fishstocks will be 
there for the next generations to 
come." 
Fiskeri-
kommisær
Maria 
Damanaki 
Relatively monotone. 
Slight repetition and 
sentences are slightly 
unstructured could 
signal that speech was 
not scripted. Emphasis 
on "new, REALLY 
new" 
Damanaki looks tired 
and doesnt smile, 
which matches her 
more monotone 
speech. Comes across 
as authoritarian based 
on the camera focus, 
the surrounding mics, 
and the blue EU screen 
in the background 
Switch to audience. 
Switch back to Damanaki. 
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Fish being put into boxes 
onboard boat 
Conclusion to story/ 
closing remarks 
"Allerede fra næste år bliver det 
forbudt at smide blandt andet 
makreller og sild ud.  
Fra 2019 gælder forbuddet alle arter." 
Speaker Rehearsed as 
previously. Speaks 
with natural tone of 
voice, not monotone 
but not necessarily 
indication any specific 
emotion either 
 
Fish being put into boxes 
onboard boat. Switch to 
fishermen sorting caught fish 
on boat. 
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February 27th 2013 
“Dong is going on the stock market” 
 
Brief summary: 
The Danish government decided that the Danish energy company Dong will be put on the stock market. Elaboration on Dong as a company and their new 
“green” strategy. 
 
Framed within broadcast: 
The story is presented in the beginning to middle of the broadcast (7 minutes and 22 seconds in) and lasts 2 minutes and 50 seconds. The story is relatively 
long. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker 
ID 
Vocal inflection/tone Facial expression/ 
body language 
Kim Bildsøe Lassen FPD, waist 
up, right side. In studio. In the 
background you see a grey 
animated image of factory 
looking building with smoke 
coming out of chimney. On the 
building it says Dong. A red 
curve runs across the screen when 
Lassen mentions stockmarket. 
Introduction 
and 
background 
information 
Nu skal det handle om 
energimastodonten Dong, for på 
Christiansborg blev man i dag enige om 
at Dong atter skal forsøges børsnoteret. 
Staten vil dog sikre sig at maksimalt 
49% af aktierne kan være på andre 
hænder end statens.  
 
 
 
 
Aftalen er lavet af regeringen, venstre, 
de konservative og dansk folkeparti.  
En børsnotering ligger dog ikke liige 
rundt om hjørnet, lyder vurderingen.  
Det kan nemlig først ske når 
forudsætningerne er til stede som det 
hedder i forligsteksten, hvilket reelt 
tidligst kan være om tre år.  
The 
anchor: 
Kim 
Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Rehearsed, confident. Speaks 
in an official tone of voice. 
Voice is not monotone but 
doesn't show emotion. 
Stress: "Dong", "atter", "49". 
Slows down speech when 
coming to an end of a 
sentence, such as when 
reaching "end statens".  
Draws out "lige". Tends to 
put emphasis on the first 
word in a new sentence, such 
as "meldingen". Stress: 
"også", "4 milliarder" seems 
to but emphasis on all 
numbers. Stress: "også" 
again, "milliarder". 
Raises eyebrows when 
putting emphasis on 
words. 
  
Show actual Dong building. The 
top of two windmills are shown 
Different views of and on oilrig. 
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Kim Bildsøe Lassen FPD, waist 
up, right side. In studio. In the 
background you see a grey 
animated image of factory 
looking building with smoke 
coming out of chimney. On the 
building it says Dong. Red text 
comes on screen. It reads "4 
milliarder" when Lassen talks 
about the deficit. The background 
image become brighter, the 
smoke disappears and is replaced 
by a bright sun. Green grass and a 
tree appears in bottom of 
animation 
Meldingen om børsnoteringen kommer 
på en dag hvor Dong også må rapportere 
om et historisk stort underskud i 2012 på 
4 milliarder kroner. Men  nu skal det 
hele blive mere grønt. Dong lancerede 
nemlig også i dag en ny strategi der 
betyder milliarder til grøn omstilling.” 
Looks down at notes 
before starting. Stand 
mostly still with hands 
placed on desk. Moves 
head when saying 
"også".  
Nods when saying 
"grøn omstilling".  
Moves head down and 
look at a screen not 
visible to the viewer as 
to signal as the start og 
a filmed segment. 
Henrik Poulsen presenting future 
plans and deficit. FPD middle 
screen. 
Intro to 
decisions 
made 
Right, øøøh, I think we’re gonna kick it 
off. 
Adm. 
Direktør, 
DONG: 
Henrik 
Poulsen 
Conversational tone, marked 
by "øøh"s. Has a clear 
accent. 
Poulsen looks around 
room. Standing in a 
relaxed way. 
Poulsen presenting future plans 
and deficit. FSD, listeners are 
seated. 
I dag var det ilddåb for Dongs nye 
topchef Henrik Poulsen, der fremlagde 
årsregnskab og en ny strategi i 
hovedsædet i Gentofte. 
Speaker Rehearsed, confident. Speaks 
in official tone. Doesn't have 
a lot of tone shifts 
throughout. But isn't 
monotone. 
  
Henrik Poulsen presenting future 
plans and deficit. FPD middle 
screen. 
Welcome to OCU(?), attending here in 
person. 
Henrik 
Poulsen 
Conversational tone. Has a 
clear accent. 
Looks around room, 
shoulders are relaxed. 
FSD Poulsen presenting. Left 
side of screen. 
Outlining the 
decisions 
Der har været spekuleret i at den 
tidligere TDC chef ville skrue ned for 
Dongs grønne ambitioner.  
Men de spekulationer blev i dag gjort til 
skamme,  
Speaker Rehearsed, confident. Speaks 
in official tone. Doesn't have 
a lot of tone shifts 
throughout. But isn't 
monotone.   
Poulsen looks around 
room and moves his 
arms as he is speaking 
Audience is shown. FSD Audience is sitting and 
taking notes. 
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Poulsen walks with unknown 
female. CSD. 
Dong sætter nemlig yderligere kul på 
den grønne omstilling. 
Stress: "grønne". The two seems relaxed 
and Poulsen uses 
frequent hand gestures 
as he speaks. Female 
nods while listening. 
Poulsen walks with unknown 
female. CSD. 
Vi vil færdiggøre rejsen i retningen af et 
mere, øh, grønt produktions system. 
Henrik 
Poulsen 
Conversational tone, marked 
by "øøh"s.  
Stress: "grønt" 
Poulsen uses frequent 
hand gestures. Female 
nods and look 
attentively at Poulsen. 
Poulsen walks with unknown 
female. FSD to CSD.  
 
 
Back to FSD. 
Konkret hæver Dong målet for hvor eget 
selskabets samlede CO2 udledning skal 
være reduceret med i 2020 til 60%.  
 
Samtidig skal over halvdelen af 
kulforbruget erstattes med biomasse. 
Desuden skal der opføres langt flere 
havvindmøller. 
Speaker Rehearsed, confident. Speaks 
in official tone. Doesn't have 
a lot of tone shifts 
throughout. But isn't 
monotone. Stress: numbers, 
"2020", "60%". Slows down 
at the end of sentences. 
Stress: "biomasse" and 
"langt". 
The two seems relaxed. 
Female looks at 
Poulsens face through 
the entire segment. 
Poulsen looks away 
and avoid eyecontact 
when speaking. The 
two walk away 
smiling. 
Poulsen is standing inside. CPD, 
right side 
Det koncernen, har hele tiden haft en 
ambition om at reducere CO2 
udledningen fra vores produktion af 
energi, og, øh, den ambition har været 
låst fast på 2020 mål og, øh, det vi i dag 
har meldt ud er at det mål styrker vi 
yderligere. 
Henrik 
Poulsen 
Conversational tone, marked 
by "øøh"s. Doesn't change 
pitch tone very often. 
Poulsen doesn't show 
much emotion in face. 
Moves head slightly 
throughout. 
  
Camera slide across parking lot 
and focus on a Dong sign. 
Dong kom ud af 2012 med et underskud 
på 4 milliarder kroner,  
men hos ejerne på Christiansborg ser 
man ikke nogen modsætningen  
 
mellem grøn omstilling og øget 
indtjening. 
Speaker Rehearsed, confident. Speaks 
in official tone. Doesn't have 
a lot of tone shifts 
throughout. But isn't 
monotone. Stress: "4 
milliarder", "grøn 
omstilling", "øget 
indtjening". 
Bjarne Corydon sidder i sit 
kontor ved en computer. FSD.  
 
Switches to CSD 
Political 
opinon 
Corydon looks like he 
is concentrating. 
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Corydon is standing outside. CPD 
chest up, right side of screen 
Dong er et sundt selskab, som når det 
gælder havvindmøller, øh, er længere 
fremme end nogen, tror jeg overhovedet 
i resten af verden. 
Finans-
minister, 
S: Bjarne 
Corydon 
Conversational in tone, not 
as rehearsed. 
Doesn't show much 
emotion in face. Look 
slightly stern. Moves 
head slightly 
throughout. 
Nordbo is seen opening a laptop 
in what looks like a kitchen. 
Critical 
opinion 
Hos miljø organisationen, WWF, er man 
dog knapt så imponerede over Dongs 
grønne ambitioner. 
Speaker Rehearsed, confident. Speaks 
in official tone. Doesn't have 
a lot of tone shifts through-
out. But isn't monotone. 
Stress: "knapt" and "grønne" 
Nordbo seems relaxed, 
and is smiling a little. 
Nordbo sitting in kitchen. CPD, 
middle screen, chest up 
Dong er stadig ikke et rigtig grønt energi 
selskab, øøøh, Dong har en, øh, 
omfattende produktion af olie og man vil 
forsæt mange år fremover bruge , øh, 
milliarder af kroner på at forske efter 
olie. 
Klima-
chef, 
WWF: 
John 
Nordbo 
Conversational tone, marked 
by "øøh"s. Confident. 
Looks stern and 
concerned. Nods head 
slightly when saying 
"Dong er stadig ikke et 
rigtig energi…" Shakes 
head slightly when 
saying "Dong har en". 
Shots of and on an oil rig Response to 
critical 
opinion 
Og i Dong erkender man at der er en 
modsætning mellem selskabets grønne 
visioner og de massive satsninger der 
gøres på øget olieudvinding. Men det 
handler også om at tjene penge. 
Speaker Rehearsed, confident. Speaks 
in official tone. Doesn't have 
a lot of tone shifts 
throughout. But isn't 
monotone. Stress: "massive". 
  
Poulsen walks with unknown 
female. CSD, waist up. 
Du kan sige vi står i virkeligheden lidt 
med, øh, og, øh, har et ben, øh, godt 
placeret, øh, i både det ene punkt og det 
andet punkt. 
Henrik 
Poulsen 
Conversational tone, marked 
by "øøh"s. 
Female is smiling. The 
two are walking side 
by side and dont have 
eyecontact. Poulsen 
uses hand gestures as 
he explains. 
Lassen in studio. CPD, chest up, 
right side. 
Final 
remarks 
Dong tror på at man allerede næste år, 
igen har overskud. 
Kim 
Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Rehearsed, confident. Speaks 
in an official tone of voice. 
Voice is not monotone but 
doesn't show emotion. 
Stress: "igen". 
Lassen smiles a little 
when ending the story 
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February 28th 2013 
“Failed energy policy” 
 
Brief summary: 
The Danish “wise men” heavily publishes heavy criticism of government energy policies. 
 
Framed within broadcast: 
The story is presented in the middle of the broadcast (14 minutes and 18 seconds in) and lasts 1 minutes and 42 seconds. The story is medium sized and placed 
right after the section “Danmark i dag” (Denmark today) and a large story about politics in Denmark. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker 
ID 
Vocal inflection/ 
tone 
Facial expression/ 
body language 
Lassen is standing in studio by 
desk, CPD, waist up, right side. 
On the screen behind him you 
can see and animated image of 
some hills with windmills and an 
outline of a city in the 
background. The image is made 
in different green shades. The 
banner in the bottom of screen 
reads "forfejlet energipolitik. 
Introduction ”Sønderlemmende kritik af den danske 
klima og energi politik. Den kommer, 
noget overraskende fra en gruppe 
vismænd, der har kigget på hvad Danmark 
egentlig miljømæssigt har fået ud af de 
mange penge vi har brugt, og deres dom er 
klar, pengene burde have været brugt 
meget klogere.” 
The 
anchor: 
Kim 
Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Rehearsed, confident. 
Speaks in an official 
tone of voice. Not 
monotone but doesn't 
show emotion. Stress: 
"sønderlemmende", 
"noget 
overraskende", 
"miljømæssigt", 
"meget klogere". 
Makes head movements 
when putting emphasis on 
words, such as "noget 
overraskende". Hands are 
on the table, but Lassen 
moves them around when 
he speaks. Makes a rather 
big head movement when 
saying "MEGET klogere". 
Close up of top of biogas 
building, where you can see the 
name. 
Example of 
funded 
project. 
”Biogasanlægget her i Lemvig er et af de 
projekter staten har støttet.” 
Speaker Rehearsed. Speaks in 
an official tone of 
voice. 
  
Damsgaard is standing inside the 
biogas plant. He is pointing 
inside a pit. He is standing to the 
left. 
”Her har vi gylle og vi har andre 
affaldsstoffer og vi noget slam fra 
rensningsanlægget og det giver CO2 
venlig energi.” 
Bestyrelses
-medlem, 
Lemvig 
Biogas-
anlæg: 
Steffen 
Husted 
Damsgaard 
Conversational tone 
and speech. Speaks a 
bit in staccato. 
Damsgaard is looking 
down into the pit, and 
making hand gestures 
towards it as he speaks. 
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Truck drives by with biogas ”Og det har kostet skattekroner.” Speaker     
Damsgaard is standing to the left 
of screen. CPD, chest up. On the 
bottom of the screen a banner 
read " forfejlet energipolitik", 
before it changes and shows 
Damsgaards name. 
”Tilskud til etablering, kommunen har 
givet kommunegaranti til de lån, også har 
man kunne afsætte biogassen hvor 
modtageren har kunne få et ekstra 
tilskud.” 
Steffen 
Husted 
Damsgaard 
Conversational tone 
and speech. Speaks a 
bit in staccato. 
Makes frequent hand 
gestures. Moves head 
slightly throughout. Has a 
serious look to his face. 
The cilos at the biogasplant is 
shown from a distance. 
Critique ”Biogasanlæg er et af de steder man har 
givet  
uforholdsmæssigt mange skattekroner 
ifølge vismændene.  
Et andet er vindmøller, hvis målet er 
mindre CO2 udslip for pengene.” 
Speaker Rehearsed. Speaks in 
an official tone of 
voice. Tends to slow 
done when reaching 
an end of a sentence. 
  
A new angle of the plant. Truck 
drives by. 
Vindmills are seen in the 
distance. 
Whitta-Jacobsen is standing in an 
office. CPD, chest up, standing to 
the right. 
”Det er problematisk at det offentlige 
bruger så mange resurser som tilfældet er, 
på at fremme brugen af vedvarende energi 
i kvotesektoren, altså på elværker og på 
fjernvarmeværker.” 
Overvis-
mand: 
Hans 
Jørgen 
Whitta-
Jacobsen 
Speaks more fast 
paced that the others.  
Stress: "fremme", "I 
kvotesektoren" 
Head is facing down 
slightly. Moves head when 
putting emphasis on words. 
Looks stern. 
Close up of windmills. Opposing 
proposal 
”Ifølge vismændene med ekspertise i 
miljø og økonomi,  
burde registrerings afgiften i stedet være 
langt lavere eller forsvinde, så danskerne 
købte nye og miljøvenlige biler.” 
Speaker Rehearsed. Speaks in 
an official tone of 
voice. Stress: "miljø" 
og "økonomi", "nye" 
  
Seeing windmills from a distance. 
Camera slides across the 
landscape and focus on a car 
driving by on the nearby road. 
Whitta-Jacobsen is standing in an 
office. CPD, chest up, standing to 
the right. 
”Det at købe en bil har jo ikke nogen 
negative samfundsøkonomiske 
omkostninger, det kan være det har 
negative omkostninger at køre i den.” 
Hans 
Jørgen 
Whitta-
Jacobsen 
Speaks more fast 
paced that the others.  
Stress: "køre i den". 
Head is facing down 
slightly. Moves head and 
raises eyebrows when 
putting emphasis on words. 
Car is shown driving out of a gas 
station. Camera filming upwards. 
Political 
opinion 
”Vismændene glemmer at kigge på  
 
at vi ikke bare har nogle klimapolitiske 
målsætninger, vi har faktisk også et ønske 
om at blive uafhængige af den meget store 
Klima- og 
energi-
minister, 
radikale 
Venstre: 
Stress: "glemmer", 
"meget store" 
  
Lidegaard is filmed inside. CPD, 
shoulders up, right side 
Moves head throughout, 
and raises eyebrows when 
making certain statements. 
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import af fossilebrændstoffer, som både 
Danmark og Europa har.” 
Martin 
Lidegaard 
(Klima- og 
energi-
minister) 
Damsgaard is seen walking past 
some pipes inside the plant, 
coming towards the camera. 
Positive 
opinion 
”Og i Lemvig mener man stadig  at 
investeringen i deres biogasanlæg var 
fornuftig.” 
Speaker Stress: "stadig", 
"investeringen", 
"deres" 
  
  
  
Damsgaard is standing outside 
the plant. CPD, chest up, right 
side. 
”Det her det er en rigtig god 
miljøøkonomisk investering 
og ha’ lavet.” 
Steffen 
Husted 
Damsgaard 
Conversational tone 
and speech. Speaks a 
bit in staccato. Stress: 
"rigtig" Camera slides across the plants 
parkinglot. 
Lassen is standing in studio. 
CPD, chest up, right side. 
Final 
remarks 
”Og i stedet for registrerings afgiften 
burde billister, ifølge vismændene, 
beskattes efter hvor meget de kører.” 
Kim 
Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: "ifølge 
vismændene" 
Moves head and raises 
eyebrows when putting 
emphasis on certain words 
such as "ifølge 
vismændene" 
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March 1st 2013 
 “Train operations – billion plan from the government” 
 
Brief summary: 
The Danish government launches a new plan for national train operations, which will make them more efficient and “greener”. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is introduced as the very first story in the broadcast (14 seconds in) and lasts 4 minutes and 30 seconds. The story is continued after the section “Om 
lidt” (In a minute) (5 minutes and 10 seconds in) and lasts 4 minutes. In total the story lasts 8 minutes and 30 seconds. The continuation of the story has a slight 
change in perspective. The story is of high priority and fairly long. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal 
inflection/ 
tone 
Facial 
expression/ 
body language 
Young woman sitting on train, speaking into camera. 
Bottom text: Togdrift – milliardplan fra regeringen.  
CPD 
Introduction 
of benefiting 
actors 
”Hvis en tur kommer til at tage to  
timer, det ville være helt fantastisk.  
Så behøver jeg ikke at flytte.” 
Unnamed 
young woman 
Stress: ”helt 
fantastisk” 
Friendly, 
somewhat 
awkward 
Train driving past camera, bushes.Bottom text: 
Togdrift – milliardplan fra regeringen. PD 
Introduction 
of the story 
”Ja, passagererne er glade, men dem 
der skal betale advarer mod planen.” 
The anchor: 
Kåre Quist 
Stress: 
”Glade”, 
”advarer” 
  
  
Road and train going through neighborhood onto 
bridge. Bottom text: Togdrift – milliardplan fra 
regeringen. Camera from above. 
Man interviewed in front of white wall with 
windows and plant. Bottom text: Togdrift – 
milliardplan fra regeringen.Camera straight on, CPD 
Introduction 
of 
unsatisfied 
actors 
"Ja, der er altså investeringer for en 
16-18 milliarder i spil og mange 
tusind arbejdspladser, så det er det, 
der er i spil.” 
Unidentified 
here (later 
identified as 
Martin Peter 
Næsby) 
Stress: 
”tusind” 
Raised eyebrows: 
investeringer. 
Tense 
Government ministers walking up to podiums for 
press conference, government logos. FSD 
Introduction 
of the event 
”Regeringen fremlagde i dag en 
historisk plan, der skal forbedre 
togtrafikken i danmark.” 
Kåre Quist   
  
  
  
Train driving onto other side of that bridge, many 
trees. From above 
Intro globe spinning      
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Kåre Quist in classical anchor setup 
(with suit), at desk. Train tracks + fast 
clock on video behind him. FPD 
Technical 
details 
”Godaften på en dag hvor der er godt nyt til de ellers 
hårdt prøvede pendlere. For regeringen vil nu bruge 
27.5 milliarder kroner på at gøre togdriften både 
grønnere og hurtigere. I fremtiden skal man kunne 
køre fra København til Odense på en time; fra 
Odense til Århus på en time; og turen fra Århus til 
Aalborg skal, som du kan se her, også vare en time.  
Og dermed ryger rejsetiden fra Købehavn til 
Aalborg ned fra 4.5 time til bare 3 timer, og det 
vækker glæde hos passagererne.” 
Kåre Quist Stress: 
”grønnere” 
Serious, 
confident, 
“blank” 
Aerial outline of Denmark (flat,grey), 
zooming in. Visual of train lines 
talked about + times mentioned. 
Zoom out after description 
Shots from trains and platforms, 
monitors. Shot of Rolf Lund with 
laptop in train seat 
Introduction 
of personal 
story 
”Turen går fra Århus til Aalborg, og den kender Rolf 
Lund her bedre end de fleste.” 
Speaker     
Rolf Lund looking slightly above 
camera, from above, CPD 
  ”Altså, det på mit halvandet år nu jeg har været i 
gang, så jeg er ved at være træt af turen.” 
Studerende: 
Rolf Lund 
Stress: 
”halvandet 
år” 
Smiling/ friendly 
Rold lund as he appears to go about 
his normal train life (looking at 
computer), Camera from the side, 
CPD almost ID 
  ”I dag bruger han og alle andre passagerer en time 
og tyve minutter på den tur, men i fremtiden skal det 
ku' klares på en time.” 
Speaker   
  
  
  
  
  
Shot down train, passengers engulfed 
in own matters 
Out of train window while moving, 
from side angle, panorama to 
passengers waiting, not looking at 
camera, CSD 
Rolf Lund looking slightly above 
camera, from above, CPD 
  ”Det bliver fantastisk, jeg er dernede to-tre gange 
om ugen, så ja... det sparer vel hvad, 45 minutter om 
dagen fordi jeg skal begge veje.” 
Rolf Lund   Friendly.Looking 
around, shaking 
head when 
calculating time 
saved 
Helle Thorning-Schmidt looking to 
the left of camera at press conference 
podium. CPD 
Introduction 
of 
government 
”Velkommen til pressemøde…” Unidentified 
here (later 
identified as 
  Smiling,  looking 
into distance, 
looking down. 
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Helle Thorning-
Schmidt) 
Ministerial press conference from the 
right, can also see press members and 
security, FSD 
  ”En særdeles tilfreds regering fremlagde nemlig i 
dag en plan, der vil revolutionere den danske 
togdrift.” 
Speaker Stress: 
”særdeles” 
  
  
Climate and energy minister, tax 
minister and prime minister at 
podiums, looking to their left, FSD 
Ministerial press conference from the 
right, can also see press members and 
security, FSD 
  ”Det er ikke nogen dårlig dag, at være 
transportminister.” (continues speaking under 
woman speaker) 
Unidentified 
here (later 
identified as 
Henrik Dam) 
    
Interjecting 
of the other 
side of the 
story 
(financial) 
”Projektets pris: 27.5 milliarder kroner.” Speaker Pause after 
“pris” for 
emphasis 
  
Transportation minister at podium in 
front of gov logo, looking down at 
papers and sometimes up, CPD 
Benefits of 
plan 
”Rent faktisk synes jeg der her er tale om det, man 
godt kan tillade sig at kalde en historisk forbedring 
af togtraffikken, og man nu her rent faktisk tager et 
kvantespring når det gælder kollektiv traffik i 
Danmark.” 
Unidentified 
here (later 
identified as 
Henrik Dam) 
  Restless eyes, 
looking up and 
down many 
times, not 
smiling. 
Train electical lines in foreground, s-
train in background, panorama to the 
right with direction of train, PD 
Interjecting 
of the other 
side of the 
story 
(financial) 
”Det store beløb skal findes ved at opkræve flere 
afgifter på den olie, der udvindes i Nordsøen.” 
Speaker     
Helle Thorning-Schmidt at podium in 
front of gov logo 
Reasoning ”Vi vil harmonisere reglerne så der betales det 
samme i skat af de gamle tilladelser som der gør af 
de nye tilladelser.” 
Statsminister, 
S: Helle 
Thorning-
Schmidt 
Spoken with 
empasis 
  
Aerial shot from helicopter, of 
neighborhood and water; PD 
Technical 
details 
”Konkret vil regeringen elektrificere togstrækningen 
mellem København og Aalborg, altså indsætte tog, 
Speaker   
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Aerial shot of train station and road der kører på el i stedet for tog, der kører på dielsel, 
som i dag.” 
Transportation minister at podium in 
front of gov logo, looking down at 
papers and sometimes up, CPD 
Benefits of 
plan 
”De er effektive, de er klima- og miljøvenlige. Men 
de er også meget bedre, når det gælder regularitet, 
og er dermed til gavn for passagererne.” 
Transport-
minister, S: 
Henrik Dam 
    
Aerial shot of train through landscape, 
PD 
Technical 
details 
”Elektificeringen skal, sammen med nye 
signalsystemer og udretning af skinner, sørge for at 
rejsetiden mellem København og Aalborg kommer 
ned på tre timer. I dag ligger den på 4 en halv. Men 
for at sikre en tophastighed på 200 km i timen, som 
det er nødvendigt for at nå ambitionen om en 
tretimers rejse, skal der også bygges en ny 
dobbeltsporet bane over vestfyn, en ny bane mellem 
byen Hovedgård og Århus, og en ny Vejlefjordbro. 
Det hele  skal stå klar i 2025.” 
Speaker   
  
  
  
Visualization of DK from above 
(same as earlier), zoom to areas 
mentioned, changes visualized 
Young woman sitting on train, 
speaking into camera. CPD 
Personalizati
on of 
benefits 
Det ville bare være  alle tiders. Young woman 
on train 
  Smiling, shaking 
head 
Young man sitting on train, speaking 
to the left of camera, slight camera 
tilt, CPD 
”Det er ren luksus.” Young man on 
train 
Stress: ”ren 
luksus” 
Looking around, 
raising eyebrows 
Young woman standing on platform, 
slightly off center to the right, CPD 
”Jamen al tid der spares, er jo stadigvæk tid der 
spares, som man kan bruge på noget andet.” 
Young woman 
on platform 
    
People exiting the train, shot from 
inside the train, FSD 
Putting 
benefits in 
the light of 
“experts” 
”Den kortere tur rundt i Danmark skaber optimisme, 
også andre steder end parronerne. Både hos 
regeringens støtteparti og i erhvervslivet.” 
Speaker   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Two women sitting on platform, 
talking to each other. Sunny. CSD 
Kid jumping a little, standing by train 
tracks on platform. Train with graffitti 
in background. Sunny. Centered, 
FSD. 
Young man sitting on bench on 
platform with big bag, shadows from 
others (sunny) FSD 
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Frank Aaen, in front of book case 
filled with files (not neat). Centered, 
angled shot, CPD 
Expert 
validations 
of previous 
statement 
”Jeg vil sige, det er noget vi har arbejdet på i måske 
20 år.” 
Erhvervs-
ordfører, EL: 
Frank Aaen 
  Smiling, slight 
head shake 
Michael Svane in some sort of office 
setting. Centeres, angled shot, CPD 
”Det er en win-win situation både for erhvervslivet 
og samfundet, også for, øh, for vores jernbane, men 
også for vores veje.” 
Branche-
direktør, Dansk 
Industri: 
Michael Svane 
  Intense look, 
using hand 
gestures 
Storebæltsbroen at sunset or sunrise, 
train visible. helicopter shot 
Kåre Quist (right) and Helle 
Thorning-Schmidt (left) standing at 
corner of a table in studio, news globe 
visualization in back, FSD 
Questioning 
the plan 
”Ja, Helle Thorning-Smidt, I har fundet 27-en-halv 
milliarder kroner, hvorfor fyrer I det af på lige 
præcis tog?” 
Kåre Quist Stress: ”27.5 
mia kr.”, 
”hvorfor” 
Leaning towards 
Helle Thorning-
Schmidt, using 
hand gestures 
Helle Thorning-Schmidt looking at 
Kåre Quist (back of head visible but 
out of focus), CPD Explanation/rationale 
”Det er fordi, det dybest set er en engangsindtægt, 
det er ikke en indtægt der kommer alle år fremover, 
men det er en stor engangsindtægt, og det er jo 
noget, som er vores alle sammens ejendom, det vi 
har i Nordsøen, og derfor skal det også bruges til det 
her tog som kommer os alle sammen til gode.” 
Helle Thorning-
Schmidt 
Stress: ”alle 
sammen” 
Smiling, looking 
at Kåre Quist, 
using broad hand 
gestures, head 
gestures for 
emphasis 
Kåre Quist (right) and Helle 
Thorning-Schmidt (left) standing at 
corner of a table in studio, news globe 
visualization in back, FSD 
Helle Thorning-Schmidt looking at 
Kåre Quist (back of head visible but 
out of focus), CPD 
Kåre Quist looking at Helle Thorning-
Schmidt (back of head visible but out 
of focus) CPD 
  ”Der er også nogen der cykler på arbejde..?” Kåre Quist     
Kåre Quist (right) and Helle 
Thorning-Schmidt (left) standing at 
corner of a table in studio, news globe 
visualization in back, FSD 
  ”Ja, men øh, når flere kommer over i togene, så vil 
vi se, vil vi se at vi får en bedre kollektiv trafik, hvor 
vi får kortere rejsetider, og det er jo også en 
grønnere traffik vi dermed får. Så det er godt for os 
alle sammen, og det kommer til at være til glæde for 
hele landet.” 
Helle Thorning-
Schmidt 
Stress: 
”bedre”, 
”kortere”, 
”grønnere” 
  
  
Helle Thorning-Schmidt looking at 
Kåre Quist (back of head visible but 
out of focus), CPD 
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Kåre Quist (right) and Helle 
Thorning-Schmidt (left) standing at 
corner of a table in studio, news globe 
visualization in back, FSD 
Opening up 
for other 
possibilities 
”Men var der slet ikke nogle penge til for eksempel 
folkeskole, sygehuse?” 
Kåre Quist Stress: ”slet 
ikke” 
Raising hands to 
indicate question 
Kåre Quist looking at Helle Thorning-
Schmidt (back of head visible but out 
of focus) CPD 
Kåre Quist (right) and Helle 
Thorning-Schmidt (left) standing at 
corner of a table in studio, news globe 
visualization in back, FSD 
Explanation/
rationale, 
appealing to 
collective 
and 
intergenerati
onal benefits 
”Man kan ikke bruge en engangsinvestering til at 
løfte vores velfærdsområde, det, der er vi nødt til at 
finde en anden investering som man kan putte 
pengene direkte i. Så det vi har kigget på det er 
Nordsøen og de resourcer vi har derude, det, de 
tilhører vore-, os alle sammen, og derfor skal det her 
gå til noget som kommer os alle sammen til gode, 
ikke bare vores generation, men også næste 
generation.” 
Helle Thorning-
Schmidt 
Stress: 
”anden”, 
”direkte”, 
”alle 
sammen” 
Serious 
Helle Thorning-Schmidt looking at 
Kåre Quist (back of head visible but 
out of focus), CPD 
Kåre Quist (right) and Helle 
Thorning-Schmidt (left) standing at 
corner of a table in studio, news globe 
visualization in back, FSD 
  ”Og vi to taler videre om de her toge og ikke mindst 
hvordan de skal financieres, først skal vi lige høre, 
hvad der også er i TV-avisen.” 
Kåre Quist     
The story is continued later in the broadcast after other stories have been aired. 
Kåre Quist in classical anchor setup 
(with suit), at desk, with keyboard and 
mouse. Train tracks + fast clock + 
green landscape on video behind him. 
Company logos fly in front. Tekst: 
forhøjelse af afgifter: 27.5 mia. kr., on 
b/w train track pic. Text falls out and 
shatters at “forkludre..” FPD 
Re-cap of story 
with focus on 
financial 
antagonism 
Men, først skal vi altså tilbage  til historien om de 
grønnere og hurtigere tog. De storstilede planer 
skal nemlig financieres ved at de selskaber, der 
tjener penge på Nordsøolie og -gas, skal betale 
mere i skat. I alt 27-en-halv milliard kroner. Men 
netop de høje afgifter risikerer at forkludre 
regnestykket, det mener i hvert fald nogen af 
dem, der skal betale. 
Kåre Quist Stress: 
”mere”, 
”netop” 
Touching papers 
Ministers at podiums at press 
conference, Helle Thorning-Schmidt 
speaking. FSD 
Identifies actor 
representational 
of one side 
En god dag for Danmark ifølge regeringen. Speaker     
Helle Thorning-Schmidt in front of 
gov logo at press conference 
Konkret vil vi oprette en fond, togfonden.dk. Helle Thorning-
Schmidt 
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Arne Westeng shuffling and looking 
papers, standing by open white door, 
FPD 
Identifies actor 
representational 
of the other side 
Men en kedelig dag for olieudvindingen i 
Nordsøen hvis man spørger oliebrancen. 
Speaker     
Closeup of papers in Arne Westeng's 
hands Det vil koste arbejdsplader i Danmark, for så vil 
udenlandske investorer finde det mindre 
interessant at investere i nye felter. 
CEO, 
Bayerngas: 
Arne Westeng 
  Blank face, 
steady Arne Westeng in some sort of white 
room with open door and coatrack. 
CPD 
Worker in orange jumpsuit on what 
appears to be an oil-rig, working with 
heavy machinery, PD 
Technical 
details 
  
”Tyske bayerngas er sammmen med Dong og det 
amerikanske Hess blandt de olieselskaber, der 
skal financiere den nye togfond på 27.5 milliarder 
kroner. Ifølge dem kan den  nye beskatning få en 
ødelæggende virkning på dansk økonomi.” 
Speaker     
Closeup of machinery 
Worker in orange jumpsuit on what 
appears to be an oil-rig, working with 
heavy machinery, FPD 
Two workers lifting machinery 
together, shot of feet, CSD 
Yellow oil rig in the sea, little boat 
boating away with workers. ”Vi havde planlagt at investere lige så meget i 
Danmark som i Norge og England. Nu bliver 
prioriteringen anderledes.” 
Arne Westeng   Shaking head 
mildly at “nu 
bliver 
prioriteringen...” 
Arne Westeng in some sort of white 
room with open door and coatrack. 
CPD 
Proof of 
antagonism 
Archive shot of large oil rig, 
panorama to the left, PD 
Questioning 
validity of 
antagonism/ 
financial side 
”En tidligere overvismand mener dog at det var 
på tide at alle olieselskaberne, der opererer i 
Nordsøen bliver beskattet lige hårdt.” 
Speaker   
  
  
  
Archive aerial shot of oil rig from 
above. 
Jørgen B.M. in front of full book case 
with books, CPD 
”Samfundet skal inddrage en større del af, det er 
jo trods alt samfundets ejendom er ligger..-” 
Tidligere 
vismand, lektor, 
økonomi: 
Jørgen Birk 
Mortensen 
  Head tilted, 
bobbing 
rythmically 
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Lars Løkke being interviewed by two 
people with large camera, in lobby of 
a tivoli building 
Drawing in a 
wider political 
spectrum of 
actors 
”Mens man i oppositionen er på linje med 
olieselskaberne.” 
Speaker     
Lars Løkke in a lobby, CPD show of 
political 
opposition 
”De her penge har en konsekvens. Det forringer 
investeringslysten, man gambler med danske 
arbejdsplader, det er en dårlig og uigennemtænkt 
ide.” 
Formand, V: 
Lars Løkke 
Speaking 
rapidly and 
with 
emphasis. 
Stress: 
”gambler”, 
”dårlig”, 
”uigennem-
tænkt” 
Serious/almost 
angry, 
scrunching up 
eyes, 
Oil rig, PD   ”Branceorganisationen, der blandt andet har 
Dong og Bayerngas som medlemmer, er heller 
ikke overraskende skeptiske overfor planen.” 
Speaker   
  
  
  
  
  
Another part of oil rig, from above 
PD 
Oil rig workers in orange suits 
talking, and pointing and looking 
upwards to the left 
Martin Peter Næsby in front of white 
wall with windows and plant, shadow 
of other person visible in window, 
CPD 
  ”Når vi ser virksomhederne begynde og sige 
“jamen det er ikk' så attraktivt og være i Danmark 
længere”, det må vi tage alvorligt.” 
Adm. Direktør, 
Olie Gas 
Danmark: 
Martin Peter 
Næsby 
    
Oil rig, PD   ”Ifølge den tidligere vismand er olieselskabernes 
holdning forventelig.” 
Speaker   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Worker in orange jumpsuit walking 
on oil rig walkway, camera from 
below, FPD 
Jørgen Birk Mortensen in front of full 
book case with books, CPD 
Social 
perspective 
”Den afspejler deres interesser, ikk'. Og den 
afspejler ikke hvad jeg vil kalde 
samfundsøkonomiske interesser. Og det er et 
synspunkt at det der ligger i undergunden det er 
sådan set samfundets ejendom. Der har vi 
Jørgen Birk 
Mortensen 
Oil rig in grey weather, panorama, PD 
Jørgen Birk Mortensen in front of full 
book case with books, CPD 
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beskattet dem for mildt.” 
Kåre Quist (right) and Helle 
Thorning-Schmidt (left) standing at 
corner of a table in studio, news globe 
visualization in back, FSD 
Bringing 
financial 
antagonistic 
concerns to 
responsible 
politician 
”Ja, Helle Thorning-Smidt, dem der skal betale de 
siger  her, de bliver skræmt væk af de høje 
afgifter, hvordan kan du være så sikker på, det her 
regnestykke holder?” 
Kåre Quist     
Helle Thorning-Schmidt looking at 
Kåre Quist (back of head visible but 
out of focus), CPD 
Explanation – 
rationale – logic 
”Der er ikke nogle logiske argumenter for at vi 
skal ha' to forskellige beskatningsregler alt efter 
hvornår man har fået sin tilladelse. Vi har 
virksomheder som klarer sig godt og forhåbentlig 
også tjener penge og ansætter medarbejderer, som 
har fået deres tilladelse i efter 2003 og, og det det 
giver mening nu det er at få alle over på de 
skatteregler, og det er, det er selvfølgelig det 
eneste logiske.” 
Helle Thorning-
Schmidt 
    
Kåre Quist (right) and Helle 
Thorning-Schmidt (left) standing at 
corner of a table in studio, news globe 
visualization in back, FSD 
Repeat of 
question with 
logical 
reasoning 
behind ti 
  
”Men det kan godt være det gi'r mening for dig, 
men hvis dem det hele handler om, dem der skal 
betale, siger her at det her det kan ændre deres 
adfærd – vi ved jo at afgifter kan ændre adfærd -  
hvordan kan du så være så sikker på at 
regnestykket holder?” 
Kåre Quist   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Kåre Quist looking at Helle Thorning-
Schmidt (back of head visible but out 
of focus) CPD 
Kåre Quist (right) and Helle 
Thorning-Schmidt (left) standing at 
corner of a table in studio, news globe 
visualization in back, FSD 
Helle Thorning-Schmidt looking at 
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Kåre Quist (back of head visible but 
out of focus), CPD 
drawing on 
experts and 
numbers , 
drawing on 
logic, drawing 
on fairness. 
Justification 
and peace 
offering for 
antagonist in 
the form of 
“stability” 
”Vi har jo netop fået et eftersyn af hele Nordsøen, 
og det har taget et års tid at få det. Og der, 
derudover er der eksperter som kigger på de her 
tal, så der er ikke så meget tvivl om tallene, og 
jeg synes simpelthen ikke det gi'r nogen mening 
at vi skal ha' to forskellige beskatningsregler alt 
efter hvornår man har fået tilladelserne, og derfor 
siger vi, nu skal der gælde ens regler for alle, og 
de skal være de regler som gælder efter 2003. Det 
vi så også siger det er, så der også fuldstænding 
stabilitet og ro om de regler, for jeg har fuld 
forståelse  for, at de her store investeringer, de 
kræver selvfølgelig også at vi politikkere 
garanterer ro om reglerne.” 
Helle Thorning-
Schmidt 
Stress: ”ro”, 
”fuld 
forståelse” 
Steady gaze + 
intermittent 
smiling/seriousne
ss  throughout 
interview 
Kåre Quist (right) and Helle 
Thorning-Schmidt (left) standing at 
corner of a table in studio, news globe 
visualization in back, FSD 
Repeat 
antagonist 
position, 
questioning 
validity 
”Men nu siger du jo at du synes ikke det giver 
mening at det er anderledes, men  du er jo 
afhænging af at dem, der skal hive gas og olie op 
faktisk også synes, det gi'r mening. Hvis de siger, 
det synes de ikke, så det kan ændre deres adfærd, 
hvordan kan du så være sikker på, regnestykket 
holder?” 
Kåre Quist   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Kåre Quist looking at Helle Thorning-
Schmidt (back of head visible but out 
of focus) CPD 
Kåre Quist (right) and Helle 
Thorning-Schmidt (left) standing at 
corner of a table in studio, news globe 
visualization in back, FSD 
Helle Thorning-Schmidt looking at 
Kåre Quist (back of head visible but 
out of focus), CPD Repeat answer, 
justification and 
drawing on 
fairness. 
”Vi har jo nogle store virksomheder, som allerede 
er på de her, øh, regler og det er det, de regler vi 
gerne vil harmonisere. Og de store virksomheder, 
det er blandt andet, øhm, Mærsk som er på de her 
regler, de tjener jo fornuftige penge på det her og 
er også dygtige til at ansætte medarbejdere. Så jeg 
er ikke nervøs for at det her med at harmonisere 
Helle Thorning-
Schmidt 
Stress: ”alle 
sammen” 
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reglerne ska', ska' skade nogle, og vi skal bare 
huske på hvad det her handler om. Det handler 
om vores fælles resourcer ude i Nordsøen. Hvis vi 
kan få en bedre og mere harmoniseret beskatning, 
så skal vi sige ja til det, særligt når vi  jo også kan 
sige at pengene skal gå til noget, som kommer os 
alle sammen til gode, nemlig, øh, kortere 
rejsetider og mere grønne tog.” 
Kåre Quist (right) and Helle 
Thorning-Schmidt (left) standing at 
corner of a table in studio, news globe 
visualization in back, FSD 
Closing 
remarks. 
”Sådan lød det fra Helle Thorning-Schmidt, tak 
fordi du er med er i TV-avisen.” 
Kåre Quist 
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March 3rd 2013 
“Growth plan - The government's turbulent week” 
 
Brief summary 
The week in politics is discussed by various journalists and experts. The government have presented the new Growth plan and a couple of days after presented 
the improvement of the train traffic. SF’s leader is interviewed by the anchor to answer questions about their involvement in the new plans. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is presented in the Sunday broadcast 21Søndag and placed in the middle of the broadcast (15 minutes and 18 seconds in). The story lasts 7 minutes 
and 7 seconds. The story is a part of a bigger story presented one third in to the broadcast. The complete story is of high priority and takes up one fourth of the 
entire broadcast. 
 
Visuals/scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal inflection/ 
tone 
Facial 
expression/ 
body language 
SU demo Explaining 
what's 
happened 
that week. 
”Torsdag forløber med demonstrationer mod 
regeringens SU-besparelser, som skal være  med 
til at financiere vækstplanen.” 
Speaker     
”Idag står vi her sammen for at sige nej til SU-
nedskæringer.” 
Man on stage Stress: ”sammen”   
”Wooo!” Crowd     
Johanne Schmidt-Nielsen giving 
interviews. 
”Og samtidig begynder de egentlige 
forhandlinger om vækstplanen.” 
Speaker Stress: ”samtidig”, 
”egentlige” 
  
”Skal du ind og forsvare S politik nu?” Politisk ordfører, 
EL: Johanne 
Schmidt-Nielsen 
Stress: ”selskabs-
”, ”tåbeligste” 
Eyebrows raised 
and scrunched 
Framed shot of press meeting 
podiums with the text fredag 1. 
marts 
Introducing 
twist, train 
fund 
”Men allerede dagen efter om fredagen kommer 
der en hel ny drejning.” 
Speaker Stress: ”allerede”, 
”helt” 
  
  
video camera setting up and 
crowd at press conference  
Helle Thorning-Schmidt at 
podium in front of gov. Logo, 
”Velkommen til pressemøde..” Helle Thorning-
Schmidt 
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CPD 
Politicians at podiums CSD ”Som bringer de røde smil tilbage.” Speaker Stress: ”smil”   
Helle Thorning-Schmidt at 
podium in front of gov. Logo, 
CPD 
”Regeringen præsenteres, præsenterer idag et 
markant initiativ, et inititativ som vil gøre 
Danmark grønnere.” 
Helle Thorning 
Schmidt 
Stress: ”markant”, 
”danmark 
grønnere” 
  
Male expert sitting in front of 
christiansborg, CPD 
Narrating 
train fund 
development
. Expert 
opinions in 
colloquial 
manner 
”Så bli'r vi overraskede. Altså ikke at det ikke har 
været en overraskende uge, men så bli'r vi 
overraskede.” 
Male expert Stress: ”så”  
Speaking with 
emphasis, fast 
Expressive, 
shaking head 
some, raising 
eyebrows smiling 
Female expert standing in front of 
christiansborg, CPD 
”Der er jo den helt store bombe, eh, med den her 
togfond, eh, som regeringen pludselig river op af 
hatten.” 
Female expert Stress: ”helt”, 
”togfond”, 
”pludselig” 
Somewhat 
expressionless, 
Politicians at podiums, from 
below. 
Press taking pictures, CSD 
Explaining 
development 
”Regeringen foreslår et løft at den kollektive 
traffik med i alt 27-en-halv milliarder kroner.” 
Speaker Stress: 
”regeringen”, 
”løft”, ”27-enhalv-
milliarder” 
  
Henrik at podium, CPD Government 
position 
”Det man godt kan tillade sig at kalde en historisk 
forbedring af togtraffikken.” 
Transport-
minister, S: 
Henrik Dam 
Kristensen  
Stress: ”historisk”   
Male expert sitting in front of 
christiansborg, CPD Politicians at 
podiums, Male expert sitting in 
front of christiansborg, CPD 
Speculating 
on the 
governments  
intentions in  
train fund 
development
. Expert 
opinions in 
colloquial 
manner 
”Hvorfor præsenterer de det ikke også i tirsdags? 
Øh, så man ku' ha' beroliget baglandet, øh, 
allerede der, øh, så der altså både til den grønne 
og til den røde, øh, side. Også oven i købet rigtig 
rigtig mange penge. Igen, det har ikke været klar i 
tirsdags. Eller også har man gerne ville ligesom 
give sådan et *duukh* til allersidst og sige kom 
igen.” 
Male expert Stress: ”hvorfor”, 
”beroliget”, ”der”, 
”ovenikøbet”, 
”rigtig” 
shaking head, 
scrunched eyes 
against sun 
SF meeting at long tables, CSD Focus on SF ”Og da SFs landsledelse senere om fredagen 
holder møde i Middelfart…” 
Speaker     
Annette giving interviews in 
lobby, CPD 
”Skal du ind og forsvare SFs politik nu?” Unknown 
journalist 
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SF meeting at long tables, CSD ”Bli'r kritikken da også skudt i baggrunden.” Speaker     
Jonas being interviewed in lobby 
,CPD 
”Jeg tror der er rigtig mange i SF som er kede af 
de her selskabsskattelettelser, men man skal se 
det som en samlet pakke.” 
Landsledelses-
medlem, SF: 
Jonas Dahl 
    
Fast female expertard through 
footage in frame (dates as text) 
Break Unrecognizable fast female expertarded speech       
Male expert and Female expert 
sitting and talking in front of 
christiansborg 
Wrapping up ”Det har været en dramatisk uge i Dansk politik. 
Men selvom ugen er gået på held, så er kritikken 
ikke helt forstummet.” 
Speaker     
Female expert standing in front of 
christiansborg, CPD 
”Hele lanceringen har været på en måde så, eh, 
regeringen har ikke udelukkende grund til at rose 
sig selv efter den her uge, det syn's jeg ikke der er 
nogen tvivl om.” 
Politisk 
analytiker, 
Børsen: Helle Ib 
    
Politicians at podiums CSD   ”Tak skal I ha'.” Helle Thorning-
Schmidt 
    
Kåre Quist and Annette 
Vilhelmsen in interview setup 
(across from each other, camera 
angle switches back and forth a 
lot), CSD + CPD 
Interview 
introduction 
”Og så velkommen til dig Annette Vilhelmsen.” The anchor: Kåre 
Quist 
    
”Tusind tak.” Erhvervs- og 
Vækstminister, 
Formand, SF: 
Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
Summing 
up, 
questioning. 
”Altså en super hektisk uge, og som formand for 
SF har du selvfølgelig en stor del af ansvaret for 
forløbet. Er de her 7 dage  gået lige præcis som 
du ku' ønske dig?” 
Kåre Quist     
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  ”Altså, eh, den plan og, eh, som vi har lanceret i 
den her uge, er jo en meget stor plan og en meget 
ambitiøs plan. Oh, øh, den består både af reform 
og så af de her, eh, vækstinitiativer som der er. 
Og når det er så stor en plan og det har været så 
vigtigt og os' ku' ha' et svar på de store 
udfordringer som Danmark står overfor, så kan 
jeg jo sige næh. Øh, sådan stilkarakteren har ikke 
været go', men indholdet det synes jeg er et rigtig 
godt svar på de udfordringer vi står overfor.” 
Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Og da du kom til som ny formand, så var det jo 
blandt andet på et løfte om mere synlig ledelse. 
Nu har du jo hele ugen skulle høre kritik for at du 
ikke er synlig nok. Hvorfor er vækstministeren 
ikk' med når der fremlægges en vækstplan?” 
Kåre Quist     
  ”Jamen altså, først så synes jeg jo det er lidt sjovt 
at øh, at øh, det udlægges som om jeg har været 
usynlig. Jeg har givet et hav af interview i den 
uge der er gået. Og nu står jeg her og vil 
selvfølgelig gerne ud også som vækstminister, og 
erhvervs- og vækstminister.” 
Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Men på sådan et møde, det er jo et historisk, øh, 
øh ..” 
Kåre Quist     
  ”Jamen det der er der er…” Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”… plan der fremlægges. De andre er der, som vi 
jo hører, ikke. Hvorfor er du der ikke?” 
Kåre Quist     
  ”Jamen, øh, Holger K. Var der fordi han er 
skatteminister, og rigtig meget af det her handler 
jo om skatter og afgifter, og, og…” 
Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Men det er en vækstplan. Når du er 
vækstminister…” 
Kåre Quist     
  ”Ja, men det…” Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
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  ”… og signalet i at øh, Margrete Vestager står 
der, og statsministeren står der, og du ikke står 
der. Ka' du ikk' godt forstå at det ka' gi' kritik af at 
du simpelthen ikke er synlig nok.” 
Kåre Quist     
  ”Jo. Men, men jeg er ikke optaget af signalpolitik. 
Jeg er optaget af, at Danmark skal, eh, ud af den 
krise vi står i. Og jeg tror danskerne de er optaget 
af at vores arbejde som politikere, det er 
simpelthen at være med til, eh, jeg som erhvervs- 
og vækstminister kan komme ud med de 
vækstplaner der er. Og det skal jeg nok få tid til. 
Og nu er planen blevet præsenteret, og jeg skal 
nok komme ind og få  fortalt om de rigtig mange 
initiativer der ligger.” 
Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Ja, du vil gerne tale indhold og substans, det vil 
vi også gerne, så lad os kigge på det. Du var med 
til og, og sænke selskabsskatten, du har skåret i 
offentlige yddelser, er det rød politik som du står 
for?” 
Kåre Quist     
  ”Rød politik, det er at tage danskerne alvorligt. 
Og de mangle job. Og de mangler uddannelse. Og 
vi…” 
Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Ja, men lad os lige holde os til selskabskatten, 
og…” 
Kåre Quist     
  ”det er derfor…” Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”… de offentlige yddelser der er blevet beskåret. 
Du har selv kritiseret, øh, den tidligere formand i 
SF for at være for blå. Du vil sætte et mere rødt, 
synligt, mærke på regeringen. Er det ved at sænke 
selskabsskatten for eksempel?” 
Kåre Quist     
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  ”Når selskabsskatten er blevet sænket, så er der 
også det element med at for eksempel, øh, 
bankerne får ikke sænket deres skatter. Nordsøen, 
øh, den olie- og gasudvinding der er der, de får 
heller ikke sænket deres skatter. Tvært imod så 
har vi jo også fredag som det blev nævnt, 
mulighed for, der fik vi lanceret en fond som skal 
gå ind og sikre den kollektive traffik. Så ja,  rød 
politik, det er at tage danskernes problemer 
alvorligt. Det er at skaffe arbejde, det er at skaffe 
uddannelse, og, stadigvæk så har vi jo også 
udover selskabsskattelettelserne, faktisk, eh, lavet 
en meget stor investering i det offentlige. God rød 
politik.” 
Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Så lad mig lige høre dig ad, fordi du starter med 
at sige her at det er stilkarakteren der ikke er god 
nok, indholdet er rigtig godt. I ligger nu i en 
måling på under 5 % af vælgerne. Er det så fordi 
at vælgerne ikke forstår hvor røde og dygtige I 
er?” 
Kåre Quist     
  ”Nej, det er det bestemt ikke.” Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Hvad er det så?” Kåre Quist     
  ”Jeg tror, jeg tror man skal tage vælgerne meget 
alvorligt i det her. Det er jo dem der står med de 
her massive problemer, som øh, som vi jo også 
overtog efter den tidligere regeringen, og som vi 
nu forsøger at addressere og få gjort noget ved.” 
Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Men hvis vi ta'r vælgerne så alvorligt nu at vi, 
øh,  tager den her måling for pålidende, hvad er 
det så de ikke forstår ved, ved alt det er gode du 
står for?” 
Kåre Quist     
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  ”Det som, øh, som vi vil med den her vækstplan, 
det er jo og få skabt de her arbejdspladser, og det 
er at få skabt produktionsarbejdspladser. Og 
nogle af de ting der også ligger i  vækstplanen,  
der er for eksempel at det er ude i hele landet 
omkring den der nedrivningspulje der er. Vi gør 
noget ved hotelmomsen. Vi har sikret, øh, vi har 
sikret den, altså de almene boliger, at de nu får en 
renovering for 4 milliarder. Jeg glæder mig til at 
vi får tid til i et mere samlet hele og ku' 
præsentere planen.  Og så er den lavet af tre 
partier som har taget det store ansvar på sig at få 
Danmark ud af krisen…” 
Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Og der er I jo det ene…” Kåre Quist     
  ”Og da er vi nemlig de ene, og det…” Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Kort her til sidst. Altså, hvis vi skal opsummere, 
indholdet er super godt, det vil sige en sænkelse 
af selskabsskatten og en, øh, reduktion i de her 
offentlige yddelser vi har set i løbet af ugen, det 
er god SF politik.” 
Kåre Quist     
  ”Det siger du er god politik. Jeg siger det er god 
…” 
Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Nej, jeg spørger om det er god SF politik?” Kåre Quist     
  ”Nej, jeg siger…” Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Der er blevet spurgt om det hele ugen, så lad os 
lige få det rundet af her søndag aften, ja…” 
Kåre Quist     
  ”Ja ja, men nu skal du la' mig svare, nej fordi nu, 
jeg vil gerne ha' lov til at svare på det.” 
Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Det skal du ha' lov til.” Kåre Quist     
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  ”Jeg synes god rød politik det er at tage 
problemerne alvorligt. Det er at være med til at 
skabe gang i beskæftigelsen. Det er at give 
ufaglærte mulgihed for at uddanne sig. Og det er  
gi' den unge, øh, uf-, den unge som ikke har 
nogen uddannelse, som er enlig forsørger, at hun 
får lov til at komme i uddannelse, hun får lov til 
at komme ud på arbejdsmarkedet, og få lov til, 
øh, at agere med den frihed hun os' har brug for. 
Det synes jeg faktisk er god rød politik. Så ligger 
der mange andre elementer, og jeg tror vi 
kommer til at drøfte det igen.” 
Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
    
  ”Og det er nok ikke det sidste ord, men foreløbigt 
skal du ha' tak fordi du var med i 21 Søndag.” 
Kåre Quist     
  ”Tak skal du ha'.” Annette 
Vilhelmsen 
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March 5th 2013 
“China - Peoples congress started” 
 
Brief Summary: 
The Chinese government have to start reacting to what the people are concerned with. Two of the big issues are corruption and pollution in the big cities. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is presented in the middle of the broadcast (13 minutes and 0 seconds in) and lasts 3 minutes and 38 seconds. The story is relatively long and entails a 
long segment narrated from a journalist in China, this signals that it is a story that has been prioritiesed. 
 
 
Visuals/ scene Text categories Verbal transcript Speaker 
ID 
Vocal inflection/ tone Facial expression/ body 
language 
Lassen walks from desk 
across studio to screen where 
you can see a still from the 
peoples congress. Animation 
begins. Picture of outlined  
China where changing 
statistics appear which match 
the anchors speech. 
Giving general 
statistic 
background 
"Vi skal til kina, det kæmpe store 
land som vi taler meget om og som 
hele tiden spørger som fremtidens 
supermagt. 1.3 milliarder 
mennesker, en femte del af verdens 
befolkning, verdens anden største 
økonomi efter USA, og en stadig 
voldsommere militærmagt, med en 
stående hær på to millioner soldater 
og yderligere 800.000 i reserve. Vi, 
her i vores del af verden, kæmper 
ofte med at finde ud af præcist hvad 
kineserne vil med udviklingen af 
deres magtfulde land, i dag fik man 
en fornemmelse ved åbningen af  
den årlige folkekongress." 
The 
anchor: 
Kim 
Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Confident. Rehearsed, 
speaks in a "normal" tone.   
Stress: "kæmpe store", 
"spøger", all 
numbers/statistics 
mentioned. Changes tone 
when saying "i vores del af 
verden" to a more casual and 
open tone. Stress: "præcis 
hvad", "fornemmelse". 
Changes tone when getting 
to the end. The compostition 
of the language clearly 
indicating the end of the 
segment. 
Makes frequent hand 
gestures. Especially apparent 
when stating new facts. 
Lifted eyebrows throughout 
the entire sequence. 
Squinches eyes slightly when 
saying "vores del af verden" 
which is followed by another 
handgesture. Ends by 
looking downwards as to 
signal that he will be 
watching the following 
segment "together" or 
simultaniously with the 
viewer. 
Camera angle: low point 
looking up form right side at 
the place where the peoples 
congress is being held, and 
the blue sky above. Camera 
A more specific 
introduction to 
the story and 
what it will be 
focusing on. 
"For en gang skyld var himlen blå i 
Beijing her til morgen.  
 
 
 
Speaker Rehearsed. Has a distinct an 
unsusual rythm.  
Stress: "tre tusinde" 
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slides to the right, away from 
the blue sky and focuses on 
the building 
Foreshadowing 
the emphasis on 
the 
environment 
later on by 
already now 
mentioning the 
blue skies 
 
 
 
Tre tusinde delegerede på vej for at 
høre  
 
ledelsens bud på fremtidens politik  
 
 
 
(grinende kinesiske kvinder) og der 
er store forventninger  
 
 
til at de kommende ledere skaber 
ændringer." 
Closeup (shoulder and up 
facing towards camera) of 
marching chinese military. 
Switch to building where you 
can see the many people 
waiting outside on the square 
Switch to laughing chinese 
females approaching two 
males in the square in front 
of the building 
Happy chinese women 
outside on the square 
Switch to marching soldiers 
now with their backs facing 
the camera, and a picture of 
Mao hanging in the 
backgroud above their heads. 
  
Switch to Futian being 
interviewed. Shown from the 
shoulders up, in the right side 
of the screen leaving room 
for scenery in the back. 
Introducing the 
chinese opinion 
on the people 
congress 
”I denne udviklingsperiode skal vi 
bygge et smukt Kina.” 
Kongres-
delegeret: 
Qu Futian 
  Doesnt show any particular 
emotion. Seems very neutral. 
Shows the inside of the 
peoples conference. Camera 
angel is high looking down. 
Shows the long tables where 
the government officials are 
seated from a distance 
States 
complications 
”Indenfor i folkets store hal  
 
 
 
 
 
fik de delegerede dog mest konkret 
besked  
 
Speaker Same unusual rythm as 
before. Very lyrical.  
Stress: "Indenfor", "store". 
  
Switches to close up on the 
faces of two chinese 
delegates. 
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Looking at a screen inside 
the peoples congress which 
is showing the many 
government officials. 
Camera high looking down. 
om alt det gode  
 
 
 
 
 
der er sket i Kina i de seneste fem 
år.” 
Focused on two new 
delegates sitting taking notes. 
Camera angle shows the 
delegates profiles and you 
can see the many other 
delegates in the background. 
Illustrates 
complications 
”Inden for områder som socialistisk 
økonomi, politik,  
 
kultur, samfund og økologisk 
omstilling har vi gjort store 
fremskridt." 
Afgående 
Premiere-
minister: 
Wen 
Jaibao 
    
Showing Jaibao at the 
podium from a slight 
distance. Camera high 
looking down. 
Jaibao is showed at the 
podium again, this time it is 
viewed on a cameras 
recording screen. 
Restating the 
main "issue" of 
the story. 
"Fremtidens politik derimod var 
knapt  
 
 
så konkret." 
Speaker Same unusual rythm as 
before. Very lyrical. 
  
Focus on the logo of the 
building in which the peoples 
congress is held. 
Søren Bendixen standing in 
front of the building in the 
right side of the frame, 
showing the building clearly 
in the remaining frame. 
Camera angle low looking 
slightly up. 
Intro to the 
topics which 
"should" be 
discussed. 
"Det var den afgående 
premiereminister, Wen Jaibao, der 
skulle fremlægge den nye regerings 
arbejdsprogram og selvom han talte 
i næsten to timer, så var det småt 
med to af de emner der optager 
befolkningen, nemlig korruption og 
miljø". 
Korres-
pondent, 
Asien: 
Søren 
Bendixen 
Stress: "afgående" 
Stress: "den nye" 
Stress: "to timer" 
Uses frequent hand gestures. 
Turns his head and squints 
eyes when saying "og 
selvom han talte i næsten to 
timer.." Then turns his head 
the other way and continues.  
Uses fingers to count to two 
when metioning the two 
things that bother the chinese 
population the most. 
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Camera sliding left, away 
from Bendixen and focusing 
on the building. 
Introduction to 
chinas pollution 
problem 
"Der er ellers nok at tage fat på.  
 
 
Dagens blå himmel er for eksempel 
et særsyn  
 
 
 
som arrangeret til lejligheden. 
Speaker Same unusual rythm as 
before. Very lyrical. 
His way of speech makes it 
hard to pin point when we 
puts special emphsis on 
words. He speech doesn't 
nessesarily show any 
emotion, but the rythm still 
leaves listener with an 
impression of playfulness. 
  
Shows the top of building 
with the large gold and red 
logo and chinese flags, 
showing the blue sky in the 
background 
Showing a large screen 
displaying a red building 
which stands in contrast to 
the blue sky in the image. 
The screen leads up to the 
congress building. Camera 
angel right corner looking 
slightly up 
"Det er godt vejr i dag, ikke?" Kinesisk 
interview
er 
    
Futian is showed in the 
middle of the screen, chest 
up. 
"Jo, det er fint vejr. Haha" Qu Futian Upbeat voice and tone Laughs at the questio, and 
nods as he answers 
Fade out of previous scenen 
and shows a busy street in 
the lower part of the screen 
focusing mainly on the air 
above which is very polluted. 
"Men sådan er det langt fra altid" Speaker Stress: "langt fra"   
Chinese male is seen walking 
(waist up) wearing a mask. 
Shows the 
severity of the 
pollution 
"Sådan her ser Kinas hovedstag 
Beijing  
ud på en rigtig dårlig dag,  
 
 
og det kan godt være at jeg ligner et 
rumvæsen med masken her på, men 
det er altså det eneste der kan 
beskytte mod  
Søren 
Bendixen 
Voice is muffled by the 
mask.  
Stress: "ekstreme" 
Male seems undisturbed by 
the polluted air 
Shows a large building 
which is almost hard to see 
because of all the pollution 
  
Show Bendixen standing in 
front of a bus stop on the left 
side of the screen wearing a 
mask 
Uses frequent hand gestures. 
Points at mask when 
mentioning it. There seems 
to be a quite strong wind 
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den ekstreme forurening her er." 
making Bendixen look 
slightly uncomfortable. 
Shows young chinese female 
covering her mouth and nose 
to avoid the polluted air. 
Unidentified female looks 
highly uncomfortable. 
Show busy highway with the 
dense polluted air. 
"Problemer så omfattende at de ikke 
længere kan skjules fra 
befolkningen." 
Speaker Stress: "så omfattende"   
Shows a new chinese female 
standing at the bus stop 
holding her hand up infront 
of her mask. 
 
Political 
acknowledgeme
nt of the 
problem 
"Vi skal løse det alvorlige problem  
 
 
 
 
som forurening af luft, vand og jord 
udgør mod vores vitale interesser." 
Wen 
Jaibao 
  Woman is seems bothered by 
the combination of strong 
wind and pollution 
Jaibao is showed speaking at 
the podium. 
  
A large screen is showed on 
which you can see a closeup 
of Jaibao, which is then 
zoomed out to showing the 
entire room of delegates. 
Returning to the 
main "issue" of 
the story 
"Men ingen konkrete planer for et 
bedre miljø blev  
 
 
 
annonceret og spørgsmålet er så 
hvor længe  
 
himlen bliver ved med at være blå." 
Speaker The phrase "spørgsmålet er 
så hvor længe himlen bliver 
ved med at være blå" is said 
in a more upbeat way that 
the rest. 
  
Shows the many delegates 
from a distance. Camera 
angel high looking down. 
  
Showing the congress house 
from a distance with the blue 
sky behind it. In the 
foreground a chinese soldier 
is showed in profile standing 
to the left. 
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Split screen. On the left 
Lassen is shown standing the 
studio, chest up. On the right 
Bendixen is showed standing 
in front of a dark city 
background, also chest up. 
Intro to 
following 
interview 
"Ja Søren Bendixen, du er nu med 
mig fra Kinas hovedstad Beijing, det 
er mørkt udenfor, himlen er blå, 
siger du, men det var den jo, det er 
den jo sjældent ret længe af gangen i 
Beijing." 
Kim 
Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Not as rehearsed as 
previously. Fumbles a bit in 
the sentence when talking 
about the blue sky. 
Lassen makes a hand gesture 
reaching towards the camera 
when saying "himlen er blå". 
Bendixen now fills up the 
entire screen, standing on the 
right side. In the upper right 
corner it says "Beijing: Live" 
Summing up 
the story 
"Det er rigtigt, øøh, jeg kan ikke se 
om der er blå himmel nu, men jeg 
kan lugte at der ikke er blå himmel. 
Det er sådan at forureningen er, 
altså, så stort et problem at 
befolkningen oplever det hver eneste 
dag og regeringen har i lang tid 
forsøgt at skjule et problem, som for 
eksempel forurening, men det kan 
ikke lade sig gøre mere. 
Befolkningen er altså godt klar over 
at der er noget galt og derfor høre vi 
også at regeringen ligesom begynder 
at adressere nogle af de her områder 
i Kina der gør rigtig ondt, æh, fordi 
det kan godt være at vi får 
præsenteret Kina som det her 
økonomiske mirakel der nu er 
verdens næst største økonomi, men 
der er altså en lang række punkter i 
det kinesiske samfund som den nye 
ledelse nødvendigvis må begynde at 
tage sig meget alvorligt af." 
Søren 
Bendixen 
Not as rehearsed as 
previously. Is clearly amused 
by Lassens previous 
comment and responds in an 
upbeat tone. Stress: "jeg kan 
ikke SE… men jeg kan 
LUGTE".  
Stress: "hver eneste".  
Fast paced speech.  
Stress: "noget galt".  
Stress: "ondt". 
Stress: "mirakel". 
Bendixen smiles at Lassens 
comment. Raises eyebrows 
and looks to side as he 
responds "jeg kan ikke se 
om.."  
Shakes his head slightly as 
he talks about the high level 
of pollution.  
Uses frequent hand gestures 
Moves his head turning it 
slightly to the sides, 
matching his hand gestures. 
Back to split screen. Lassen 
on left, Bendixen on right 
"Årh, årh, hvad betyder det at de må 
tage sigmeget alvorligt af det. 
Hvordan giver det sig udtryk?" 
Kim 
Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: "meget alvorligt". Tilts head as to welcome an 
answer 
Back to Bendixen in full 
screen standing on the right 
"Ja man kan sige i dag gav det sig 
ikke udtryk i at vi fik præsenteret en 
Søren 
Bendixen 
Stress: "håbet", 
"miljøproblemer, 
Same frequent hand and 
head movements. 
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side. masse store reformer, jeg tror der 
var mange der havde håbet at vi 
havde fået lidt mere at vide om 
hvordan man ville takle 
miljøproblemer, 
korruptionsproblemer, økonomiske 
reformer, og forskellen på rig og 
fattig, som er noget af det 
allerstørste her i Kina." 
korruptionsproblemer" 
Back to split screen. Lassen 
on left, Bendixen on right. 
Finishing 
remarks 
"Tak skal du have, Søren Bendixen 
med os, altså, fra Beijing." 
Kim 
Bildsøe 
Lassen 
  Looks down at his notes 
before finishing. 
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March 7th 2013 
“Recycling - New system for bottles” 
 
Brief summary: 
A new deposit system makes it easier and less messy to recycle bottles. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is introduced in the beginning of the broadcast (4 minutes and 20 seconds in) and lasts 20 seconds. The story is continued in the end of the broadcast 
(19 minutes and 48 seconds in) and lasts 2 minutes and 20 seconds. In total the story lasts 2 minutes and 40 seconds. The story is relatively long and highly 
prioritised as it is introduced before the actual story begins, but is presented uncritically and soft.  
 
 
Visuals/scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal 
inflection/ 
tone 
Facial 
expression/ 
body language 
Two young men (Benjamin Eriksen and Daniel 
Garnow) gathering bottles in dorm room, low 
angle CSD 
Outlining 
initial 
problem and 
reveals that 
there is a 
solution 
where you 
can still get 
money 
”Ja, masser af tid ta'r det, og fedtede  
fingre, men nu er der en helt ny og 
nemmere måde at komme af med sine 
flasker på. Og alligevel få pant.” 
The anchor: Kim 
Bildsøe Lassen 
Break after 
and stress  
“alligevel” 
  
  
Daniel Garnow  putting bag of bottles into 
machine. From below, CPD 
Daniel Garnow next to refund machine, to the 
left. Text on machine: [..]emballager, [..] med 
til at skåne miljøet og naturens ressourcer. 
CPD 
Personalizin
g benefits 
”Meget nemmere end at stå i kø nede i 
supermarkedet.” 
Unidentified here 
(later identifiet as 
Benjamin 
Eriksen) 
  Expressionless 
Daniel Garnow  putting bag of bottles into 
machine. FPD 
Wrap up for 
now, just a 
teaser 
”Mere om det, og om organdonation, 
senere i denne tv-avis.” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: ”og”   
The story is continued later in the broadcast after other stories have been presented. 
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Kim Bildsøe Lassen in classical anchor setup, 
papers at desk. Video in back: empty plastic 
bottles, overlapping video og Benjamin 
Eriksen returning bottles in supermarket, later 
og Daniel Garnow returning via new system. 
Bottom text: Genbrug, nyt system til flasker. 
FPD 
Elaboration 
on 
story/proble
m. 
”De fleste af os kender nok det med at stå 
i supermarkedet med alt for mange poser 
med tomme flasker og dåser, der en efter 
en skal lægges i flaskeautomaten. Der er 
håb forude, som kan bares – som kan 
spare både tid og fedtede fingre. En ny 
slagts pantstation gør det nemlig muligt at 
aflevere alle flaskerne helt usorteret på en 
gang, og alligevel kan man få sin pant.” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: 
”fleste”, ”alt”, 
”pantstation”, 
”helt” 
Laugh at 
verbal slip up 
Hand gestures 
Cans and bottles stacked on top of each other 
on a radiator and window. Closeups. 
Outlining 
this angle of 
the story/ 
personalizin
g problem 
”Effekterne fra weekendens fest troner 
stadig på kollgieværelset i Horsens.” 
Speaker     
Bejamin Eriksen sitting in kitchen in front of 
stove and dishes, CPD 
Personalizin
g problem 
”For ikk' og overdrive så var der 25 
mennesker herinde i sidste weekend.” 
Benjamin 
Eriksen 
Stress: ”ikk'”, 
”25” 
Looking down, 
relaxed, seems 
tired 
Hand grabbing cans and bottles, putting in bag 
CPD 
  ”Der er ingen kære mor til at hjælpe med 
oprydningen.” 
Speaker     
Zoom out of Benjamin to include Daniel in 
shot, to the right, sitting at kitchen table. CSD. 
  ”Og der var halvanden mennesker der 
ryddede op dagen efter. Det er det samme 
hver eneste gang.” 
Benjamin 
Eriksen 
Break before 
halvanden 
Raising 
eyebrows at 
halvanden 
mennesker, 
shaking head 
with a smile, 
laughing at hver 
eneste gang 
Benjamin and Daniel bagging bottles, CSD Outlining 
their story 
(the 
“experiment
”) 
  
”Men flaskerne skal væk, og helst så nemt 
of hurtigt som muligt. Vi har lavet et helt 
uvidenskabeligt forsøg og sætter den 
klassiske flaskeautomat op mod den 
nyåbnede pantstation i Horsens.  
Benjamin Eriksen afleverer flaskerne i 
Speaker Stress: ”helt”  
Closeup of bag with cans 
Benjamin and Daniel exiting their dorm 
building and going in different directions, from 
below, FSD 
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Bottles going into classical refund machine flaskeautomaten i det lokale 
supermarked.” Benjamin Eriksen standing at classical refund 
machine inserting bottles CPD 
Closeup of bottles going into classical refund 
machine. ”Det er trælst. Altså, det, det er en af de få 
ting der gør..- altså fordi det ta'r så lang tid 
så glemmer man ofte at gøre det.” 
Studerende: 
Benjamin 
Eriksen 
Pause after 
trælst 
Looking from 
action to 
camera, shaking 
shoulders at 
glemmer 
Benjamin talking to camera whilst inserting 
bottles into classic machine. CPD 
Personalizin
g problem 
Daniel by open trunk of car in front of gate and 
fence, shaking bottles and cans from shopping 
bag to clear plastic bag. FPD 
Explaining 
new system 
(positively) 
  
”Imens afprøver Daniel Garnow den første 
pantstation  i Jylland. Flaskerne kan uden 
at blive sorteret lægges i en  pose og når 
dankortet registreres knyttes det til 
chippen  på posen og så  ryger 
pantpengene direkte ind på kontoen, alt 
sammen  på under et halvt minut.” 
Speaker Emphasis: ”alt 
sammen på 
under et halvt 
minut” 
  
  
  
Daniel inserting credit card into new refund 
machine. Text on machine: “Hver gnag ... 
returnerer to-... emballager, er du med til at 
skåne miljøet og naturens ressourcer. CPD 
Bag og cans being put into new refund 
machine and machine closing. Personalizin
g benefits 
”Meget nemmere end at stå i kø nede i 
supermarkede og sku' til at stikke 
hændernte ned i en pose der er våd med øl 
og alt muligt andet stads.” 
Studerende: 
Daniel Garnow 
Mild 
mannered 
speaking. 
Stress: 
”meget” 
Smiling, 
looking from 
machine to 
camera 
Daniel Garnow in front of new refund 
machine, to the left. CPD 
Closeup of bottles being placed on floor next 
to old refund machine 
Old system 
is gross and 
impractical, 
personalizin
g problems 
  
”Benjamin Eriksen derimod må ha' fingre 
i stadset.” 
Speaker     
Benjamin smelling his fingers, talking to the 
right of camera, in front of ads in supermarket. 
CPD 
”Det lugter sådan lidt af en gammel 
alkoholiker, det.. det er klamt.” 
Benjamin 
Eriksen 
  Smiling 
Liquid from bag dripping into measuring cup 
Benjamin standing in line at cash register in 
supermarket. FSD 
”Og køen har Benjamin Eriksen stadig til 
gode. Imens er flere kommet forbi 
pantstationen.” 
Speaker Stress: 
”stadig”, 
”imens” 
  
  
  Closeup of items being scanned at cash 
register. 
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Older man approaching new refund machine 
and inserting bag of bottles. FPD ”Det er vel nemmere på en eller anden 
måde, i stedet for at begynde at sortere 
tingene.” 
Unnamed older 
man 
Inflection/ 
stress: 
”nemmere” 
 
Older man being interviewed with microphone 
in front of new refund machine. Text on 
machine: Her kan du købe nye pantstation-
sække! On outline of a tree. CPD 
Widening 
public 
opinion poll 
Bag of cans and bottles going into new 
machine 
Critical 
questioning 
of new 
system 
”Hvordan kan man være sikker på der 
bliver talt rigtigt på sækken?” 
Speaker Stress: 
”sikker” 
  
Inge fisker in front of new refund machine. 
CPD 
Expert 
explanation 
”..som du afleverer, der er en elektronisk 
chip, og den kobler så til dankortet, så vi 
ved at lige nøjagtigt den sæk den hører til 
dit, din konto om vi så må sige.” 
Underdirektør, 
Dansk 
Retursystem A/S: 
Inge Fisker 
Stress: ”chip”, 
”lige 
nøjagtigt”, 
”din konto” 
  
Benjamin getting money back at cash register, 
view of cashier's back. CSD 
Back to 
experiment 
”Resultatet af et fuldstændigt 
uvidenskabeligt forsøg.” 
Speaker     
Closeup of Benjamin's hand with coins in it 
and empty shopping bag in other hand, CPD 
Personalizin
g problem 
(economic) 
”47-en-halv, blev det til denne gang. Altså 
det måske ikke den bedste timeløn.” 
Benjamin 
Eriksen 
Drags out 
“altså” 
slightly 
  
  
Benjamin speaking to camera at the exit to the 
supermarket, CPD 
Daniel inserting bag into new refund machine. 
Text on bottom: Jørgen Engelbrech 
Personalizin
g benefits 
(less gross)' 
”Man kan i hvert fald konstatere at lugten 
er bedre på pantstationen.” 
Speaker stress: ”kan”, 
”lugten” 
  
Daniel smelling his hands and talking to 
camera in front of new refund machine, 
panorama down his body. CPD 
”Jamen, eh, de lugter helt almindeligt. Det 
lugter i hvert fald ikke af øl.” 
Daniel Garnow stress: 
”lugter”, ”øl” 
Smells fingers, 
looks around, 
slight smile 
Kim Bildsøe Lassen standing with legs spread 
slightly, wearing suit and holding papers  in 
studio, video of empty plastic bottles in back. 
FPD. 
Broadening 
perspective 
away from 
individual 
story to 
social 
perspective 
”Ja, der findes udover pantstationen her i 
Horsens så findes der også i Høje 
Taastrup.” 
  
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
  
  
Standing 
straight on, feet 
shoulder length 
apart. 
  Kim Bildsøe Lassen turns around, different 
camera angle, new story. CPD 
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March 10th 2013 
“Japan - No to nuclear power” 
 
Brief summary: 
On the anniversary for the earthquake and tsunami in Japan, people have been demonstrating against nuclear power. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is presented in Sunday broadcast 21Søndag and placed in the end of the broadcast (27 minutes and 57 seconds in). The story lasts1 minute and 35 
seconds and is a part of the section “Verden i dag” (World today). 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal 
inflection/ tone 
Facial expression/ body language 
Multiple Japanese individuals are 
walking in protest while 
drumming. The banner in the 
bottom of the screen reads "Nej 
til atomkraft". 
Outline of 
story 
”Der bliver slået på tromme for 
afviklingen af atomkraft i  
 
 
 
en række japanske storbyer i dag. 
Anledningen er at det i morgen er to års 
dagen for jordskælvet og tsunamien  
der ødelagde kernekraftværket 
Fukushima.” 
Speaker Rehearsed, 
confident. 
Doesn't show 
much emotion, 
official in tone. 
The people are walking in a 
normal pace and are occupied 
hitting their drums. Their facial 
expressions are serious. 
Different shots of protesters are 
shown. Banners can be seen. 
Most of the protesters are wearing 
masks, making it hard to see their 
expressions. 
  
Images of the tsunami 
Female is standing on street, 
CPD, shoulders up, middle 
screen. Friend can be seen in 
background. 
Unknown Untranslated japanese Female 
protester 
Unable to 
analyse. 
Female looks serious. She often 
looks down and to the side 
throughout her speech. As she says 
the last part of the sentence she 
shakes her head. 
A sun is seen in the background. 
In the foreground you see a dark 
outline of the nuclear plant. 
Facts ”Tre af Fukushimas reaktorer  
 
 
nedsmeltede efter jordskævlet for to år 
siden.” 
Speaker Rehearsed, 
confident. 
Doesn't show 
much emotion, 
official in tone. 
  
  
Images taken from a helicopter 
shows the massive destruction 
left by the tsunami. 
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Miyoshi is filmed outside, CPD, 
shoulders up, right side. In the 
background other protesters can 
be seen. 
Unknown Untranslated japanese Social-
arbejder: 
Seizo 
Miyoshi 
Unable to 
analyse. 
Miyoshi seems relaxed but serious. 
He is not facing towards the 
camera completely, but is 
positioned looking a little to the 
side. He frequently looks away as 
he speaks, and seem to be keeping 
eye contact with someone outside 
of view, possibly a reporter. 
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March 10th 2013 
“Greenland - Mining adventure affects the election” 
 
Brief summary: 
The Greenlandic election is near and one of the big issues is the raw material and minerals in the underground and if they are going to allow companies with 
Chinese workers to lead the mining. The story continues with a story about mining in Canada, where the corespondent visits workers and their families and hear 
what they think of the Chinese companies and the development on mining in the area. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is presented in the beginning of the broadcast (7 minutes and 32 seconds in) and lasts 11 minutes and 51 seconds. It is story prioritised highly as seen 
in the duration of the story. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal 
inflection/ tone 
Facial 
expression/ 
body language 
Classic anchor setup, Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen in suit with papers in hand. Video 
behind:  Ice and rocks + red/white flag 
waving – zoom out to workers with 
machinery (stationary) Bottom text: 
Grønland, Mine-eventyr præger 
valg.FPD 
Introduction 
of story and 
angle 
”På tirsdag går grønlænderne til 
landstingsvalg. Et valg som  bliver afgørende 
for grønlands vej fremad. Det store spørgsmål 
er råstofferne i grønlands undergrund – 
hvordan får grønlænderne mest ud af 
værdierne og hvordan undgår de at blive 
overrendt af drevne råstofspekulanter fra Kina 
somd et er sket mange andre lande.” 
The anchor: 
Kim Bildsøe 
Larsen 
Stress: 
”råstoffer”, 
”mest”, 
”værdierne”, 
”drevne råstof-
spekulanter” 
Neutral, 
looking straight 
into camera 
Two young female students in 
classroom, CSD 
Personifi-
cation of 
chinese 
influence 
[speaking chinese] Two young 
student and 
teacher all 
together 
  Focused 
Teacher at whiteboard. FPD Explanation ”Her er grønlands første undervisningstilbud i 
kinesisk.” 
Speaker Neutral   
Teacher and students in shot FSD   [speaking chinese] Unidentified 
here (later 
identified as 
Qian Seng) 
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Teacher at whiteboard. CPD   [speaking chinese] Two young 
students 
    
Closeup of one student, ID   [speaking chinese] Qian Seng     
Closeup of other student, ID Elaboration ”Det er helt nyt, og der er ikke så mange elever 
endnu.” 
Speaker Stress: ”helt 
nyt”, ”endnu” 
  
Student standing facing camera in 
classroom, whiteboard and other student 
+ teacher in background. CPD 
Personifi-
cation 
”Jeg lærer rigtig meget og det er sjovt.” Elev: Athena 
Mathæusen 
  Smiling 
Teacher writing on whiteboard, from 
behind CPD 
Emphasizing 
issue 
”Og det er måske en god ide at lære sig 
kinesisk. Allerede om få år kan det være 
mellem to et halvt og tretusind kinesere i 
området.” 
Speaker     
  
  Teacher at whiteboard, students at desks 
FPD 
Closeup of student notebook, finger 
pointing at it. 
Teacher standing, facing students, 
student raises hand 
  [speaking chinese] Qian Seng     
Students at desk, CSD   ”De vil være ansat i Grønlands første store 
mineprojekt.” 
Speaker     
Closeup of rock and hand gesturing at it. Technical 
expertise 
personified 
”Ja her kan man se selve jernmalmen fra isua.” 
[continued talking under Speaker] 
Unnamed man Monotonous   
”Mineprojektet Isua i nuuk-fjorden handler om 
det her -jernmalm. Investorene er fortinsvis 
kinesiske og de regner med et særdeles godt 
udbytte fra den rige jernmalm.” 
Speaker Stress: 
”særdeles”, 
”rige” 
  
  
  
  Kai Kleist in some office setting, glass walls and many maps + model machine 
holding rock. FPD 
Technical 
expertise 
  
Pan-over maps 
KK puts down rock on table, faces 
camera, FPD 
Technical 
expertise 
personified 
”Det er en af de bedre koncentrationer der 
findes i verden.” 
Talsmand, 
London 
Mining: Kaj 
Kleist 
    
Panel of politicians at podiums, 
microphones. FSD 
Introducing 
political angle 
[speaking greenlandish] Panel speaker/ 
politician 
    
One man at podium, listening. CPD Explanation 
of political 
”Mineraludvinding er et varmt emne i 
valgkampen. Debatten går på hvordan 
Speaker Stress: ”mest”, 
”store” 
  
  Audience waving red flags quietly, CSD 
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Election posters outside, children playing 
in snow 
angle grønland får mest ud af undergrunden. Der 
skal flere penge i selvstyrekassen, fiskeriet går 
skidt og de offentlige udgifter til unge og 
ældre vokser. Så de store mineralfund kommer 
som en gave fra fjeldet.” 
Listing   
  
  Dead fish for sale outside a supermarket, 
people walking by FSD 
Crowd of people in winter clothing, FSD 
Ove K.B. On a hill, can see city and 
water in the background. CPD 
Political 
explanation 
”Det kommer til at betyde meget fordi pt der 
har vi stor arbejdsløshed her i dette land som 
er over 9 procent. Så det er meget vigtigt.” 
Råstofminister: 
Ove Karl 
Berthelsen 
Stress: ”meget 
vigtigt” 
Head 
movements for 
emphasis 
Crowd cheering and waving red flags   [clapping] Audience   happy 
Panel of male speakers at podiums, 
female in front with podium looking at 
them. FSD 
Critical 
approach to 
political 
approach 
”Debatten går mindre på hvordan Grønland 
sikrer sig mod den løndumpning og dårlige 
arbejdsvilkår som vi har set i andre lande med 
kinesiske mineprojekter.” 
Speaker     
  
  
Audience with blue and red flags, FSD 
Woman (prime-minister to be) drinking 
from a straw, looking away CPD 
Ove K.B. On a hill, can see city and 
water in the background. CPD 
Political 
explanation 
”I og med vi ikke selv kan klare den store 
opgave i forbindelse med opbygning af, af 
minen. Så er vi nødt til at sige ja til der 
kommer, øh, tre tusind udefra.” 
Ove Karl 
Berthelsen 
Stress: ”store”   
Rock in foreground, KK talking, 
pointing and looking at maps on table, 
hand gestures. FPD from below 
Introducing 
actor: mining 
company 
interests 
”Talsmandend fra London Mining afviser at 
selskabet vil dumpe lønnen og 
arbejdsvilkårene.” 
Speaker     
Maps and model machine on table, from 
above, chopping hand gesture. 
    
KK in office setting as before, many 
maps on walls, CPD 
Personifi-
cation of 
mining 
company 
interests,  
justification 
”Altså vi har en lokal arbejdskraft som ogå 
skal arbejde derinde sammen med, øh, den 
fremmede arbejdskraft således, de går jo efter 
SCK, almindelig SCK, øh, overenskomst.” 
Kaj Kleist Confident Quite 
emotionless 
Road with cars and people waiting, 
snow, election posters, FSD 
Explanation ”Selvstyret har vedtaget den såkaldte 
storskalalov som blandt andet skal sikre at 
minejobbene ikke kun går til udlændinge, og at 
Speaker Stress: ”ikke”, 
”grønlands” 
  
  
  Crowd of people in winter clothing, FSD 
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People outside building, one wheel-
barrowing snow election posters, FSD 
lønninger og arbejdsforhold bliver efter 
grønlandsk standard.” 
Jes standing in a parking lot in front of 
houses, CPD 
Actor intro: 
union/ worker 
interests 
personified 
”På den måde håber vi selvfølgelig på at gøre 
vores.- det bedste kontrolindstanser gældende 
overfor london mining.” 
Formand, 
Specialarbejder
-forbundet i 
Grønland: Jes 
Gustav Rasmus 
Berthelsen 
  Emotionless 
Snow-covered town hill Explanation/n
arration 
”Men foreløbigt er der altså ikke kommet en 
eneste kinesisk minearbejder til grønland.” 
Speaker Stress: ”en 
eneste” 
  
  Kayaks on stand by the water at sunset 
Qian at far right of camera, on city street, 
CPD 
Personifi-
cation of 
Chinese 
immigration 
”Jeg er meget stolt af det, jeger første og 
eneste kinesiske mand her i Grønland.” 
Underviser i 
kinesisk: Qian 
Seng 
  Friendly 
People + quian walking down city street, 
FSD 
Introduction ”Ja, den kinesiske lærer er formentlig den 
første af sin slags i Nuuk. Og hvad siger 
grønlænderne så til kinesisk indvadnring. 
Speaker     
Maria + Qian next to each other on city 
street, CSD 
Personifi-
cation of 
popular 
opinion 
”Eh, jeg tror jeg tænker mere overordnet, både 
med.. hva'for en effekt vil de forskellige 
selskaber ha' og hvor meget får grønland ud af 
det.” 
Indbygger, 
Nuuk: Maria 
Kjerulfd 
Seems a bit 
sceptical 
  
Michael in front talking to camera, Qian 
standing behind him, city street, CSD 
”Åh god, det er et stort spørgsmål jo, fordi, det 
er jo mange mennesker i forhold til femten 
tusind mennesker, men, ja, det er jo hvad 
grønland har brug for, vi har jo brug for det 
bliver bygget omkring råstoffer ting.” 
Indbygger, 
Nuuk:Michael 
Jørgensen 
Laughing, 
smiling (Qian+ 
Michael) 
  
Teacher's hand on desk in foreground, 
two students reading, sitting at desk . 
CSD 
  [speaking chinese] Young student Stumbling, 
unsure, 
Focussed, 
smiling 
Teacher at whiteboard, students' backs in 
foreground. CSD 
Speculation ”Under alle omstændigheder ser det ud til 
Qian Zeng nok skal få flere elever i klassen 
om ikke så længe.” 
Speaker     
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Classic anchor setup,  Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen at desk with papers. Background 
video: road with truck driving towards 
us, blurry canadian flag in the wind, 
camera driving along the road. FPD 
Introduction 
of branching 
off into 
canadian/chin
ese story 
”Og forsmag på hvad der måske venter på 
Grønland har de fået hos naboen mod vest – 
Canada. Vores USA korrespondent, Erkan 
Ösden, har taget den lange tur fra Vancouver 
og tolvhundrede kilometer nordpå til det lille 
bysamfund Tumbler's Ridge. En by midt i 
Canadas minedisktrikt hvor kineserne i den 
grad deler vandene.” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: 
”tolvhundrede”, 
”i den grad” 
  
Globe visual pops up in front of video, 
pinpoints vancouver, goes away. FPD 
Camera “driving down road” in 
sunshine, trees. Bottom text: Canada – 
mineprojekt endt i kaos. 
Introducing 
the 
setting/place 
and actors 
”Der var en bil der, dem har vi ikke set mange 
af mens vi har kørt her på landevejen, 1200 km 
nord fra Vancouver.” 
 
”Men så begynder der at ske noget. For vi 
nærmer os hurtigt et stykke af Canadadisk land 
der bugner af kul af højeste kvalitet. Og midt i 
det hele ligger byen Tumbler Ridge med lidt 
over 2000 indbyggere. Her møder vi familien 
Cooper. 
Korrespondent, 
USA: Erkan 
Özden 
Slight giggle at 
“ikke set mange 
af”... 
 
Pause after “ske 
noget” - car 
sound 
squinting at sun 
Erkan Ö driving a car, CPD 
Truck driving on road, mountain in 
background 
Snow-covered mountain 
Long truck turning a corner 
Canadian flag on pole, waving in the 
wind 
Coopers on their lawn in front of house, 
big snowmobile. Dog running Zoom out, 
FSD 
Jeff cooper back against camera, 
speaking to Erkan, on sidewalk (snow). 
CSD 
Character 
intro 
  
”You hear two chinese guys speaking in front 
of you, you automatically think they're 
speaking terribly of you, and they're not.” 
Industriarbejder
: Jeff Cooper 
  
  
Erkan smiling 
and nodding 
Jeff chopping wood. FPD, from below. 
”Jeff Cooper arbejder på en virksomhed hvor 
de laver sprængstoffer til mineindustrien. Så 
her er byen nye kinesiske mineprojekt allerede 
inde i varmen.” 
Erkan Özden     
Closeup of wood being chopped Explanation 
Young boy in green cap and jeff carrying 
wood,  CSD 
Fire in stove, hand closing stove. 
Personifi-
cation of pro-
chinese 
”I'm really looking forward to them coming 
here and I realize this is for a temporary 
situation, they're here as teachers, uh, to teach 
Jeff Cooper Speaking 
slightly fast, 
seems 
Few 
expressions Jeff sitting in what appears to be a 
dining- or livingroom, in front of 
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curtains and china. CPD perspective 
  
how to mine underground in these areas, to 
show us their ways.” 
rehearsed, 
uncertain 
Closeup of jeff's hands (with wedding 
ring) holding playing cards, playing, ID ”Og faktisk var familien med til at arrangere 
juleaften i den lokale kirke for de første 
seksten minearbejdere der kom til byen.” 
Erkan Özden   
  
  
  Erkans hands with playing cards across 
from Jeff, playing. 
Creating 
sympathy for 
persons Children in costumes handing something 
to a row of Chinese people wearing 
crowns on a stage in a church, audience 
clapping, FSD 
People in 
church excited, 
smiling 
Opinions on 
Chinese 
”They were gracious and they participated by 
bringing food, and I think they thoroughly 
enjoyed themselves.” 
Kontoransat: 
Elaine Cooper 
  Looking 
intensely at 
Erkan, nodding 
for emphasis of 
sincerity 
Elaine sitting next to Jeff at dinner table 
playing cards, looking at where Erkan is 
sitting (camera to her right), CSD 
Erkan at the table, Jeff's hand playing 
cards. 
Humanizing 
actors + 
journalist 
”Oh my god I suck at this, don't I,could you 
please stop? [laughing]” 
 
”Fra baghaven kan de se minearbejderne stå at 
bussen efter fyreaften. Tolvtimersskift, seks 
dage i træk.  
Det er et rimelig følsomt emne i øjeblikket, så 
det er ikke sådan lige at få adgang til minerne, 
så hvis man skal ha' fat i minearbejderne så 
gælder det om at tage fat i dem når de er på vej 
hjem fra arbejde.” 
”How was your day?” 
Erkan Özden   
  
  
  
  
  
  
Laughing, 
leaning back, 
touching face, 
shaking heead 
Camera moves over to Jeff and Elaine 
laughing 
  
  
  
  
Erkan, Jeff and Elaine in front yard as 
before. FSD 
Expanding 
perspective 
Person in orange worksuit getting out of 
bus behind trees, shaky camera, FSD 
Erkan walking, looking into camera, 
dark road, camera backs up as he 
approaches CPD 
Explanation 
of political 
angle 
Elaine sitting next to Jeff at dinner table 
playing cards, looking at where Erkan is 
sitting (camera to her right), CSD 
Slight smile, 
gesturing with 
hands 
  Camera reveals Gerard next to Erkan   
  ”Fantastic.  Unidentified   Smiling 
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Gerard walking on street alone. Apology pre-
empting racist 
and nationalist 
statement/ 
opinion 
 
 
 
 
I do not have a problem with the chinese 
people. But please, don't come and tell me 
what to do in my own country.” 
here (later 
identified as 
Gerard Ferand) 
  
Gerard sitting inside infront of Da Vinci 
poster, CPD 
Emphasis: do 
not, don't come 
Nodding, 
squinting at 
“don't come..” 
Filming computer screen with picture of 
Gerard on the great wall of china 
          
Computer screen pic of Chinese village 
and trees 
Humanizing 
of Gerard, 
building 
credibility 
”Gerard Ferand bruger alle sine ferier på at 
rejse, senest var han faktisk i Kina.” 
Erkan Özden Stress: ”Kina”   
Gerard and Erkan sitting in a living 
room, looking at macbook computer 
together. CSD 
  ”It's just outside of Beijing” Gerard Ferand     
Hand pointing on computer screen pic of 
Gerard at great wall 
Expanding 
perspective 
”Det er det kinesiske mineselskab HD mining 
han har er problem med. I jobopslag har 
selskabet blandt andet søgt efter folk, der ku' 
kinesisk.” 
Erkan Özden     
Gerard and Erkan sitting in a living 
room, looking at macbook computer 
together. CSD 
  
Computer screen pic of Chinese 
uniformed men marching in front of 
some official building 
Racist and 
nationalist 
opinion 
”They were  advertising at 26 dollars an hour. 
Whereas any fullblooded canadian won't even 
get out of bed for 26 dollars an hour. We can't 
afford to! We need more money. We have to 
to survive.” 
Minearbejder: 
Gerard Ferand 
Stress: ”26 
dollars an 
hour”, ”we can't 
afford to!”, 
”need”, ”have 
to” 
Smiling, 
shaking head 
Pick up truck driving on road, past totem 
pole 
  
Closeup of totem pole Technical 
explanation 
+ introduction 
of union/ 
worker rights 
perspective 
”HD mining har planer om at sende 200 
kinesiske minearbejdere til Canada 
midlertidigt, ifølge virksomheden fordi man 
ikke kan finde kvalificeret arbejdskraft lokalt. 
Så nu har to fagforeninger slæbt det kinesiske 
mineselskab i retten.” 
Erkan Özden Stress: ”ikke”, 
”lokalt”, 
”retten” 
  
  
  
Man walking on sidewalk, FPD 
Two people walking on road in the wind, 
getting into car 
Mike in front of entrance to office Personifi- ”There's over 300 people that have applied for Fagforenings- Rhytmical Squinting at 
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building, sunny, CPD cation + 
expertise on 
union 
perspective 
these positions, uhm, some of them have over 
30 years of experience. And they can 
absolutely do the work.” 
repræsentant, 
IUOE: Mike 
Spiruda 
speech, 
confident. 
Stress: 
absolutely 
sun, nodding 
Mike and Erkan walking together 
towards camera, talking, into office 
building. FSD 
elaboration, 
explanation 
”Der er allerede mange udenlandske minefolk 
fra Sydafrika, australien og USA i området, 
men deres arbejdsgivere har forsøgt at ansætte 
canadiere ifølge Mike Spiruda. HD mining vil 
presse lønnen og tilbyde elendige vilkår, er 
frygten her.” 
Erkan Özden   
  
  
  
  
  
Mike at desk holding piece of paper, 
Erkan across, talking, CSD 
Other side of the desk (Erkans), CSD 
Mike looking at Erkan, CPD Personifi-
cation 
”I don't think they've told the truth, from day 
one.” 
Mike Spiruda Stress: ”the 
truth” 
Expressionless 
Chinese young people at desks, looking 
in same direction (Foto) 
Explanation ”Striden har betydet at de 16 kinesere der var 
her indtil for nyligt nu er taget  hjem. 
Vi må desværre ikke gå tættere på  med vores 
kamera, men det er lige heromme det kinesiske 
mineprojekt ligger. Arbejdet står stille, lågen 
den er låst, og der sidder kun en 
sikkerhedsvagt deroppe i en skurvogn, som 
sidder og passer på nogle kasser med noget 
udstyr i for millioner af kroner, som venter på 
at blive taget i brug når og hvis Kineserne 
genoptager arbejdet. 
Foreløbigt har kinerserne investeret over 300 
millioner kroner i projektet.” 
Erkan Özden Stress: 
”milioner”, 
”hvis” 
  
Chinese worker at construction site 
(foto) 
Looking into 
camera, 
gesturing with 
hand towards 
mine area Zoom out from fence at mine site to 
Erkan 
Closeup of fence and “entry probited” 
signs 
Fence, panorama to shed 
Man in orange work suit pushing buttons 
on machine outside by fence 
  [Loud machines]       
Mechanic's shop, machinery, people 
working, FSD 
Introduction 
of personal 
business 
perspective 
”Det har de kunne mærke hos byens 
virksomheder, bland andet her hvor mange af 
industrimaskinerne står og venter på at blive 
udlejet, store som små.” 
Erkan Özden Stress: 
”virksom-
heder” 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Man in orange jump suit, ID 
Man in orange jump suid working on 
chain saw, many tools, FPD 
Closup of hands screwing in something 
Someone looking over to see the 
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screwing in, CSD 
Erkan with back turned, standing in front 
of Pernell Kirb,  in parking lot with 
trucks and lifts, FSD 
Personifi-
cation of 
personal 
business 
perspective 
(pro-chinese) 
”They wanna spend money here and they're 
going to be staying for a long time. It's growth 
for this community, and when they left just 
after christmas here, we had to lay guys off, 
and all the other contractors are in the same 
boat right now. The Chinese say they're 
coming back, maybe in April, beginning of 
May, and we wan't wait.” 
Ejer, Soutpaw 
Rentals: Pernell 
Kirby 
Speaking 
slightly fast, 
emotional 
  
Squinting, 
scrunching 
eyebrows 
together as if 
concerned. 
Looking around 
as if trying to 
find the right 
words 
Pernell in parking lot, CSD 
Snow-covered mountain and trees technical 
explanation 
”Provinsen British Columbia på Canadas 
vestkyst bygner af kvalitetskul, stærk 
eftertragtet, især i stålindustrien. Det kommer 
fra åbne miner, man graver det altså direkte op 
fra et stort hul i jorden, og derfor har de heller 
ikke den store erfaring med den underjordiske 
mine som kineserne vil bygge. 
Officielt er planen at canadierne skal overtage 
på sigt.” 
Erkan Özden Stress: ”stærkt”, 
”åbne” 
  
  
  
  
  
Truck driving in work site 
Bulldozer shoveling coal 
Truck driving in work site 
Zoom out from fence at mine site to 
Erkan 
Hank in work had in parking lot, CPD Personifi-
cation of pro-
chinese/ 
business 
perspective 
”And that's all they're..- the Chinese are asking 
for, is the opportunity to bring in people that 
are experienced to train our people. I don't 
think there's anything wrong with that.” 
Entrepenør: 
Hank Ron 
Stress: 
”opportunity” 
Speaking as if 
trying to 
convince 
someone 
Looking 
intently, head 
gestures for 
emphasis. 
Shoulder lift at 
“I don't think..” 
Cars on road in town Contrast to 
opposing view 
”Men fagforeningerne køber ikke argumentet 
om at canadierne mangler færdighederne 
under jorden.” 
Erkan Özden     
Mike in front of entrance to office 
building, sunny, CPD 
Explanation 
of anti-
chinese union 
perspective 
”It's not a high-tech job, to run the long wall 
mining equipment. Ehm. There are people 
available in the province, eh, that could be 
trained in very short order to, ehm, run the 
mine with canadians.” 
Mike Spiruda Slowly Pretty 
stationary, 
shaking head 
  
Hand flipping through book of old news 
paper articles 
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Trent and Erkan sitting next to each 
other, looking at book, in office filled 
with papers, CSD 
  ”Ah, here we go, so this is..”. [continues 
speaking under Erkan Özden] 
Unidentified 
here (later 
identified as 
Trent Eanst) 
Excited   
Hand flipping through and pointing at 
book of old news paper articles 
Introduction 
of trent, 
justification 
for use of him 
as expert 
”Trent Ernst er journalist på den lille lokale 
avis, og ved stort set alt om, hvad der sker i 
byen. Han er det tættese man komme på en 
meningsmåling om det kinesiske 
mineprojekt.” 
Erkan Özden   
  
  
  
Trent from the back across desk from 
Erkan. CSD 
Trent in front of shelf of paper in office, 
CPD 
Representa-
tion of 
popular 
opinion 
”If you bumped into a miner, chances are they 
are gonna be, more.. there's a better chance of 
them being against the project. If you bumped 
into a general business person or person on the 
street, there's more a chance that they'll be 
pro.” 
Redaktør, 
Tumbler Ridge 
News: Trent 
Ernst 
Confident, 
varied speech 
Moving head a 
lot 
Round saw cutting wood, zoom out to 
worker holding saw, in front of new 
houses CPD 
  [Loud machines]       
Panorama of new houses and workers, 
FSD 
Materializatio
n of economic 
perspective 
”De er ved at lægge sidste hånd på det nyeste 
byggeri i byen, betalt af HD mining. Det er her 
de 200 kinesere skal bo, når de ankommer.” 
Erkan Özden     
Gerard in front of da vinci poster and 
computer, CPD 
Personifi-
cation of 
nationalist 
opinion 
”It's just jobs. It's just jobs, being... basically 
stolen from Canadians.” 
Gerard Ferand Slowly and 
with emphasis 
Staring intently, 
shaking head, 
expression of 
disgust at 
“being stolen” 
Erkan across from Elaine and Jeff 
playing cards, CSD 
Contrasting 
view 
”Hjemme hos the Coopers er de sikre på, der 
med kinersne er lagt i ovnen til vækst i 
villakvarteret.” 
Erkan Özden     
Erkan straight on, playing cards, talking 
to Elaine and Jeff, knocking and 
winning, CPD 
Humanizing 
actors + 
journalist 
”Win, knock – yes, there you go!” [laughing] Elaine Cooper Laughing, 
smiling 
Erkan smiling, 
looking down 
slightly 
embarrassed 
Back of Erkan's head across from Jeff Question ”If there is one piece of advice you could give Erkan Özden     
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people in Greenland, what would that be?” 
Erkan straight on, CPD Supposed 
human 
expertise 
advice 
”I would say to be patient, eh, eh, and honest. 
Come up-front what your expectations are of 
them and let them come to you. And they 
will.” 
Jeff Cooper   
  
Hands on table, 
some small 
gestures, 
looking at 
Erkan 
Back of Erkan's head across from Jeff 
and Elaine. 
Jeff and boy chopping wood in back yard 
with dog, FSD 
Humanizing         
Split screen, Kim Bildsøe Lassen in front 
of blue studio backdrop, Ask Rostrop to 
the right in front of snowy/rocky 
landscape, wearing outdoor clothes. 
Bottom text: Grønland – mineeventyr 
præger valg CPD 
Expert 
discussion, 
pro-growth/ 
chinese 
”Ja, Ask Rostrup, du er nu med mig fra Nuuk, 
og Aks, her hører vi altså nogle canadiske 
erfaringer. Vi taler meget her i Danmark for og 
imod kinesernes indtrængen i Grønland. Har 
grønland egentlig et alternativ til det der 
sker?” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: 
”canadiske”, 
”Danmark”, 
”har 
grønlænderne” 
Hand gestures, 
shaking 
violently at 
“kinesernes 
indtrængen” 
Full screen of Ask Rostrop, CPD ”Det korte svar, Kim, det er nej. Man kan 
selvfølgelig sende den offentlige sektor på en 
ordentlig chock-kur heroppe, eller man kan 
indlede forhandlinger med regeringen i 
syddanmark om at sende en større check en de 
tre-en-halv milliarder kroner der i forvejen 
ryger fra København til Nuuk hvert år. Men 
det er ikke synerligt sandsyndlige løsninger, ej 
heller synderlige, øh, perspektivrige. Sagen er 
den at den grønlandske økonomi er 
udenlukkende afhængig af fiskere. Og med 
faldende bestande og i øvrigt en demografisk 
udvikling der minder meget om den danske 
med en aldrende befolkning, så er man død og 
pine nødt til at finde alternative indtægtskilder, 
og hvis man kigger sig omkring her i is- og 
klippelandskabet så er det altså svært at få øje 
på så frygteligt mange andre muligheder end at 
forvandle rigdommene i undergrunden til 
kroner og ører.” 
Korrespondent, 
Politik: Ask 
Rostrup 
Stress: ”større”, 
”i forvejen”, ”er 
udelukkende 
afhængig”, 
”nødt til” 
Speaking with 
much emphasis 
Looking into 
camera, 
relatively 
expressionless. 
Looks around at 
“kigger sig 
omkring” 
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Split screen, Kim Bildsøe Lassen in front 
of blue studio backdrop, Ask Rostrop to 
the right in front of snowy/rocky 
landscape, wearing outdoor clothes. 
Bottom text: Grønland – mineeventyr 
præger valg CPD 
Putting story 
into 
perspective 
”Alt det her, øh, som vi diskuterer, lad os bare 
lige slå helt fast, det er et stykke ud i 
fremtiden, ikke sandt?” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: ”et 
stykke” 
Pointing 
straight ahead 
rhytmically 
Full screen of Ask Rostrop, CPD Expert 
explanation 
”Jo, det kan man roligt sige. Det er rigtigt, man 
kan nogle gange få sådan et indtryk af, af 
debaten som at der mangler bare lige at blive 
trykket på en knap, så begyner, øh, sjældne 
jordarter, olie og guld at vælte op af is og 
klipper heroppe. Det er ikke sagen, der 
undersøges, der efterforskes, der analyseres, 
men der er ikke en eneste tilladelse, der er ikke 
fundet en eneste investor, der er ikke bygget 
en landingsbane, en havn, en vej, eller hvad 
ved jeg. Der er med andre ord ikke en eneste 
kinesisk Yoan [?] i arbejde på grønland, og det 
her valg på tirsdag, det handler på mange 
måder om at få skabt rammerne for at det her 
eventyr kan komme i gang, og få bygget 
institutionerne der skal håndtere den 
virkelighed, når mutinationale selskaber og 
fremmede stormagter for alvor begynder at 
interessere sig for grønland og hvad der er i 
dens undergrund.” 
Ask Rostrup Mocking at 
“vælte op..”. 
Much 
emphasis. 
Stress: ”ikke en 
eneste”, 
”skabt”, 
”bygget” 
Hand gestures 
Split screen, Kim Bildsøe Lassen in front 
of blue studio backdrop, Ask Rostrop to 
the right in front of snowy/rocky 
landscape, wearing outdoor clothes. 
Bottom text: Grønland – mineeventyr 
præger valg CPD 
Wrapping up ”Og sådan lød det altså fra Ask Rostrup, og 
som du lige sagde så er det på tirsdag at der er 
landstingsvalg i grønland. Tak skal du ha'.” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
  Looking down 
more, slight 
smile. 
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March 11th 2013 
“Greenland - City ready for companies from the outside” 
 
Brief summary: 
It’s the day before the election in Greenland and issues regarding oil and mining. There are different views on whether the mining adventure will be good or 
bad for the Greenlandic society. One of the problems related to mining is the mountains are filled with the radioactive uranium which could have an impact on 
the health in the cities nearby. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is presented in the middle to end og the broadcast (12 minutes and 7 seconds in) and lasts 5 minutes and 9 seconds. The story is prioritized highly as it 
is relatively long. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal 
inflection/ tone 
Facial expression/ 
body language 
Kim Bildsøe Lassen walking 
from one desk in studio to stand 
in the front – can see cameras and 
clearly it's a studio. 
FPD 
          
Kim Bildsøe Lassen straight on in 
front of video: snow covered 
mountain town – Narsaq city sign 
Visual: map of greenland, narsaq 
marked 
Bottom text: Grønland – by klar 
til selskaber udefra 
CPD 
Intro to 
greenland 
election – 
deeper into 
mining + 
foreign 
companies 
angle 
”Imorgen går grønlænderne til valg. Et valg som er 
præget af at grønland står på tærsklen tila t blive 
olie- og mineland. Flere gigantiske projekter er i 
støbeskeeen og i den lille by Naasak har de 
16hundrede indbyggere allerede nu fået at føle hvad 
der kan ske, når de store udenlandske mineselskaber 
forsøger at rykke ind.” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: 
Imorgen, olie-
og mineland, 
nu, 
udenlandske, 
forsøger 
Speaks Narsaq 
with emphasis 
Turns to face camera, 
standing straight on 
holding papers. 
Scrunches up face at 
Narsaq 
Clump of ice in water in front of 
rocky landscape 
frames what 
“real 
greenland” is 
and contrasts 
with 
unknown 
”Ægte sydgrønland, idyl. Men konflikt lurer lige 
under overfladen her.” 
Speaker     
  
  
  
bay with boats an small houses, 
rocky+hilly landscape 
Church on snowcovered hill, 
Greenland flag on pole 
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men in snow, walking and talking 
in group, CSD 
threat 
”Det er klart når vi har så gode ressourcer som 
minen her, så synes jeg da man skal udnytte det.” 
Studerende: 
Jesper 
Schrøder 
Stress: ”det er 
klart” 
eyes scruched against 
sun, relatively 
expressionless Jesper's head, in front of red house. CPD 
Public 
opinion, pro 
Kalistat slightly turned to the 
side, in front of snow and rock, 
CPD 
public 
opinion, 
against 
”Man skal ikke tro at hvis de startede en mine her at 
man så kan ha' en almindelig hverdag som idag.” 
Pilot, 
landstings-
kandidat, I. 
A.: Kalistat 
Lund 
Stress: ”ikk', 
de, 
Eyes narrowed, looks 
concerned 
Clothes on racks outside red 
house, person shopping, FPD 
narration of 
conflict 
actors 
”Drømme om nye jobs og velstand har skabt splid.” Speaker   
  
  
  
Man with ball and boy walking 
outside, CSD 
Hans slightly turned to the side, 
in front of colorful houses in 
snow/rock, CPD 
Public 
opinion, pro, 
economic 
”Måske kan man blive rige af det, ihvertfald det vil 
hjælpe byen jo.” 
Ledig: Hans 
Karnis 
Knudsen  
Uncertain Looking far to the left 
of camera, looks to 
camera and smiles at 
“hjælpe byen” 
Booted feet walking through deep 
snow, CPD 
Technical 
explanation/ 
elaboration 
”Det her oppe er kvanefjeldet, der er her at 
mineselskabet GME har fundet en af verdens største 
forekomster af de såkaldt sjældne jordarter. 
Mineraler som bruges i for eksempel mobiltelefoner, 
i fladskærme, men også i våbenindustrien. Der er 
bare lige et problem med bjerget her, det er at det 
også er stop fyldt med radioaktivt uran.” 
Speaker Out of breath 
Stress: 
sjældne,uran 
walking towards 
camera, stops and 
strikes pose at end. Rasmus Rasmussen far away in 
snow in front of rocky hill, 
walking towards camera FPD 
Ib in front of map, looking into 
camera, CPD 
Company 
justification 
”Vi kan ikke udvinde de sjældne jordarter uden også 
at få uran med på skovlen.” 
Drifs-
direktør, 
GME: Ib 
Laursen  
Somewhat 
monotonous. 
Stress: ikke, 
også 
expressionless 
Shot out helicopter window of 
icy/hilly landscape at sunset , 
back of pilot's head. 
Explanation 
of anti-
mining 
perspective 
Det vil altså også blive en uranmine. Kalistat lund 
frygter at uranstøv fra minen skal gøre folk i Nasak 
syge. 
Speaker stress: 
uranmine 
  
  
  
Another shot out helicopter 
window, hills 
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Kalistat walking in snow, shot 
from below, FPD Personificati
on + 
localization 
of problem 
”Og der kan man så se Nasak, øh, på seks kilometers 
afstand. Og ret ofte så blæser det kraftig vind her 
oppe fra, lige ind hen mod byen Og det er lige 
præcis dernede at, øh, støvet ville, øh, lande.” 
Kalistat 
Lund 
stress: kraftig, 
lige ned, lige 
præcis, 
Gesturing with hand 
as he describes places Kalistat standing in front of 
snowy hills, looking where he's 
gesturing, FPD 
Close-up of Royal Greenland 
sign 
framing the 
issue 
”Men med en lukket fiskefabrik, stigende 
udvandring og en ledighed på knap 12%, så er der 
rigtig mange som alligevel håber på at minen 
kommer, og bekymrer sig mindre om uran.” 
Speaker Stress: lukket, 
stigende, 
ledighed, 
  
  
  
  
  
Building with Royal Greenland 
sign on it 
Fishing boat in the harbor at 
sunset 
snowy town bordered by hills 
person taking down laundry hung 
up to dry inside, FPD 
Jesper's head, in front of red 
house. CPD 
Public 
opinion, pro 
”Så længe man har folk der ved, hvordan man skal 
håndtere sådan form for mine, så ser jeg det ikke 
som et problem. Så ser jeg der som noget positivt 
som vil kunne gavne byen i stor stil.” 
Jesper 
Schrøder  
  eyes scruched against 
sun, relatively 
expressionless. Looks 
away at Noget 
positivt 
Two people walking a dog in 
snowy hills, talking, FSD 
framing 
obstacles 
”Men indtil videre forhindrer grønlandsk lov at der 
brydes uran her og i resten af landet. Det australske 
mineselskab Greenland Minerals and Energy, GME, 
kæmper for at få ændret den lov.” 
Speaker Stress: 
forhindrer 
grønlandsk lov, 
kæmper 
Pause after her 
  
  
  
  
Ib in front of Australian flag, not 
looking at camera, CPD 
Close-up of logo on Ib's shirt: 
Greenland minerals and energy 
Looking over Ib's shoulder at 
computer screen with power-
point of GME, 
Hand gesturing at map on wall   ”Og det er herovre på kvendefjeldsplateuet at vi 
starter..” 
Ib Laursen   gesturing at map, 
other arm poised on 
hip 
Ib standing next to map,   ”Ifølge skeptiskerne prøver de at købe sig tl lokal Speaker stress: købe   
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gesturing opbakning.”   
Folder titled Hvad er uran? With 
picture of hammer and rocks, 
panorama up to Ib at computer 
from the side, CPD 
Introducing 
corporate 
manipulation 
angle 
Kalistat slightly turned to the 
side, in front of snow and rock, 
CPD 
Ppolitical 
opposition to 
mining 
”Det er en velkendt fremgangsmåde, også i andre 
lande.” 
Kalistat 
Lund 
    
Door nob opening away from 
camera 
Corporate 
influence + 
reception of 
it 
”Mineselskabet er gavmildt.” Speaker stress: 
mineselskabet 
  
two men entering through door, 
FSD 
”Ja, vi træner her for..” Formand – 
fodbold-
klubben N-
85: Anga 
Peter 
Edvatsen 
    
Men entering empty sports hall, 
GME and other logos on wall, 
shot from below FSD 
”Det har byens fodboldklub for eksempel nydt godt 
af.” 
Speaker stress: godt af   
Anga in left side of screen, soccer 
logo on wall (blurry) behind him, 
CPD 
”Det har hjulpet rigtig meget med børn og unge og.. 
spillerne.” 
Anga Peter 
Edvadtsen 
stress: rigtig 
meget 
Looks a little sad, 
shaking head, looks 
away sometimes 
GME logo on wall, Anga walking 
past (cut off at knees and head) 
”Over 200tusind sponsorkroner har klubben fået fra 
GME. Har det ikke gjort, at folk er blevet glade for 
dem?” 
Speaker stress: 
200tusing, 
GME 
  
anga in left side of screen, soccer 
logo on wall (blurry) behind him, 
CPD 
”De er blevet glade for dem. Rigtig meget.” Anga 
Edvartsen 
emphasis raises eyebrows 
Anga and other man (journalist?) 
standing in sports hall across 
from each other, FSD 
Critique of 
corporate 
manipulation 
”Den lokale støtte bruger GME til at prøve at 
påvirke de grønlandske landspolitikere til at ændre 
den lov som idag forbyder udvinding af uran, mener 
organisationen transparency.” 
Speaker stress: påvirke, 
ændre 
  
  
  
  
  
  
Pickup truck driving to snow-
covered town at sunset, shot from 
below 
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GME logo on red wall outside   
  Red GME building 
Woman pushing stroller in snowy 
town + hills, FPD 
Anders at desk in office, looking 
at papers, FPD 
transparency logo on paper, 
close-up 
Anders in office, CPD Expert 
explanation 
of 
manipulation 
”Det der sker når selskaber går ind og støtter et 
lokalsamfund så meget som de gør her, så dæmper 
de i princippet de kritiske røster.” 
Formand, 
transparency 
Greenland: 
Anders 
Meilvang 
Engaged tone, 
Stress: dæmper 
kritiske 
steady gaze 
Ib in front of computer, CPD Response to 
critique 
”GME afviser skeptikernes beskyldninger.” Speaker   
  
  
  GME hard hats in foreground, ib 
at computers in front of wall 
maps in background, FPD 
Ib in front of map, looking into 
camera, CPD 
”Den grøndlandske befolkning er kloge mennesker, 
der sagtens ka', øh, gennemskue sådan spin, hvis vi 
forsøgte at købe goodwill.” 
Ib Laursen Stress: kloge 
mennesker, 
sagtens 
Unsteady gaze 
Feet walking through snow Narration of 
social 
development 
”Men den politiske stemning mod uran er ved at 
vende i grønland. Men Kalistat Lund har truffet sin 
beslutning.” 
Speaker Stress: er, har   
  
  
Kalistat walking in snow, shot 
from below, FPD 
Kalistat walking in snow, shot 
from behind, FPD 
Kalistat slightly turned to the 
side, in front of snow and rock, 
CPD 
  
  
”Hvis det bliver en mine, så er det ikke mig, der skal 
bo i byen. Fordi at, øh, man kan ikke, øh, bo normalt 
i et minesamfund.” 
Kalistat 
Lund 
Stress: det, 
normalt, 
minesamfund 
Smiles 
  
Kalistat walking in snow, shot 
from below/side, camera 
walking/shaking too, FPD 
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Split screen with Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen on left (blue studio 
background), Ask Rostrup to the 
right (snowy hilly town behind 
him), both looking straight into 
camera. Bottom text: grønland- 
går til valg i morgen. Each of 
them CPD 
Inquiring 
expert 
narration, 
wider 
perspective 
”Ja, Ask Rostrop er nu med mig fra Nuuk, og her 
hører vi om uran, og.. vi hører at råstoffer fylder 
rigtig meget i valgkampen. Men Ask, der er også 
andre emner der optager grønlænderne nu, ikk' lige,- 
ikk' sandt?” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Listing 
Stress: rigtig 
meget, er også, 
Shaking head, hand 
gestures 
Full screen Ask Rostrup. CPD Expert 
explanation 
and 
widening of 
perspective 
”Jo, det kan du lige regne med. Man kan sige at den 
her diskussion om råstofferne ligger som en 
underlægningsmusik på hele valgkampen, for det er 
altså de rigdomme i klipperne og isen der skal 
financiere mange af de andre ting man snakker om. 
Man snakker ikke mindst om uddannelse, om at gi' 
folkeskolen et løft, både indholdsmæssigt og hvad 
angår deltagelsen og at mange flere unge skal ha' en 
ungdomosuddanelse. Man snakker fiskebestand, 
man snakker indretningen af skattesystemet, man 
snakker om at komme den stigende arbejdsløshed til 
livs, og på den måde så snakker man i virkeligheden 
om mange af de samme ting som man snakker om i 
den politiske debat i Danmark, som har den 
fællesnævner der måske hedder at opretholde 
velfærden i en krisetid.” 
Ask Rostrup 
(Korrespond
ent, politik) 
Emphasis: det 
ka' du lige 
regne med 
Stress: 
råstoffer, 
underlægnings
musik, 
uddannelse, 
folkeskole, 
indhold, 
deltagelsen, 
fiskebestand, 
indretning, 
skattesystemeta
rbejdsløshed,  
Expressive 
tone, rythmical 
Hand gestures out of 
shot 
Split screen with Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen on left (blue studio 
background), Ask Rostrup to the 
right (snowy hilly town behind 
him), both looking straight into 
camera. Bottom text: grønland- 
går til valg i morgen. Each of 
them CPD 
Danish angle ”Og netop forholdet til Danmark, fylder det noget?” Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: netop 
forholdet, det 
Gesturing with hand 
towards camera 
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Full screen Ask Rostrup. CPD Expert 
explanation 
of danish 
angle 
”Ja, det kan man også roligt sige. Altså, både 
forholdet til Danmark og den her dagsorden omkring 
egentlig løsrivelse fylder ganske meget. Ikke mindst 
det her lille, nydannede protestparti, Parti Inuit, med 
roskmusiker Niko Olsen har fået sat en ret bastant 
dagsorden omkring netop forholdet til Danmark. Det 
er en mand der har nægtet at deltage i, øh, nogen 
valgdebatter der foregår på dansk, han kræver, der 
kun bli'r snakket dansk i landstingssalen og han 
kræver også løsrivelse så hurtigt som muligt, øh, fra 
Danmark. Og det er altså et parti som, øh, ser ud til, 
øh, ata det kommer i landstinget, og det er altså et 
parti som kan tippe magtbalancen alt efter resultatet i 
morgen. Og derfor kan man roligt sige at forholdet 
til Danmark spiller en stor og synlig rolle i 
valgkampen heroppe.” 
Ask Rostrup. Stress: egentlig, 
ganske, 
protestparti, 
bastant, dansk, 
hurtigt som, ser 
ud til, tippe, 
foholdet synlig, 
Raises eyebrows 
Kim Bildsøe Lassen in studio 
(blue background), CPD 
Wrapping 
up, 
correction 
”Og der er meget mere om Grønland og meget mere 
Ask Rostrop i en særudgave af Bag Borgen som vi 
sender her lige efter TV-avisen. Og så fik Ask sagt, 
at han mente, der skulle tales udelukkende dansk, 
han mente naturligvis udelukkende grønlandsk.” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: meget 
mere 
Smirking. Points at 
“og så fik ask..” 
Globe visual. 
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March 11th 2013 
“Will it ever be Spring?” 
 
Brief summary: 
March has been very cold and that interferes on construction sites and in private gardens but the meteorologists say that it isn’t unusual. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is introduced in the beginning of the broadcast in the section “Om lidt” (In a minute) (5 minutes and 50 seconds in) and lasts 15 seconds. The story is 
continued in the very end of the broadcast (22 minutes and 18 seconds in) and lasts 2 minutes and 10 seconds. The story is relatively highly prioritised as it is 
introduces before the actual story, but is presented as a soft story by the anchor and put at the very end just before “Vejret” (the weather). 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal 
inflection/ 
tone 
Facial expression/ 
body language 
A car drives in a snowy 
landscape. 
Introduction ”Det er koldt udenfor, rigtig rigtig koldt.” Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: er, 
rigtig 
  
Man is standing i a constuction 
site, with a lot of clothes on. FPD 
The problem 
is presented 
”Vi kan ikke støbe under og vi kan stort set ikke ret 
meget i det her vejr.” 
Construction 
site man 
    
The man from the construction 
site is shown in a portraitview 
CPD 
Outro ”Foråret lader sig vente mere om det” 
  
  
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
    
The construction site is shown 
FSD 
  ”Og kriminalitet i boligområder, lidt senere i udsendelsen.” 
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The anchor is standing in the 
studio, with a snowy landscape in 
the background. FPD 
Introduction ”Nu vil jeg fortælle jer noget, der nok ikke komme 
bag på nogen som helst. Nemlig at det er hunde 
hamrende koldt udenfor. Egentlig burde det jo være 
næsten forår men vejrudsigterne er altså rimlig klare: 
frost resten af marts. Og det er ikke helt 
uproblematisk.” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: bag, 
helst, nemlig, 
hunde, 
egentlig, 
vejudsigterne, 
frost, resten 
Using rinkly brows and 
hand gestures, getting 
the feeling that this 
isn't "important" or 
"serious" news. 
Showing a construction site. Bridge ”Det er så koldt derude.” Speaker Stress: er Smiling although he 
isn't happy about the 
situation 
Showing construction site and 
man talking, then an excavator 
digging in the ground. FPD 
The "victim" 
expresses his 
opinion 
”Det er vi ikke glade ved.” Construction 
site man 
Very 
sønderjysk 
accent 
Serious 
Close-up of the entrepreneur in 
an excavator CPD 
Explanation 
for the 
further shot 
”Og frosten driller byggeriet.” Speaker Stress: 
frosten, driler, 
byggeriet 
  
Entrepreneur in an excavator at 
the construction site. FPD 
The 
entrepreneur 
explains the 
problems 
they have 
”Når betonen den udstøber, så må der ingen frost 
være for så, så sætter det sig så.” 
Entreprenør, 
Herning: 
Peter Sikjær 
  
Picture of the sun shining Bridge ”Solen ser varm ud, billedet det lyver.” Speaker Stress:   
The metreologist is sitting in an 
office with two computer screens 
behind him, showing weather 
gaphics CPD 
The 
scientific 
background 
of the 
problem is 
presented 
”Det bliver en meget kold periode. Det ser ud til at 
den første nat her mellem mandga og tirsdag det er 
den koldeste.” 
Meteorolog, 
DMI, 
Krarup: 
Christian 
Rasmussen 
Stress: 
koldeste 
  
The entrepreneur is shown using 
an excavator.FPD 
Bridge ”Og kulden koster byggeriet for hver dag vinteren 
varer ved.” 
Speaker     
Entrepreneur in an excavator at 
the construction site. FPD 
Problem ”Det er næsten umuligt at sætte kroner og ører på.” Peter Sikjær     
Showing constrution site man 
cutting foam at a construction site 
  ”Heller ikke på landsplan kan nogen hjælpe os med 
krystalklart tal på hvad frosten koster.” 
Speaker Stress: hvad, 
er, 10, 
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FPD and CPD 
Three men stating on a 
construction site FSD 
”Men faktum er, når vi får 10 minusgrader om 
natten her midt i marts.” 
Man is standing i a constuction 
site, with a lot of clothes on. FPD 
Oppinion 
from 
"victim", 
bridge to the 
second part 
of the story 
”Det er rystende, foråret det mangler vi. Også 
hjemme i haven.” 
Construction 
site man 
Very 
sønderjysk 
accent 
Smiling although he 
isn't happy about the 
situation 
Close-up of a man digging in the 
ground CPD 
The second 
part of the 
story is 
presented 
”Og netop haveejeren han mister næste pusten da 
han hører om prognosen.” 
Speaker Stress: netop   
Showing a man standing in his 
allotment garden with a shovel in 
his hand FPD 
Second 
"victim" is 
introduced, 
and his 
position to 
the problem 
”Åh, jeg tror snart at jeg begynder at græde hvis du 
siger det. Øh, det er jeg da ked af.” 
Kolonihavee
jer, Herning: 
Henrik 
Bruun 
Stress: ked af Relaxed 
Picture of snowdrops   ”Blomsterne troede ellers at det var forår.” Speaker     
Showing the allotment 
gardenowner and his wife 
smoothening the edges of a 
window CPD 
Showing 
everyday 
"garden"-life 
in this 
family 
”Det skal være glat som en barnerøv” Henrik 
Bruun 
  Relaxed 
  ”Og det samme troede familien Bruun.” Speaker Stress: troede   
Showing a man standing in his 
allotment garden with a shovel in 
his hand FPD 
Explaining 
why it is a 
problem for 
the "victim" 
”Det gør jo også at jeg ikke kan komme i jorden, jeg 
kan jo ikke begynde at gøre ret meget så det er sådan 
rent vedligehold og sidde og kigge lidt ud af vinduet 
og så følge med i dyrelivet hernede.” 
Henrik 
Bruun 
Stress: jorden, 
vedligehold, 
dyrelivet 
Relaxed 
Showing the metrologist doing 
thigs on his computer CPD 
Bridge to 
explanation 
”Men hvorfor er det så koldt lige nu?” Speaker Stress: 
hvorfor 
  
The metreologist is sitting in an Explanation ”Det skyldes først og fremmest at vinden er i en Christian Stress:   
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office with two computer screens 
behind him, showing weather 
gaphics CPD 
nordøstlig retning og det trækker kold luft ned fra 
skandinavien.” 
Rasmussen norøstlig 
The construction site man is 
laying out earth-perls CPD 
  ”Og det bliver ved.” Speaker Stress: ved   
The metreologist is sitting in an 
office with two computer screens 
behind him, showing weather 
gaphics CPD 
What 
happens 
now? 
”Næsten stort set hele måneden skal vi forvente at 
der kan være nattefrost.” 
Christian 
Rasmussen 
    
Showing an excavator digging at 
the construction site 
Outro of 
story 
”Så hvis man kunne ønske sig et eller andet, hvad 
skulle det så være?” 
Speaker Stress: hvis,   
Entrepreneur in an excavator at 
the construction site. FPD 
Happy 
ending 
”Jamen sommer og sol.” Peter Sikjær   Laughing after 
sentence 
The anchor is standing in the 
studio, showing two pictures at 
once, the weather man on the 
other side of the screen CPD 
Bridge to the 
weather 
”Ja Jesper Teiglgaard sommer og sol er måske lidt 
væk men hvor usædvanligt er det her kulde i marts?” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stess: men, 
udsædvanlig 
  
The weather man is standing in 
his studio 
The weather ”Jamen den er såmen ikke så usædvanlig, det mest 
udsædvanlige er måske at den er så langvarrig. Øh 
rekorden, øh bundrekorden, for marts den er faktisk 
minus 27 tilbage fra 1888, men ikke mere end et par 
år siden der var vi faktisk nede på minus 19-20 
grader, så det vi kan se på.” 
Jesper 
Theilgård 
Stress: 
langvarrig, 27, 
grader, se, 
nattens, vi 
  
CPD 
  
The weather man is moving in 
front of his screen FPD 
”Nattens billeder med minus 12 grader det er sådan 
få en til at regne. Selvom det er, synes vi, temmelig 
koldt. Men nu er vinde jo løjet af og det hjælper jo 
på det.” 
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March 11th 2013 
“Danish export 2012 - success outside of Europe” 
 
Brief summary: 
Danish export has increased its markets outside of Europe, especially in China and the US and Danish products now travel 2800km in average before they reach 
their destination. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is presented in the beginning of the broadcast (6 minutes and 5 seconds in) and lasts 1 minute and 52 seconds. The story is short and isn’t prioritized 
highly. 
 
Visuals/scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal inflection/ 
tone 
Facial 
expression
/ body 
language 
Kim Bildsøe Lassen in classical 
anchor setup. Video in 
background: machinery of some 
sort. CPD 
Visual: globe pops up, marks 
countries as mentioned 
Intro, 
economic 
growth 
story 
”Gode nyheder for dansk økonomi, dansk eksport voksede 
ganske markant i 2012. Men måske mere interessant er det, at 
det ikke er vores traditionelle handelspartnere som tyskland, 
sverige og storbritanien som tager imod flere danske varer. 
Væksten ligger langt væk fra Danmark, og det er en 
udvikling, der bare vil fortsætte.” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: gode 
nyheder, dansk 
økonomi, markant, 
mere interessant, 
væksten, langt 
væk, er 
Hand 
gestures 
Man in blue full-body suit 
carrying plastic bag walks 
through glass door in lab setting, 
weighs it FPD 
Exempli-
fying larger 
story of 
falling 
growth in 
export to 
EU, 
growing 
outside. 
”Hos medicinalvirksomhede ALK i Hørsholm er man blandt 
de foreste i verden i udvikling af allergivacciner.” 
Speaker Stress: foreste   
”Det er vores mider. Det er dem vi skal bruge til 
produktionen her i firmaet.” 
Kommu-
nikations-
direktør, 
ALK: Martin 
Balebo  
    
Lab work, CPD 
 
Close-ups of different bottles and 
boxes with asian signs on them 
”Husstøvmiderne her indgår i prouktionen af ALK's 
allergimedicin, der sælges i hele verden. Fra næsten 
udelukkende at koncentrere sig om landene i Europa, er 
blikket nu vendt mod fjerne markeder.” 
Speaker Stress: 
produktionen, 
allergivmedicin, 
udelukkende, 
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martin in storage room, wearing 
suit, CPD 
”Øh, vores Europæiske markeder vokser ikke, og nogle af 
dem går endda tilbage. Men markederne udenfor europa de 
vokser. Og det er USA og det er kina. Men, øhm,  det er også 
andre udviklingsøkonomier.” 
Martin 
Balebo  
Stress: USA,   
storage room work, FPD 
World map visual – regions and 
percentages mentioned marked in 
colors. Dansk Industri building 
Broader 
perspective 
of story 
”Ligesom ALK oplever mange danske eksportvirksomheder 
faldende indtægter i Europa. Det viser tal fra Danmarks 
Statistik. Mens ekstporten til EU lande faldt med 2.5 procemt 
sidste år så steg den med  hele 17 % til Kina 20% til USA  og 
25% til brasilien. Dansk industiri  forudser at tendensen kun 
vil fortsætte.” 
Speaker Stress: 
eksportvirksomhed
er,faldende, 1,4 %, 
17%, 20 %, 25%, 
kun, 
  
Kent interviewed outside DI 
building, CPD 
Exemplifyi
ng larger 
story of 
falling 
growth in 
export to 
EU, 
growing 
outside. 
”Og det er helt rigtig set af danske virksomheder at komme 
derud og få fat på markederne, for Europa er i krise og vil ha' 
lang.- lav vækst i mange år frem endnu” 
Under-
direktør, DI: 
Kent 
Damsgaard  
Stress: set, derud, 
krise, lang, lav 
speaking with 
emphasis 
  
Panorama top-bottom of ALK 
building (square) from outside 
Storage room work, camera 
spinning and being wrapped 
”Hos ALK i Hørsholm er Europa dog umulig at komme 
udenom.  Ligesom for mange andre danske virksomheder 
ligger klart den største del af indtjeningen stadig her. Men det 
vil ændre sig.” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: umulig, det   
Martin in storage room, wearing 
suit, CPD 
Storage room work 
”Hos os der udgør det europæiske marked 90% af vores 
omsætning. Så det er kun 19% uden for Europa. Og det er 
den del der skal stige i årene der kommer.” 
Martin 
Balebo  
stress: os,den del   
Kim Bildsøe Lassen in classical 
anchor setup. Video in 
background: machinery of some 
sort. CPD 
Returning 
to broader 
perspective 
Adding 
interesting 
fact about 
transportati
on statistics 
”Og nye tal fra Dansk Industri viser at hver dansk vare i 
gennemsnit rejser 2800 km før den når sit mål, det er i øvrigt 
det højeste tal nogensinde.” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
stress: hver, 
gennemsnit, 2800 
km, højeste, 
nogensinde 
 
Pause after 2800 
km 
Raises 
eyebrows 
slightly at 
“hver 
dansk 
vare..”, 
head 
gestures 
used for 
emphasis 
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March 12th 2013 
“Windmill test center - Investment for billions inaugurated” 
 
Brief summary: 
The Prime Minister visits the new windmill test center that will create a thousand new jobs. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is presented in the middle of the broadcast (9 minutes and 59 seconds in) and lasts 29 seconds. The story is a part of the section “Danmark i dag” 
(Denmark today). The story is very short and isn’t prioritized, but merely a story for informating the viewers. 
 
Visuals/scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal inflection/ 
tone 
Facial expression/ 
body language 
The Primeminister walking with 
some "workers"- CSD 
Point od no 
return 
sentence to 
capture the 
viewer 
Det må os' være spændende-- Prime minister: 
Helle Thorning-
Schmidt 
sincere   
Helle Thorning-Schmidt is 
watching a mechanic/technician 
at the windmill center FSD 
Introduction Statsminister Helle Thorning-Schmidt besøgte i 
dag  et nyt testcenter som vindmøllefabrikken 
Siemens i Brændte i Midtjylland har opført. 
Speaker Stress: Schmidt, 
testcenter, 
Siemens, Bandte, 
  
Workers walking up stairesm 
walking past windmill part 
Helle Thorning-Schmidt standing 
in the factory CPD 
  Det er så' noget vi skal ha' i Danmark, vi skal ha' 
arbejdspladser hvor vi producerer vindmøller.. 
Helle Thorning-
Schmidt 
Happy tone Lively facial 
expressions, not 
done talking when 
cut 
Stress:Ha', 
arbejdspladeser, 
vindmøller 
Showing the windmill factoryand 
a "hovedleje" 
  Siemens har investered omkring en milliard 
kroner i det nye anlæg, der skal teste reservedele 
til vindmøller. 
Speaker Stress: reservedele   
Henrik Stiedal CPD in front of a 
"hovedleje" 
Expert 
explaining 
what is in 
the picture 
Ved den prøvestand vi ser bagved der tester vi et 
hovedleje, det er en 6 megwatts bundramme 
Teknologi-chef 
Siemens Wind 
Power: Henrik 
Stiesdal  
Stress: hovedleje, 
bundramme 
Showing with his 
handgesture what 
he is talking about 
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Helle Thorning-Schmidt at the far 
right in the picture with Henrik 
Stiesdal and another guy in an 
office, looking into a microscope 
CSD 
  Hvad kigger du efter? Helle Thorning-
Schmidt 
  Helle Thorning-
Schmidt standing 
with her arms 
crossed 
Outtro Siemens vindmølle-afdeling har øget 
beskæftigelsen i Danmark med omkring tusind 
person de senere år. 
Speaker Stress: tusind,   
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March 12th 2013 
“The heating bill increases” 
 
Brief summary: 
Because of the cold weather, a lot of people will experience an increase on their heating bill, especially if their houses isn’t energy improved. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is introduced in the beginning of the broadcast in the section “Danmark i dag” (Denmark today) (6 minutes and 50 seconds in) and lasts 24 seconds. 
The story is continued in the middle of the broadcast (11 minutes and 3 seconds in) and lasts 1 minute and 52 seconds. The strory is prioritized highly as it is 
introduced before the actual story. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal trancript Speaker 
ID 
Vocal inflection/ 
tone 
Facial expression/ body 
language 
Quist is standing in studio by 
desk, CPD waist up, right side. 
On the screen behind you see 
frost on a window. A radiator is 
shown together with a 
tempetature meter. A piece of 
paper is shown that reads 
"varmeregning" and you can see 
a number increasing. 
Intro I år vil varmeregningen give mange af os 
kuldegysninger, for vinteren har budt på 
mange kolde dage og radiatoren har buldret 
derud af i mange danske hjem. Og hvis du vil 
vide hvor meget regningen risikere at vokse, 
ja, så skal du kigge med her. 
Kåre 
Quist 
Rehearsed, 
confident, 
official tone.  
Stress: 
"kuldegysninger"
. 
Stress: "mange 
kolde" and 
"mange danske". 
Quist has his hands on the table, 
he moves them around as he 
talks. Turns head down, keeping 
"eye contact" when starting the 
segment. Lifts head up as he 
says "mange kolde….." Moves 
head slightly throughout. Lifts 
eyebrows as he says "her" 
Thomas Aistrup is seen turning 
up the handle for the radiator. 
Case Der bliver skruet op, helt op, hos familien 
Aistrup i Værløse.  
Thomas og Cecilie Aistrup købte for et halvt 
år siden hus for første gang,  
 
og det var både en dyr men også kold 
fornøjelse. 
Speaker Rehearsed, 
leaves room for 
sounds in 
segment, such as 
the handle being 
turned. Doesn't 
have much 
change in tone. 
Sound very 
official. 
Thomas seems relaxed. 
You see Cecilie og Thomas 
taking out there heating bill and 
carrying it to a table. 
The two seem relaxed. They 
walk side by side to the table. 
Close up of the heating bill with a 
finger pointing at a number. 
  
Thomas and Cecilie is standing in Hvordan vi kan mærke det er koldt? Thomas Sound cheerful Thomas moves closer and 
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their living room. CPD, waist up. Aistrup in voice, you can 
hear that he is 
smiling. 
smiles as if to check that he 
heard the question right. He has 
one hand in his pocket, the 
other on the paper on the talbe. 
Væggene er iskolde. Cecilie 
Aistrup 
Very quick 
respond. Fast 
paced and eager. 
Cecilie makes a hand gesture 
towards the wall. Her hand is 
flat as to illustrate touching the 
wall. 
Du kan mærke, på, på, ydervæggen når du 
sætter en.. at de er simpelthen gennemkolde. 
Thomas 
Aistrup 
Conversational. Thomas points towards the 
wall. His other hand remains in 
his pocket. 
Close up of "energimærkning" 
paper. 
Derfor er familien nu i gang med at 
energirenovere. 
Speaker Rehearsed and 
official. Doesn't 
have much 
change in tone. 
  
Thomas and Cecilie is standing in 
their living room. CPD, waist up. 
Ved at skifte til fjernvarme, ikk, på 11, 11,7 år 
som der står her, er den allerede tjent ind. Det 
er jo forholdsvist hurtigt. 
Thomas 
Aistrup 
Conversational, 
studders through 
sentence. 
Thomas is looking down at the 
paper on the table, pointing at it 
as if reading. 
Janus knocks on Aistrups door 
and is welcomed and the door is 
closed. 
Generali-
zing. 
Men en ting er dårlig isolering, dårligt vejr kan 
man ikke renovere sig fra  
 
og denne vinter har været kold, også koldere 
end den forrige. Derfor skal vi alle,  
 
også dem med energirenovering, forberede os 
på en regning der bliver 13% større efter denne 
vinter end sidste år.  
 
Konkret betyder det at man i parcelhuse skal 
regne med en merudgift på 3100 kr med 
oliefyr, 2500 med elvarme, 1400 kr med 
naturgas, og 1000 kr ved fjernvarmeforsyning. 
Speaker Rehearsed and 
official. Doesn't 
have much 
change in tone.  
Stress: "ikke 
reno.." 
Makes a pause 
before saying 
"også koldere 
end.." 
Stress: "også 
dem med"  
Pauses before 
saying the 
numbers. Makes 
the segment less 
  
Janus is standing with Thomas 
and Cecilie in living room 
measuring temperature on a 
camera. 
Janus seems concentrated. 
Cecilie and Thomas look on 
interested. 
Close up of camera showing 
temperatures. 
  
  
Animated image is shown. The 
banner in the bottom reads "13 
procent større i år". A picture of a 
house in snow is shown on the 
right side. On the left an 
animation shows in a bar diagram 
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how much money will be used. smoothe. 
Janus is shown standing with 
Thomas looking at their heating 
system. 
Case Fjernvarme er det rigtige valg, øøh. Energi-
tjenes-
ten: 
Janus  
  Janus gestures to the heating 
system and looks at Thomas. 
The two seem relaxed. 
A close up is shown of the 
heating systems meter. 
Familien Aistrup skal nu tage stilling til en 
helisolering af husets ydermure. 
Speaker Rehearsed and 
official. Doesn't 
have much 
change in tone. 
  
Janus is leaving. He shakes hands 
with Thomas and opens the door 
Jamen, øh, held og lykke med det. Janus Conversational. The two share a firm handshake 
and Thomas nods as he says 
"tak skal…" 
Tak skal du ha’ Thomas 
Aistrup 
Conversational. 
Upbeat 
Og indtil da kan de kun håbe på varmere dage. Speaker Rehearsed and 
official. Doesn't 
have much 
change in tone. 
Thomas is standing in hallway, 
CPD waist up, right side. 
Jamen jeg håber vinteren er ved at være slut, 
så vi kan begynde at få varmen igen og vi kan 
komme i gang med at  
 
få isoleret det sidste af huset. 
Thomas 
Aistrup 
Sound cheerful 
in voice, you can 
hear that he is 
smiling.  
Stress: "slut". 
Thomas looks cheerful and is 
smiling slightly. 
  
Outside of house is shown. 
Quist is standing in studio, CPD 
shoulders up, right side. 
Final 
remarks 
”Jaa, og en energirenovering som familien 
Aistrup her i indslaget er i fuld gang med, den 
koster godt 400.000 kr.” 
Kåre 
Quist 
Draws out "jaa".  
Stress: "400.000 
kr". 
Moves head slightly throughout, 
and makes a little nod when 
ending the sentence. 
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March 12th 2013 
“Politics - Horror election in Greenland” 
 
Brief summary: 
The people of Greenland are voting at the election. An election about the connection to Denmark and self-government, the Greenlandic identity and nationalism 
and the big scale law about mining. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is introduced in the beginning of the broadcast in the section “Danmark i dag” (Denmark today) (6 minutes and 35 seconds in) and lasts 15 seconds. 
The story is continued in the middle of the broadcast (12 minutes and 57 seconds in) and lasts 5 minutes and 53 seconds. The story lasts 13 minutes 12 seconds 
in total. The story is prioritized highly as it is introduced in the beginning before the actual story. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal inflection/ 
tone 
Facial expression/ 
body language 
Citizens walking, in fromt of 
a building, that must be 
Kulturhuset, with 
Greenlandic flags. PD 
Broad 
introductio
n 
”Lige nu flokkes grønlænderne om stemmeurnerne, og det 
ser ud til at blive meget tæt, men valget handler især om 
råstoffer og om grønlandsk identitet.” 
The anchor: 
Kåre Quist 
Stress: 
stemmeurnerne, 
meget tæt, 
råstoffer. 
  
Civlian in the street in 
Greenland CPD 
  ”Det betyder rigtig meget for mig at vi kan kæmpe for 
vores land, at vi kan klarer os.” 
Citizen, Nuuk: 
Paornangork 
Mikkelsen 
Stress: Kan, kan,   
Before sound: the anchor 
walks from the studio table 
to the floor FPD 
 
 
The anchor in the studio in 
front of a scrren showing the 
greenlandic flag and a man 
and a woman voting. CPD 
 
The anchor turns around to 
look at the screen where we 
Introductio
n and 
bridge to 
correspon-
dent 
”Grønlænderne går til valg i dag for første gang siden de 
fik selvstyre. Det er et valg om forholdet til Danmark og 
om retten til undergrunden og ikke mindst om grønlandsk 
identitet. Omkring 41.000 grønlandske vælgere kan 
stemme og de skal vælge mellem 31 medlemmer af 
landstinget. Kampen står mellem to store partier, nemlig 
Socialdemokraterne Suimut og så IA som er lidt længere 
på venstre fløjen. Og lige nu tyder alt på at vi får en 
vaskeægte valggyser. 
 
 
Og Ask Rostrup, hvad er seneste nyt?” 
Kåre Quist Stress: 
Grønlænderne, 
valg i dag, første, 
selvstyre, valg, 
Danmark, retten, 
mindst, 41.000, 
31, , IA, vanske 
ægte valggyser, 
og, 
Lively facial 
expressions and 
hand gestures 
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kan see the correspondent 
live in Greenland. 
The correspondent in CPD in 
"Kulturhuset" in Nuuk. 
 
 
 
 
The former "president" 
voting CPD 
Aleqa Hammond voting, 
FPD - AH CPD in front of 
voting cabines and people in 
line for voting - citizens 
walking around in front of 
Kulturhuset in Nuuk with 
greenlandic flags - 
electionposters - 
Facts on 
the election 
”Jamen altså vælgerne er bare stømmet her til kulturhuset i 
Nuuk siden valghallen blev skudt i gang her siden klokken 
9 i morges og som man måske kan fornemme så er der 
stadig godt gang i krydseriet og det er faktisk sådan at der 
har været så mange i dag at valgdeltagelsen ligger massivt 
over hvor den var ved valget i 2009,  
7-8 procentpoint flere har stemt end ved valget for 4 år 
siden og det er altså en valgkamp som du jo også lige var 
inde på som har antaget præsendientiel karakter med den 
siddende landsstyreformand --- på den ene side og den 42 
årige udfordre --- fra Siumut på den anden side og de satte 
iøvrig begge deres kryds her i kulturhuset i morges. Øhm, 
om to timer og et kvarter så lukker valgstedet ikke bare her 
i kulturhuset i Nuuk men i hele Grønland og dermed 
slutter også fem ugers meget intens valgkamp. En 
valgkamp der har haft den her underlægningsmusik af et 
milliard potentiale i den grønlandske undergrund men som 
også har favnet alle de kendte velfærdstemaer som hører 
en krisetid til og så er det altså også en valgkamp der har 
haft en slags bagtæppe om en drøm af selvstændighed ikke 
mindst illustreret gennem en intens diskution om sprog, 
det talte sprog grønlandsk eller dansk.” 
Correspondent
, Politik: Ask 
Rostrup 
Stress: gang i, 
massivt, 7-8% 
point, stemt, for 
4 år, og, 
presidentiel, 47 
årige, 
Kulturhuset, 
imorges, 2 timer 
og et kvarter, 
hele, intens 
valgkamp, 
milliard, 
undergrund, 
også, bagtæppe 
om en drøm, 
intens 
diskussion, talte 
sprog, 
Lively facial 
expressions and 
kind of a jumping 
motion when 
speaking. 
Very casual 
movements - 
trough out the 
whole story for 
Ask! 
Greenlandic flags in the wind Why is this 
interesting? 
- it can go 
both ways 
”Det kan gå både den ene og den anden vej.” Speaker Stress: kan, den 
ene og den anden 
vej, 
  
Citizen in the street, flags in 
the background. CPD 
A comment 
from a 
citizen 
”Det er et meget spændende valg.” Citizen, Nuuk: 
Josef 
Therkelsen 
  Nothing 
inparticular, very 
narrowed up eyes, 
but he is from 
Greenland, so 
don't think that it 
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is signficant. 
Flags in the wind - People in 
the street in front of 
Kulturhuset- electionposters 
on a wall 
  ”En helt særlig dag i den grønlandske hovedstad Nuuk.” Speaker Stress: Helt   
Citizen in the street, flags in 
the background. CPD 
A comment 
from a 
citizen 
”Det betyder rigtig meget for mig, så det er helt vildt  og 
spændende.” 
Citizen, Nuuk: 
Paornangork 
Mikkelsen 
Stress: Helt vildt Narrowed eyes 
People singing inside a house 
FPD 
  ”Spørgsmålet er om der er nye toner på vej” Speaker Stress: er, vej   
Aleqa Hammond walking in 
the street, with people 
cheering for her in the 
background 
Introducing 
one of the 
batteling 
politicians 
”Jeg håber det bliver det it's about time” Partileder, 
Siumut: Aleqa 
Hammond 
Stress: det Confident 
People in the strees, singing, 
walking wit election-flags 
  ”Eller om Kuupik Kleist's hårdt pressede regering kan 
overleve” 
Speaker Stress: Eller, 
Kleist's, regering 
  
Kuupik Kleist CPD outside 
Kuupik Kleist CPD Inside 
Introducing 
the other 
batteling 
politician 
”Selvfølgelig er jeg spændt. 
There is a lot at stake.” 
Selvstyreform
and, I. A.: 
Kuupik Kleist 
Stress: stake Relaxed 
Kuupik Klest in thevoting 
area FPD 
  ”Valgets vigtigste emne er de to rivaler her enig om.” Speaker Stress: her   
Aleqa Hammond CPD in 
front of voting cabines and 
people in line for voting 
  ”Det er den økonomiske struktur i Grønland baseret på 
råstoffer.” 
Aleqa 
Hammond 
Stress: det er, 
råstoffer 
Confident 
Kuupik Kleist CDP in 
Kulturhuset, with a lot of 
people in the background. 
  ”At vi tager nye skridt i fremtiden, vores økonomiske 
aktiviteter, åbner op for mineralindustri og storskala 
projekter.” 
Kuupik Kleist Stress: aktiviteter Relaxed 
Kuupik Kleist walking FPD - 
people voting - Kuupik 
Kleist voting 
  ”Kuupik Kleist regeringen har allerede banet vejen for at 
store olie og mineselskaber kan starte milliard projekter i 
Grønland inden for få år.” 
Speaker Stress: har, 
milliard, indenfor 
få år 
  
Citizen in the street, cars in 
the background. CPD 
  ”Jeg mener at øh den forhenværende regering den har, øh, 
solgt Grønland for billigt.” 
Citizen, Nuuk: 
Hans Møller 
Stress: solgt, 
billigt 
Sceptic 
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Aleqa Hammond getting her 
voting paper and going to 
vote 
  ”Oppositionens leder Aleqa Hammond siger at hun vil 
rulle storskalaloven tilbage med afgifter for de store 
udanlandske selskaber. Der er nok at tænke på i de 
grønlandske stemmebokse i dag.” 
Speaker Stress: 
Hammond, hun, 
tilbage, nok, 
  
Citizen in the street, flags in 
the background. CPD 
  ”Med hensyn til råstofferne i Grønland om det skal 
forblive i jorden eller om vi kommer til at udnytte dem til 
vores bedste.” 
Citizen, Nuuk: 
Josef 
Therkelsen 
Stress: jorden Kind of old and 
slow talking 
Kuupik Kleist going out of 
the voting box 
  ”Men udsigten til milliardindtægter inden for få år har 
også sat gang i nye  grønlandse selvstændigheds drøm.” 
Speaker Stress: 
milliardindtægter
, få år, også, 
  
Citizen in the street, flags in 
the background. CPD 
  ”Fordi vores lang betyder rigtig meget for mig at vi kan 
kæmpe for vores eget land, at vi kan klare os.” 
Citizen, Nuuk: 
Paornangork 
Mikkelsen 
Stress: kan, kan, confident 
Aleqa Hammond CPD in 
front of voting cabines and 
people in line for voting 
  ”Jeg tror også at den danske stat og den danske befolkning 
også ønsker det bedste for Grønland at vi skal have lov til 
at styre vores eget land hele vejen igennem.” 
Aleqa 
Hammond 
Stress: også, 
ønsker 
  
Aleqa Hammond voting - 
peoplpe clapping in a big hall 
  ”Både Siumut og et lille nyt nationalistisk parti taler om at 
bryde ud af rigsfællesskabet med  Danmark.” 
Speaker Stress: lille nyt 
nationalistisk, 
taler 
  
Kikku Olsen standin in a 
room with people in the 
background CPD 
Introducing 
the new 
upcoming 
party 
leader 
”… du siger det på grønlandsk, ja..” Partileder, 
Partii Inuit: 
Nikku Olsen 
Laughing as he 
says"ja" 
  
Kikku Olsen standin in a 
room with people in the 
background CPD 
  ”Parti Inuit har et klart budskab, at der skal tales 
grønlandsk i Grønland.” 
Speaker Stress: parti inuit, 
klart budskab, 
grønlandsk 
  
Kikku Olsen standin in a 
room with people in the 
background CPD 
  ”Så du laver ingen interviews på dansk?” Journalist, 
unknown 
  Smiling 
Kikku Olsen standin in a 
room with people in the 
background CPD 
  ”Nej desværre.” Nikku Olsen Laughing as he 
says"desværre" 
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Greenlandic flags waving in 
the wind 
  ”Og den spirende grønlandske nationalisme rammer en 
nerve hos en del vælgere.” 
Speaker Stress: 
nationalisme, en 
del vælgere 
  
Citizen in the street. Female 
blue jacket CPD 
  ”Vi snakker alt for meget dansk.” Citizen, Nuuk: 
Unknown 
Female 
    
Citizen in the street. CPD   ”Vi er i Grønland og så er det kun naturligt at man skal 
snakke grønlandsk.” 
Citizen, Nuuk: 
Amalie 
Heilmann 
Very high tone Trækker på 
skuldrene 
Greenlandic flags waving in 
the wind 
  ”Og det kan måske afgører valget.” Speaker Stress: kan 
måske afgøre 
Listing 
Citizen in the street. CPD   ”Kunne du finde på at give din stemme til Inuit?” Journalist, 
unknown 
    
Citizen in the street. CPD   ”Det ville jeg gøre.” Amalie 
Heilmann 
  Nodding 
Citizen in the street. CPD   ”Partiet Inuit synes jeg, jeg støtter.” Citizen, Nuuk: 
Unknown 
Female 
  kind face 
The anchor Kåre Quist in the 
left side og the screen and 
the correspondent Ask 
Rostrup in the right side of 
the screen CPD 
Follow-up 
question 
”Ja Ask, vi hører meget om selvstændighed og den her 
trang til at tale eget sprog, er det grønlandsk nationalisme 
det her valg det handler om?” 
Kåre Quist Stress: 
selvstændighed, 
trnag, 
natinalisme 
inquiring 
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The correspondent in CPD in 
"Kulturhuset" in Nuuk. 
Political 
analysis 
”Jamen jeg ved ikke om nationalisme er det rigtige ord 
men jeg tror det er svært at finde en eneste grønlænder der 
ikke i sig har drømmen om selvstændighed og det man 
måske har oplevet ved det her valg er en slags 
modreaktion på de sidste fire års politiske ledelse, en 
politisk ledelse der her søgt at moderniserer det  
grønlandske samfund ligesom lægge samfundet om fra et 
fiskersamfund til et mere moderne 
industriorienteretsamfund med store milliardprojekter  i 
den grønlandske undergrund og en strømlinet 
administration hvor man har medlemmer i regeringen som 
faktisk ikke behersker det danske sprog. Det ser man en 
modreaktion til nu blandt andet symboliseret gennem det 
lille parti Inuit men også fra Siumut side der siger: lad os 
lige vente , lad os lige få stillet de rigtige krav til de her 
selskaber og lad og få hele nationen med og vores egen 
identitet.” 
Ask Rostrup Stress: i sig har 
drømmen, 
modreaktion, fire 
års, politisk, 
moderniserer, 
industriorientere, 
det, til, nu, blandt 
andet, hele 
nationen” 
  
The anchor Kåre Quist in the 
left side og the screen and 
the correspondent Ask 
Rostrup in the right side of 
the screen CPD 
Follow-up 
question 
”Men er det overhovet realistisk at Grønland i en nær 
fremtid vil blive en hel selvstændig nation?” 
Kåre Quist Stress: ”nær”, 
”helt” 
  
The correspondent in CPD in 
"Kulturhuset" in Nuuk. 
Political 
analysis 
”Jeg tror jeg vil blive meget upopulær her i lokalet hvis 
jeg udelukkede den mulighed, men i en nær fremtid nej, 
det er ikke realistisk, sgaen er stadig den at grønlands 
økonomi er dybt udfordret, der mangler milliarder af 
kroner på den lange bane i den grønlandske økonomi som 
man er dybt afhængig af Danmark  og af dansk økonomi, 
plus at der udestår altså en masse  kæmpestore 
udfordiringer omkring institutionernes opbygning og den 
slags ting hvis man --- men drømmen er der og den lever. 
om den bliver til noget det ved jeg ikke men ikke i den 
kommende valgperiode.” 
Ask Rostrup stress: ”nær 
fremtid”, ”nej det 
er ikke 
realistisk”, 
”dybt”, 
”milliarder”, ”af 
danmark og 
dansk”, ”plus”, 
”kæmpe store 
hvis man”, ”det 
ved jeg ikke” 
humorous in the 
beginning of the 
sentence 
The anchor Kåre Quist in the Outtro ”Sådan lød vurderingen fra Ask Rostrup, tak for det.” Kåre Quist Stress: ”sådan”,   
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left side og the screen and 
the correspondent Ask 
Rostrup in the right side of 
the screen CPD 
”tak” 
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March 13th 2013 
“Greenland - Siumut wins the election” 
 
Brief summary: 
Aleqa Hammond will be the new government leader in Greenland. The laws on raw material and mining will be tightened economically for the multinational 
mining companies. The CEO of a big construction company thinks that the mining should begin soon. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is presented in the middle of the broadcast (13 minutes and 17 seconds in) and lasts 3 minutes and 30 seconds. The story is a part of the reoccurring 
theme on the election in Greenland and the the issues regarding mining in Greenland. The story is prioritized but not highly. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker 
ID 
Vocal inflection/ 
tone 
Facial 
expression/ 
body 
language 
The anchor walks from one 
part of the studio to another 
and is then shown from 
waist up in front of a screen 
with a picture of Aleqa 
Hammond 
 
Showing the anchor in one 
side of the sceen, the 
correspondent in the other. 
The correspondent is 
standing in a snowy 
landscape. 
Introduction 
 
 
 
Facts 
 
 
Bridge to the 
corresponde
nt 
”Jah og skal vi til Grønland, hvor der jo altså -- hvor man efter alt 
at dømme får en ny landsstyre formand, nemlig den 47, 47 årige 
Aleqa Hammond der i så fald bliver Grønlands først kvindelige 
regeringsleder. Og lad os lige se på det endelige resultat fra valget 
igår. Hammonds parti Siumut endte med 42,8% af stemmerne i A, 
men den siddende regering med Kupik Kleist i spidsen gik markant 
tilbage og endte med 34,4%.  
Ask Rostrup du har fulgt valget i Grønland og hvordan kommer vi 
umiddelbart til at mærke at der nu nok kommer et regeringsskifte?” 
Kim 
Bildsøe 
Lassen 
A bit clumpsy in 
the beginning. 
Stress: ”Jah”, 
”Hammond”, 
”første, ”se”, ”i 
går”, ”siddende”, 
”Kleist”, 
”komma 4 
procent”, ”Ask 
Rostrup”, ”fulgt” 
Lively 
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The correspondent standing 
outside in a snowy 
landscape, filmed from 
chest up. 
Background ”Jamen jeg tror såmænd ikke at Danskerne eller Danmark som 
sådan kommer til at mærke det her magtskifte sådan umiidelbart 
ikke lige mede det første i hvert fald men det er klart at her opp epå 
Grønland kan man stå overfor store omvæltninger. Aleqa 
Hammond, altså den kommende landsstyre for Siumut 
repræsenterer jo en ganske anden politisk profil, et andet politisk 
projekt end det den afgående landsstyre formand Kupik Kleist har 
stået i spidsen for de sidste 4 år. og så knytter der sig jo altså en 
helt særlig spænding til hele det her lovgivnings kompleks der skal 
bane vejen for det så omtalte mineeventyr der er Aleqa Hammond 
jo gået til valg på at både storskalaloven og råstofloven skal tage op 
til revision, hun har været, hun vil have skærpet kravene til at 
indrage lokal arbejdskraft og hun vil ikke mindst skærpe de 
økonomiske krav til de multinationale mineselskaber i form af 
afgifter og skatter, og det rejser jo så spørgsmålet at, om de her 
investorer, de multinationale mineselskaber der jo skal skabe 
eventyret om de begynder at trække følehornene til sig.” 
Korrespond
ent: Ask 
Rostrup 
Stress: ”som 
sådan”, 
”heroppe”, 
ganske anden”, 
”andet”, ”helt 
særlig”, ”og 
råstofloven”, 
”krav”, ”og 
skatter”, ”de 
her”, ”skabe”, 
”følehornene” 
Blinking a 
lot. Lively 
facial 
expresions, 
as well as 
moving 
body. Talks 
VERY fast. 
Showing a snowy 
construction site 
Narrowing 
down the 
field to one 
company 
”Entreprenørvirksomheden Perma Greenland her i Nuuk er klar til 
at bygge veje, produktionsanlæg og bygninger til de mineprojekter 
som lige nu bare venter på grønt lys fra landsstyret.” 
Speaker Stress: ”grønt lys 
fra landsstyret” 
  
The boss of the company 
Perma Greenland is sanding 
outside at a construction 
site. Filmed from chest up. 
The 
company 
explains the 
problematic 
with the new 
laws 
”Det som vi håbede på at vi kunne komme til og og komme i gang 
med det må vi så se det ligger noget ud i fremtiden.” 
Direktør, 
Perma 
Greenland: 
Preben 
Kold 
    
Showing pictures and film 
from a construction site full 
of snow. 
  ”Meeen nu tyder det på at maskinparken kommer på køl, for 
storskalaloven som har banet vejen for de store mineprojekter skal 
ifølge granlands kommende regeringschef laves om.” 
Speaker Stress: ”men”,  
”køl”, ”banet”, 
”om” 
  
The boss of the company 
Perma Greenland is sanding 
outside at a construction 
site. Filmed from chest up. 
  ”Så går processen i i i stå hvis vi skal til at åbne loven, der bliver 
længere inden der kan, vil være en mulighed for at der komme 
investorer på  banen og vi kommer i gang.” 
Preben 
Kold 
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Showing pictures of 
Hammond being celebrated 
by her supporters. 
Facts about 
the election 
”Aleqa Hammond blev allerede i aftes af sine partimedlemmer 
hyldet som Grønlands nye leder efter et chockvalg. Det betød et 
comeback til magten til det parti som sad ubestidt på den i 34 år, 
altså lige indtil IA vandt valget i 2009. Og nu vil Siumut altså tage 
storskalaloven op igen.” 
Speaker Stress: 
”comeback”, 
”2009”, ”op 
igen” 
  
Aleqa hammond standing 
in a hallway. Portrait view. 
  ”Jamen der er ikke nogen lovgivning som man, som står den er 
fredet til alt evighed, mener man at man kan gøre den bedre og og 
stille stærkere krav, både for os selv men også for selskaberne 
udadtil og er der flertal for det det er da klart det er det narturlige 
ved, det narturligvis vil det.” 
Partileder, 
Siumut: 
Aleqa 
Hammond 
Stress: ”bedre”, 
”krav” 
  
Preben Kold is brooming 
outside the door of the 
company building 
  ”Det er som vi er helt sneet inde heroppe.” Preben 
Kold 
    
Preben Kold is brooming 
outside the door of the 
company building 
Showing a snowy 
construction site 
  ”Det er nu mulighederne er her og så skal døren holdes åben mener 
Preben Kold, 
 
mens investorerne er interesserede.” 
Speaker     
Preben Kold is sanding 
outside at a construction 
site. Filmed from chest up 
Snowy construction site 
  ”Fordi der er jo andre steder i verden man kan få de her råstoffer og 
de står jo også og bejler og og til så dem der har behovet kan få det 
afdækket andet sted hvis ikke de kan få de rette 
betingelser, men også få at vide hvad de betingelser er.” 
Preben 
Kold 
    
The anchor in the studio. 
From chest up. 
Outtro ”Og Aleqa Hammond skal forhandle om at danne regering med de 
øvrige partier , det gør hun fra i morgen kl 15.” 
Kim 
Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress. 
”Regering”, 
”klokken 15” 
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March 22nd 2013 
“SKAT loses case for billions” 
 
Brief summary: 
SKAT loses case against the oil company Shell in a dispute regarding taxes on hydrocarbon and miss out on 1,1 billion crowns. This will probably benefit other 
oil companies as well. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is presented at the end of the broadcast (13 minutes and 43 seconds in) and lasts 42 seconds. The story is a part of the section “Danmark i dag” 
(Denmark today) and is not prioritised highly. 
 
 
Visuals/ scene Text categories Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal 
inflection/ 
tone 
Facial 
expression/ 
body 
language 
Shows pictures of SKAT 
buildings (logo) and a Shell 
gasstation 
Pictures outside a SKAT 
building, a man goes in the 
frontdoor 
Introduction 
 
 
Facts 
”Skat har lidt et sigende nederlag til olieselskabet Shell ved 
Østre landsret, dommen betyder ifølge DR Nyheders 
oplysninger 
at statskassen går glip af 1,1 milliarder kroner som er opkrævet 
uretmæssigt af Shell.” 
Speaker Stress: 
”SKAT”, 
”Shell”, 
”1,1”, 
”uretmæssigt
” 
  
The layer is standing in an 
office. Portraitview. CPD 
Experts 
comments on the 
amount of money 
”Det er meget store beløb. Der går år imellem at så store beløb 
bliver afgjort af domstolene.” 
Advokat: Søren 
Lehmann 
Nielsen 
  No facial 
expressions 
Pictures from a Shell 
gasstation 
More detailed 
about the heart of 
the case 
”Det drejer sig om den kulbrite-beskatning som skat har 
opkrævet Shell i årene fra 2002 til 2006.” 
Speaker     
The layer is standing in an 
office. Portraitview. CPD 
Experts 
comments on the 
consequences 
”Det er en ordenlig -- til skatteministeriet og man må jo nok 
også regne med at der er øh andre selskaber i oliebranchen som 
også har gavn af den her sag.” 
Advokat: Søren 
Lehmann 
Nielsen 
Stress: 
”andre”, 
”også” 
No facial 
expressions 
Pictures of SKAT's logo on 
a building 
Outtro ”Skat vil nu nærlæse dommen og overveje om dommen skal 
ankes.” 
Speaker Stress: 
”ankes” 
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March 25th 2013 
“Diesel Pollutes” 
 
Brief summary: 
DSB’s diesel trains pollutes inside the trains which the commuters is unhappy about. The Ministry of Transport will replace the old trains.  
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is presented in the beginning to middle of the broadcast (9 minutes and 10 seconds in) and lasts 30 seconds. The story is a part of the section 
”Danmark i dag” (Denmark today) and is a short  story, not prioritized highly. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text categories Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal 
inflection/ 
tone 
Man walking down a train "ailes" looking at 
a measurement intrument in his hand FSD 
  ”Det var sgu ikke så lidt.” Luftforureningsekspert
, Det økologiske råd: 
Kåre Press-Kristensen 
A bit 
surprised 
inflection 
Showing a train in a station. 
 
Clips to close up of measurement instrument. 
Introduction ”DSB's gamle diesel lokomotiver udstøder 
dieselpartikler der kan være sundhedsskadelige for 
passagererne  
viser nye målinger.” 
Speaker Stress: 
almost 
every word 
Close up of the measurement intrument. 
Zoom out to capture the speaker CPD 
Facts being 
presented 
”Vi har en luftforurening herinde i toget med 
kræftfremklaldende dieselpartikler der er cirka 6 gange 
så høj, som det vi har på H.C. Andersens Boulevard 
inde idet centrale København.” 
Kåre Press-Kristensen Surprised 
tone 
Showing the ekspert walking in the train FSD   ”Og det overrasker passagererne.” Speaker Stress: 
”det” 
Clos up of a passanger CPD Conserned 
citizen 
”Så kan det bedre betale sig for mig at køre i bil end i 
toget.” 
Medicinstuderende: 
Yama Fakhri 
Stress: 
”mig” 
Showing the ekspert, sitting down in the train 
looking at the measurement instrument. Then 
walking n the train looking at the 
measurement instrument. Ends with a train 
driving away. 
Solution or 
status update - 
What is done to 
fix this? 
”Transportministeriet arbejder på at få erstattet de 
gamle dieseltog med eltog men transportministeren spår 
at det kan tage halvandet år, indtil da er det bedste råd 
til passagererne at sætte sig i de bagerste vogne, længst 
væk fra det dieseldampende lokomotiv.” 
Speaker Stress: 
”man”, 
”kan” 
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March 26th 2013 
“Greenland - Settlement with ban on uranium” 
 
Brief summary: 
Two weeks after the election in Greenland, a government has been presented. It will now be settled if the ban on uranium will end. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is presented in the middle of the broadcast (9 minutes and 57 seconds in) and lasts 1 minute and 57 seconds. The story is a part of the section 
“Denmark i dag” (Denmark today) and is a short story, not prioritized highly. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal inflection/ 
tone 
Facial 
expression
/ body 
language 
The anchor is standing at the table in 
the studio  in front of the screen 
showing Aleqa Hammond sitting at a 
table with two men in front of a crowd 
FPD 
Introduction ”Præcis 14 dage efter valget i Grønland kunne 
de tre partiformænd i den nye 
regeringskoalision i eftermiddag præsenterer 
en ny grønlandsk regering. Og her blev det 
samtidig slået fast at det kommer til et opgør 
med Danmarks totale forbud modudvinding af 
det radioaktive stof uran.” 
The Anchor: 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: ”præcis”, 
”Grønland”, 
”regeringskoalision”, 
”regering”, 
”samtidig”, 
”kommer”, ”total” 
Steady 
Aleqa Hammond sitting at a table with 
two men in front of a crowd FSD then 
Zoom in to CSD 
  ”Grønlands nye regering blev præsenteret til 
lyder af klapsalver.” 
Speaker Stress: ”regering”   
Aleqa Hammond standing in front of a 
picture with icebergs CPD 
  ”Jeg har det rigtig godt, jeg er en happy kvinde 
i dag.” 
Ladsstyre-
formand, Siumut 
i Grønland: 
Aleqa Hammond 
Stress: ”godt”, 
”happy” 
Smiling 
Showing houses - a "poster" about 
London Mining - a construction site 
Subjects 
highighted in 
the election 
”Men de mere alvorlige emner fra valgkampen 
omkring minedrift i den grønlandske 
undergrund kom hurtigt på banen.” 
Speaker Stress: ”alvorlige”, 
”valgkampen”, 
”minedrift”, 
”undergrund”, 
”hurtigt” 
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Aleqa Hammond standing in front of a 
picture with icebergs CPD 
Problem 
introduced 
”Grønlands skal komme ud af nul-tolerance 
politikken hvad angår uran indhold i 
mineralske råstoffer. Og koalisionspartierne er 
enige i at dem ophæver vi.” 
Aleqa Hammond Stress: ”råstoffer”   
Inside a helicopter, looking down at the 
ice and mountains - man in front of a 
computer - Man showing geological 
image of Greenland (zoom from CPS to 
FPD) - ice melting in the water (the 
sound of water running) - Showing a 
village in Greenland - Showing a 
church - People walking around FSD 
Danish 
answer to 
the problem 
”Der er uran der hvor man vil grave efter 
sjældne jordarter og de kan ikke komme i gang 
før de danske politikere godkender planenerne. 
I 25 år har det nemlig været dansk politik at 
forbyde radioaktivt materiale.” 
Speaker Stress: ”uran”, ”der”, 
”ikke”, ”25 år”, 
”forbyde” 
  
Aleqa Hammond standing in front of a 
picture with icebergs CPD 
Greenlandic 
answer to 
the problem 
”Jeg har en god forventning til et godt 
samarbejde med den danske regering og jeg 
synes også at det er vores danske kolleger har 
en stor forståelse for grønlands ønske om 
øknomisk bæredygtigt samfund.” 
Aleqa Hammond Stress: ”også”, ”har”   
Showing construction site CSD Political 
differences 
between 
Danish 
partys 
”De radikale og socialdemokraterne vil ikke 
modsætte sig det grønlandske ønske så længe 
de internationale regler respekteret.” 
Speaker Stress: ”Socialdemo-
krater”, ”ikke”, 
”sålænge”, 
”respekteres” 
  
Flemming Møller Mortensen is 
standing in front of a glass wall CPD 
”Der siger vi at hvis rammen er overholdt så er 
der også nogle muligheder.” 
Grønlands-
ordfører, S: 
Flemming Møller 
Mortensen 
Stress: ”så” moving 
head a lot 
Showing a mine, and a person walking 
out the mine 
”Men Enhedslisten og Venstre er imod.” Speaker Stress: ”imod”   
Gitte Bech CPD ”Vi mener at det ikke  er undersøgt til bunds 
hvad det er der skal til for at det her 
overhovedet kan lade sig gøre.” 
Grønlands-
ordfører, V: Gitte 
Lillelund Bech 
Stress: ”mener”, ”til”   
Aleqa Hammond sitting at a table with 
other people from her party in front of a 
crowd FSD 
  ”Den nye regering i Grønland vil nu gøre sit til 
at få Danmark til at stemme for.” 
Speaker Stress: ”sit”, ”for”   
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Aleqa Hammond standing in front of a 
picture with icebergs CPD 
  ”Tilgengæld skal vi til at udforme en 
lovgivning i Grønland som skal beskytte vores 
miljø, vores sundhed og vores 
sikkerhedsspørgsmål, således at vi i Grønland, 
i stedet for ophævelse, når vi har ophævet øh 
nul-tolerancen får et sæt regelsæt i Grønland 
som vi alle sammen kan være stolte af.” 
Aleqa Hammond Stress: ”beskytte”, 
”sundhed”, ”således”, 
”ophævet” 
  
The anchor standing in the studio CPD Outro ”Og når alle aspekter omkring minedrift og 
udvinding af uran er undersøgt, vil folketinget 
formegentligt stemme om sagen.” 
Kim Bildsøe 
Lassen 
Stress: alleundersøgt, 
formegentligt 
Blinking a 
lot 
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April 5th 2013 
“Pigsties - 150 mill. gives 2000 new jobs” 
 
Brief summary: 
The Ministry on foods are going to invest 150 mill. on greener pigsties which will create more jobs. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is presented towards the end of the broadcast (11 minutes and 27 seconds in) and lasts 39 seconds. The story is short and not highly prioritized. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker ID Vocal inflection/ 
tone 
Facial expression/ 
body language 
Pigs in a stable, a man opens the 
gate and goes in to the pigs. 
Introduction ”Fødevarerministeren invisterer 150 milloner i 
svinestalde.” 
Speaker Stress: ”150 
millioner”, 
”svinestalde” 
  
Pigs in a stable. ”Det skal sikre både bedre miljø og flere job.” Stress: ”miljø”  
Fødevareministeren is seen in a 
portraitformat in a hallway. 
CPD 
Explanation 
from the 
decision 
maker. 
”Det kan vi altså kombinere ved at lave nogle stalde 
som er grønnere, bedre for miljøet og så samtidig sikre 
at vi får nogle flere arbejdspladser i Danmark.” 
Fødevare-
minister, S: 
Mette 
Gjerskov 
Stress: ”stalde”, 
”grønnere” 
Raising eyebrows 
on the words: 
stalde og grønnere. 
Pigs in a stable. Further 
explanation 
of the 
initiative 
De nye stalde vil give plads til flere svin og det vil 
skabe op mod 2000 job, for de miljørigtige grise skal 
helst slagtes i Danmark og ikke i udlandet. 
Speaker Stress: ”svin”, 
”2000”, ”i 
Danmark”, 
”ikke” 
  
Søren Gade is standing outside 
in front of a parkinglot. CPD 
The more 
technical 
explanation 
of how the 
initiative 
will work in 
practise. 
”For slagterierne vil man give et tillæg til de svin der 
bliver produceret i de her nye stalde og det skulle så 
gerne være med til at sikre at landmændene leverer 
slagtesvinene til øh danske slagterier.” 
  
Administre-
rende 
direktør, 
Landbrug og 
fødevarer: 
Søren Gade 
Monotonous   
The scene changes to the pigs in 
a stable. 
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April 12th 2013 
“Fishing - Too fat mussels” 
 
Brief summary: 
The mussels get big green stomachs in the cold water which ruins the industry’s products when they are cooked. 
 
Framed within the broadcast: 
The story is presented in the middle of the broadcast (7 minutes and 32 seconds in) and lasts 49 seconds. The story is very short. 
 
Visuals/ scene Text 
categories 
Verbal transcript Speaker 
ID 
Vocal inflection/ 
tone 
Facial expression/ body 
language 
Clams are being poured into 
pressure cooker. 
Introduction ”Dagens ret, fede blåmuslinger, for 
muslingerne spiser for meget og rør sig for 
lidt i det kolde vejr.” 
Speaker Less official in tone 
than normal. Stress: 
"fede", "for meget". 
  
Andersen is standing in the 
harbour. Fishing boats can be 
seen in the background. CPD, 
chest up, right side. 
Facts ”Vandtemperaturen den er for lav sååå, 
øh, muslingen den er ikke særlig aktiv. Så 
den tager bare på og kommer.” 
Formand, 
Central-
foreningen 
for 
Limfjorden
: Benny 
Andersen 
Doesn't show much 
emotion in voice. 
Has a very distinct 
Jutland accent. 
Andersen looks stern and 
serious in face. Moves head to 
the side a bit throughout. 
Overgaard is seen opening the 
pressure cooker. 
”Ikke a’ med det den spiser, eller 
omsætter det den spiser.” 
  
Water is being poured on the 
pressure cooker, the the cooker 
is opened, and Overgaard 
pours the clams on the table. 
Consequences ”Og det er et stort problem for de 
overvægtige muslinger bliver trykkogte af 
industrien også bliver lagen grøn og 
uappetitlig fordi den tykke mave springer, 
også kan de ikke bruges.” 
Speaker More official in 
tone. Doesn't sound 
as playful as in 
beginning. 
  
Overgaard is seen in kitchen 
examening the clams. 
”Det ligger så løst i kødet at man ikke kan 
bruge det til at fryse ned eller putte i en 
lage.” 
Produk-
tionschef, 
Vilsund 
Blue: Jette 
Overgaard 
Conversational in 
tone. 
Overgaard is seen in profile 
and doesnt look into the 
camera, as she is busy 
examining the clams. 
  
Close up of clam with busted 
stomach. 
”Her kan du se, den her den er helt gået op 
her i maven.” 
Close up of clams on table. 
Steam is coming from them. 
”Derfor har fiskeriet af muslingerne indtil 
nu, stået næsten stille.” 
Speaker Stress: "indtil nu"   
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Andersen is standing in the 
harbour. Fishing boats can be 
seen in the background. CPD, 
chest up, right side. 
”Det får jo en mindre omsætning til os, og 
det kan vi jo ba’ ik’ nå a’ indhent’. Men, 
sådan er det jo at være fisker. Der ka’ man 
int’ si’ nøjagtig hvad man tjener hvert år.” 
Benny 
Andersen 
Doesn't show much 
emotion in voice. 
Has a very distinct 
Jutland accent. 
Andersen pulls up shoulders 
slightly and shakes head a bit 
as he says " det kan vi jo ba'.." 
Pulls up shoulders again as he 
says "men, sådan er det.." 
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Appendix B: DVD 
On the enclosed DVD you will find all the broadcasts containing stories selected for analysis. 
 
